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The fundamental idea aimed in this study is to invoke some architectural ways

of handling the space organization problems in historic urban sites subjected to

unhealthy transformations. The dominant function may be kept as constant through out

ages in a specific region, but still it is certain that architectural end products pertaining

to different periods will most probably reflect the modifications in spatial decisions

appropriate to their own social, cultural and economical context. It has been thought that

if a method of morphological evaluation is developed to decipher the spatial qualities of

the present buildings belonging to different periods, it will then be possible to derive

significant spatial values to be taken into consideration in succeeding design decisions.

This will result in a poly-phasal urban morphology with heterogeneous spatial qualities,

instead of an enormous complexity stemming from inappropriate conversions. It is

thought that the present situation of the built environment in izmir is mostly recalled

with its negative aspects. Renewals and bad restorations had resulted in the loss of so

far established identity on MK Street, and a better one has not been formed.

Nevertheless, it has preserved the architectural characteristics that make it a transitional

zone between the totally preserved historical commercial district Kemeraltl and the

totally burned down and renewed Alsancak. It has buildings representing the

commercial activities experienced in Traditional Ottoman, Westernization, Early

Republican, Modern and Post-Modern periods in this historical commercial region of

izmir.

Within this frame, in each chapter of the thesis the following points have been

put forth for discussion. The introduction presents the arguments of the thesis with

respect to the architectural developments in the country and izmir. The aims and content

are clearly stated, where as the points that will be kept out of the discussion ground are

pointed out as well. This means the denotative meanings of space are chosen to be

discussed instead of the connotative ones. The problem is, then, defined in terms of

hypothesis. Following this, the methodology suggested for deciphering the general

architectural characteristics and space organization principles of buildings has been

presented. The first step of the method, therefore, involves the establishment of an

architectural database necessary for further discussions and the second one proposes a



morphological evaluation system for the analysis of the spatial systems of each

building. The way of handling the written and illustrative results arrived at the end of

the analysis is to compare them with each other to clearly state the dominant and

peculiar spatial themes in text format. Finally, the buildings themselves as the primary

sources of this study, together with the archive documents, old maps and photographs,

travelogues, evaluations of previous researchers on history of izrnir and the architectural

practice in the city, and previous studies dealing with space evaluation methods are

criticized.

Chapter 2 auns to get acquainted with the problems of the thesis by

understanding the correlation between the social and economical developments, and

also the architectural developments in izrnir through out the ages. The architectural

reflections of this historical evolution have been identified on the continuously

transformed commercial district of Mimar Kemalettin Street. This resume of the

historical and architectural developments in the study area with respect to those within

the city whole has provided a ground for the following spatial evaluations of buildings

within the limits of their two constants - location and function.

Chapter 3 evaluates the buildings and built form on Mimar Kemalettin Street as

representatives of different architectural trends. The information pertaining to tectonics

provided in the identification and design sheets, and the spatial characteristics analyzed

in the system tables have been evaluated in this chapter. It is understood that there are

representatives of five major architectural trends: Traditional Ottoman, Late Ottoman

under the Influence of Westernization, Early Republican, Modem and Post-Modem.

Comparison among different sets of buildings possessing similar function and location

specifications, but created according to different architectural traditions and generally in

different periods have been put forth in order to clarify the characteristics of a certain

group within the set.

In the conclusion, space organization principles belonging to buildings of

various architectural periods and the built form in the transformed urban fabric of MK

Street deciphered through out the study have been interpreted. The primary hypothesis

of the thesis that each architectural trend on MK Street has its own space organization

principles, but there is also a general evolution of the commercial space systems has

been proved via the proposed method. The proposed method has been efficient in

establishing an architectural database related with the seventy-three buildings studied.
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Consequently, spatial systems of each period have been delineated. Then, related

analysis and evaluation results have been put forward, and compared with each other.

This way of differentiating significant spatial values developed in every period will

surely illuminate the decisions to be taken under the pressure of virtual transformations.



Bu tezin ana amacI, saghkslZ don~iim1erle kar~1 kar~lya kahm~ tarihi kentsel

sitlerdeki bina mekanlarmm diizenlenme sorunlarml bazl mimari ~oziim yollarma ba$

vurarak tart~maktrr. Bir b6lgedeki baskm i~lev ~aglar boyunca degi~meden kalabilir;

ancak farkh donemlerin mimari iiriinleri kendi toplumsal, kiiltiirel ve ekonomik yaptlarl

dogrultusunda mekansal kararlarda klSmi degi~iklikler i~erirler. Farkh donemlere ait

oIan mevcut binalarm mekansal kalitelerini yorumlayIcI bi~im-bilimsel bir

degerlendirme yonteminin geli~tirilmesi ile, gelecekteki tasarIffi kararlarmda goz oniine

aimmasl gereken onemli mekansal degerlerin aC;:Iga~IkarI1masmm miimkiin olacagl

dii~iiniilmii~tiir. Boyle bir siirecin sonunda, uygunsuz don~iimler olarak

tarumlanabilecek ~ok geni~ yelpazeli karma~Ik bir yapmm yerine, 'toktiirel mekan

kalitesine sahip ~ok-zamanh bir kentsel bi'tim ortaya 'ttkabilecektir. Bu dii~iincelerin

izmir'deki Mimar Kemalettin Caddesi iizerinde yer alan binalar oze1inde tartI~Ilmasma

karar verilmi$tir. Se~ilen bu ornek, sorunlu olarak kabul edilebilecek mekansal

degi~imlerle kar~1kar~lya kalml~, farkh donemlere ait ticaret binalarmI barmdrran tarihi

kentsel bir alandrr.

Bu 'ter~eve i'tinde, tezin b6liimleri ozelinde tartI~tlan konular ~oyle srralanabilir:

Giri~ boliimii, iilke biitiiniinde ve izmir'de ger~ekle~en mimari geli~imler dogrultusunda

tezin savundugu dii~iinceleri ozetler. Burada ama~lar ve i'terik a~Ik~a ortaya konmu~tur;

ayru zamanda tartl$ma zemini dI$mda tutulacak konular da belirtilmi~tir. A~tklanmak

istenen oz, mekanm 'tagn~Imsal aniamiarl yerine, gostergesel anlamlarmm tartI$Ilmak

iizere se'tildigidir. Bunu izleyerek, tezin sorunsah varsaylmlar bi'timinde tarumlanml~trr.

Daha soma, binalarm genel mimari ozellikleri ve mekan diizenleme ilkelerini

~oziimlemek iizere onerilen yontem sunulmU$tur. Soz konusu yontemin ongordiigii ilk

adIm, kapsamh tart~malara olanak saglayacak ayrmtIda mimari bir veritabanmm

olu$turulmasIdrr. ikincisi ise, ele alman her binanm mekansal diizenlerini par'talayarak

dagItan bi'tim-bilimsel bir degerlendirme dizgesinin onerilmesidir. Coziimleme

sonucunda elde edilen yazdI ve gosterimsel sonu'tlar birbirleriyle kar~lla$tIr1larak hem

yaygm, hem de olagandl~I mekansal temalar yazdI olarak a'tIk'ta ifade edilmi~tir. Giri$

b6liimii i~inde ele alman son madde kaynaklar konusudur. Bu kapsamda binalarm

kendileri birincil kaynak olarak degerlendirilmi$, aynca ar$iv belgeleri, eski haritalar He



fotograflar, seyahatnameler ortaya konmu~, izmir'in tarihi ve mimarisi ile ilgilenmi~

olan onceki ar~trrmacdarm ~ah~malarl, b~ka bilimadamlarmca onerilmi~ olan mekan

degerlendirme yontemleri ele~tirilmi~tir.

ikinci boliim, izmir ~ehrinde ~aglar boyunca ya~anmI~ toplumsal, kiiltiirel ve

ekonomik geli~meler ile mimari olanlar arasmdaki ili~kiyi anlayarak tezin sorunsalma

yakmla~ma saglamayl hedeflemi~ir. Bu tarihi geli~imin siirekli donii~mekte olan Mimar

Kemalettin ticaret bOlgesindeki mimari yanslmalan tarumlanmt~trr. <::ah~ma alanmdaki

tarihi ve mimari geli~imlerin ~ehir biitiiniindekilerle baglantIh olarak ozetlenmesi, bunu

izleyecek bina 6l~egindeki mekansal degerlendirmeler i~in bir zemin olu~turmu~tur. Soz

konusu degerlendirmelerde konum ve i~lev sabittirler.

-o~iincii bOliim Mimar Kemalettin Caddesi'ndeki farkh mimari ozelliklere sahip

binalarm degerlendirilmesini kapsar. Kimlik ve tasartrn levhalarmda yer alan binasal

bilgiler ve dizge ~izelgelerinde ~oziimlenmi~ 0Ian mekan ozellikleri burada

degerlendirilmi~tir. Sonu~ta be~ ana mimari obek saptanabilmi$tir: Geleneksel Osmanh,

batIhl~ma etkisinde Ge~ Osmanll, Erken Cumhuriyet, Modem ve Post-Modem. Benzer

i~lev ve konum ozelliklerine sahip, ancak ~ogunlukla farkh donemlerin yaratIsl olan

farkh bina obekleri arasmda kar$ll~tIrmalar yapllmt$; boylelikle her bir obegin

ozellikleri a~lga kavu$turulmaya ~ah~llml$trr.

Yargl bOliimiinde, mimari mekan degerlendirme yonteminin sonu~larl, iizerinde

~ah$llan tarihi bi~imlenmenin evrimine gondermeler yapllarak yorumlanmI~trr. Tezin

ba$at varsaytrnl, Mimar Kemalettin Caddesi'ndeki her bir mimari gelenegin/donemin

kendi mimari diizenleme ilkelerine sahip oldugu, ancak buradaki ticaret mekan

dizgelerinin genel bir evriminin de soz konusu oldugu $eklinde olup onerilen yontem

yardlffi1 ile kamtlanml$trr. Ele alman her mimari iiriiniin gene I bina ozellikleri

tantrnlanml$, tasanmlarmda goz oniine alman mekansal dii~iinceler aytrt edilmi$tir.

Sonu~ bulgularm ozeti ile yargl tamamlanmt~trr. Bu bulgular Mimar Kemalettin

bOlgesinde ileride izlenecek olast donii$iimlerle ilgili kararlar oncesinde goz oniine

almmasl gereken mekansal degerleri a~tga kavu~turmu~tur.
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Today, with no traces of the optimism left, the public and the architectural

establishments in the country are lamenting the irreversible destruction of cities by the

ugliness of the vast majority of new buildings, compared with the aesthetic qualities of the

cultural heritage. The predicament of architecture in Turkey necessitates a less polemical

and more fruitful approach. The central intellectual dilemma in this thesis is how to rely on

information technologies and yet invoke some architectural ways of handling the complex

and ambitious problems of architectural space organizations in historic urban sites subjected

to transformation in order to cope with the pressure of inappropriate applications. It is

explicit in the urban conception that it will be quite difficult, unfortunately, to differentiate

izmir from the other metropolitan cities of the country in the near future. As a result of the

tendency to generalize about urbanization, an urban history unparalleled in its geographical

spread and cultural riches has presented itself.

It is argued in this thesis that transformations of the commercial urban fabric and

architectural culture during different periods such as Traditional Ottoman, Westernization,

Nationalization and Modernization in izmir can well be viewed on MK Street whose new

spatial decisions are inappropriate to its cultural and national context, and neither varying in

appearance nor universal in the principles of design thinking that informed it. The urban

transformation of MK Street, unfortunately, may come to be discussed with its negative

divergences, rather than positive convergences. In other words, the new urban spatial

organization has not been quite an architectural triumph, but it has certainly led to much

vitality in terms of conversions.

The central argument underlying this retrospective overvIew is that appropriate

morphological evaluation methodologies can be developed of as a spatial quality decipherer

of the buildings in hand. Consequently, this will help to derive significant spatial values to

be taken into consideration so that a poly-phasal morphology with heterogeneous space

quality can be obtained. Such a discourse will certainly be grounded in the historical

condition of spatial organizations, which are to be evaluated within a scientific architectural

database provided before any analysis to be carried out in relation with MK Street

buildings. Understanding of the correlation between social and economical developments,



and architectural aspects through out ages is a meaningful way of getting acquainted with

the problem.

The study focuses on the discussion of the space organization principles of

commercial buildings, each bearing the pressure of unqualified renewal through which the

urban and architectural culture of the country have been unavoidably transformed. The

thesis aims to decipher the present architectural products belonging to different periods in

order to illuminate ways to organize decisions for a possible spatial intervention process in

succession. Any evaluation of architectural space organization in a transformed urban fabric

has to proceed from the premise that each period has its own space concept mostly in

relation with the social and economical characteristics of its own time. These concepts are,

however, interrelated with each other when an evolution of a specific environment that has

preserved its basic function through out history is considered. It was therefore not grounded

in a radical rethinking of the development of a totally new architectural space concept in

every period. Rather, it was primarily a form of necessities that accompanied changes in the

social, economical and political structure through out history. It is precisely such historical

circumstances that underlie the nature of spatial discourses of architecture as an expression

of the two constants - location and function.

It is this aspect that comes across most forcefully m representations of

transformations of the city of izmir revealing the architectural attitudes adopted by the

authorities of Ottoman Empire, Europeans and minorities effective on the Empire during its

Westernization period, Kemalists of Turkey and their ancestors.1 Those transformations of

the commercial zone were explicitly identified on Mimar Kemalettin Street. The continuous

transformation of this zone is a significant problematic that challenges the planners and

architects. Both Mimar Kemalettin Street as an urban space and its buildings dramatically

being altered need to be criticized underlining the task of new designs and conservation

applications carried out so far. This thesis, however, will thoroughly evaluate only the

spatial characteristics of buildings here. Consequently, the historical morphology and

proliferation of spatial interventions in architectural terms is to be discussed. In what

follows, denotative meanings of form and space are presented, where as connotative

meanings are stated to be beyond the scope of this study. It is noted, however, that the

intention is not to diminish the importance of the social, political or economic aspects of

architecture and urban design.



In line with the aims cited in the above, the main theme of the study is formulated in

the form of hypothesis as in the below.

• Each architectural trend on MK Street has its own principles of space organization.

Moreover, spatial interventions carried out in each period reflect the general

conceptualization of space in that period. Therefore, it is significant to illuminate and

clarify the spatial ideas of each trend being explored, and point out the critical

distinctions that reflect the time of their construction.

• The area under the study has functioned as a commercial center in all historical ages.

The spatial organizations of the buildings have been modified so as to abide by the

changing requirements of the commercial activities. Nevertheless, the range of

commercial building types with an apparent relationship to place from a broad time

frame possess some primary spatial principles in common. To evaluate the evolution of

these architectural spaces, comparison among the spatial characteristics of different

periods should be made, and similarities among different buildings should be pointed

out. This way of handling the problem will bring into sharper focus the common spatial

characteristics stemming from the place and function of their making.

• The historical fabric of MK Street has been subject to various changes, and even to

destructions causing to severe alterations in the morphological aspects of individual

buildings. As a result of this, definite zones with defmite architectural characteristics

pertaining to specific periods of architectural trends cannot be identified. It is also

recognized that there are no buildings earlier than the 17th century. The analysis of these

single buildings should be preceded by preliminary information defining the historical

and architectural evolution of both the city ofizmir and the study area since they are all

designed for commercial purposes in a region that has always been a dense commercial

center through out its history. This will illuminate the social, economical, cultural and

political considerations behind their erection and be propitious to distinguish between

different commercial building types such as store and khan, and architectural trends for

each period.

• To decipher the general architectural characteristics and the interventions they have

gone through, an architectural database needs to be developed since there is no

preliminary study dealing with the buildings on MK Street. This will provide a precious

source for understanding the basic architectural characteristics of the buildings. The



database should include every building whose spatial organization will be evaluated in

the later phase of the study. The delineated architectural designs should supplement the

diagrams of spatial analysis presenting the disintegration of searched organization

principles.

In short, the thesis claims that the evaluation of the space organization principles on

MK Street requires an understanding of the points to be deciphered. There are three primary

criteria that have been effective in the design of these buildings: function, location and time.

The flrst is the criterion of function. All of the buildings serve for commercial purposes, but

there have been modiflcations as a result of the change in the interpretation of the function

within time. The second criterion that has been effective in the formation of these

architectural products is their location. This is a constant since all of the buildings are

located on MK Street. After clarifying the two of the inputs of the problem, it may be stated

that the location of the buildings within the city and the continuity of the commercial

function throughout periods in this selected location require a brief explanation for better

understanding of the building stock dealt with. The last is the criterion of time. It is known

that architectural design trends are speciflc to certain time intervals and locations, and also

possess similar formal languages. The thesis claims that representatives of each

architectural trend on MK Street have its own principles of space organization. It is also

certain that all these discussions should be based on an architectural database providing

detailed information about the buildings on MK Street.

The aim is to provide an effective way of handling the spatial intervention decisions

m a transformed urban fabric. Therefore, an innovative method for the preliminary

evaluation of the morphological characteristics of different period buildings is necessary.

Here, the special terminology and methodology developed for the evaluation of buildings

on Mimar Kemalettin Street is to be presented. In order to decipher the architectural

characteristics of buildings on the street, the general building characteristics are fIrst

determined, then the spatial characteristics are focussed on. To gather the basic information

on the general characteristics of the buildings, fleld surveys have been considered

indispensable and, therefore, carried out in Spring 1999. Before going into the deciphering

process, the overall historical and architectural developments that have been effective in the

formation of the studied built environment should be known. The way of handling this

section has been a collective one. The architectural knowledge spread over the studies of
4



varIOUSscholars are summarized and evaluated in accordance with Mimar Kemalettin

region. Within this general frame, each interrelated step of the methodology can be itemized

as follows.

• As stated in the above, the buildings should be identified together with their physical

characteristics and design concepts, before going into the process of their spatial

analysis. Otherwise, the difficulty of deciphering the spatial systems of dissimilar

buildings will be faced with. Since the studied buildings are all located on a single street

(Mimar Kemalettin), it is significant to underline the locational value of the buildings

defmed by this special positioning. Consequently, the information on their general

architectural characteristics should be illustrated on maps so that the possibility of

comparison is provided. Some of the overall information derived at the end of the

evaluation of the general building characteristics have been classified, and illustrated on

maps to make it easier to conceive the results. (see chapter 2)

• To decipher the principles behind the organization of each building giving on to the

street, a special method of analysis needs to be developed. Therefore, the required way

of handling the problem is the proposition of a morphological evaluation system rather

than a typological one. The suggested method may take into consideration previous

studies on space concept, but it should involve its own diversifying terminology

necessary to discuss the spatial systems specific to the studied buildings. This way of

handling the evaluation methodology will simultaneously broaden and enrich the

vocabulary of architectural space through the study of its essential elements and

principles. It will also be propitious in defining the problem as understanding of the

spatial language behind the examined architectural products. If the spatial issues

analyzed are kept as constants for each building, similarities and differences among the

designs can be identified. The evaluation method should be an illustrative one since

denotative meanings of space are searched. This means a graphic language should be

developed for the analysis of the signified spatial factors and relationships. At its end,

the classification of spatial information belonging to different periods should be

possible, since it is proposed that each period has its own spatial conceptualization.

• Such an evaluation method oriented to define the space organization principles of

commercial buildings located within the continuously transformed urban fabric of MK

Street will illuminate similar and peculiar characteristics of each architectural period.

Any deviation from the conventional space organization principles of a certain

architectural period stems from the desire to establish complex, meticulously designed

5



and/or thoroughly converted end products in accordance with the necessities ofthe time.

The analysis of such cases will make it possible to evaluate the limits of spatial

experiences in each period. The evaluation of representatives of various architectural

design trends is to be carried out in a two-phased process. That is to say, descriptive

information related with the buildings subject to study in each group will be followed

by critical remarks. (see chapter 3)

• The results of the evaluations should be so compared with each other that dominant

spatial themes and peculiar spatial experiences of each period are identified. The

comparative study should also be in line with the descriptive and critical approaches of

the former stage of evaluation. This, in turn, will permit the progress of the phase of

decision making in relation to virtual transformations since the spatial values to be

signified are clarified. The qualities of the already existing spaces in 'these buildings

determined by their ordering, enclosure and circulation systems are important criteria in

the conversion of spaces. Encapsulating the essential minimum spatial information in

these present buildings will provide ways to consciously generate architectural

transformations. All these spatial characteristics are determiners of convertibility that in

turn create potential for contemporary and alternative commercial styles housed in these

buildings belonging to different periods. As a result of the culmination of architectural

form properties of several periods on the very same street, commercial spaces with

heterogeneous quality can be obtained within the district. (see conclusion)

After presenting the overall methodology of the thesis, the special terminology and

methodology suggested for the evaluation of the built form and buildings on Mimar

Kemalettin Street should be further focussed on.

At first step, the buildings need to be well identified. The information gathered at

the end of the field surveys and studies in archives of Konak Municipality and izmir

Conservation Council for every building is gathered in two separate sheets. These sheets not

only include collective information sieved through the surveys, but also classify and analyze

it so that a database is created for the next evaluation phase. After the preparation of the

sheet pairs, they are grouped together according to the original building characteristics

derived. This has ended at five groups of buildings belonging to different architectural

trends. They are named as Traditional Ottoman, Late Ottoman under Influence of

Westemisation, Early Republican, Modem and Post-Modem period buildings on Mirnar
6



Kemalettin Street. (See tables AI-2, BI-2, CI-2, DI-2 and EI-2, respectively) The

conceptual design of each pair of sheet, therefore, has taken into consideration the

underlining of two major information groups:

• Identification

• Design

This group involves the number, name, survey date, address, status of conservation,

construction method and material, physical dimensions, status of stories, and function of

buildings (see tab Ie 1.1).

Number of the Building: Every building is given a number specific to this study.

The building at the north side and west end of MK Street is numbered as one. Then, the

other north side buildings are numbered in west to east order. Finally, the south side ones

are numbered in east to west order. Ending at south-west corner of the study area with

no:73.

Name of the Building: Survey date (1998 for all) together with the building name

are noted down both in English and Turkish. These two are not only translations of each

other, but Turkish name is how that building is called by its owners and what they have

preferred to \\Tite on the name panel attached to the building, while English one includes

the name of the building type decided on considering its function together with the

shortened private name of that case.

Address of the Building: Then, the address of the building is given with reference

to Mimar Kemalettin Street and others, if there are any. (Example: M.K. Street no:l, C.S.

no:..) The information that is to be propitious in locating the building in basic map,

cadastral map and development plan are also provided. These are plan sheet number, block

number, and old-new plot numbers.

Status of Cons@rvation: Finally, status of conservation is indicated. The historical

buildings listed ("tescilli") by icc, date of listing ("tescil tarihi") and grade of conservation

("koruma grubu") according to the legislation at the time of listing are noted.

Construction Method and Material: The last characteristic to be itemized as a

part of the physical description is the building technology. This actually includes the

deciphering of all the information embedded within the architectural product as a part of the

applicable building sciences of its time. However, only the dominant construction method

(skeleton or solid system2
) and material (reinforced concrete or stone and brick) are referred

7
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within the sheet. This has been that of walls for solid system constructions. This general

information is detailed in the text (See sections 3.1.1.2, 3.2.1.2, 3.3.1.2, 3.4.1.2, 3.5.1.2) as

follows:

Structural systems with relation to vertical and horizontal elements in the order of

bottom to top are discussed. Construction techniques and materials of each structural

element (walls, columns, floors, beams, roofs) are stated with remarks on their covering

materials (plastering, tiles, curtain wall construction, glass, timber, without covering, etc.)

and embellishments. Then, construction techniques and materials of minor architectural

elements (joinery work of doors and windows, stairs, balustrades, etc.) are described.

Physical Dimensions of Buildings: The physical dimensions of buildings that is to

say plot area, land coverage and height are presented.

Status of Stories: At the same time, number, type and intervention status of stories

are made clear. Original ones are basement, gallery, mezzanine, normal and geared stories.

Additionals are mezzanine, normal top and geared top stories. A basement story is one

located below the ground level and exposed to no daylight through its vertical planes. A

normal story is to name both ground and upper level spaces with average heights and

horizontal extensions in street, back and/or side directions. In case its additional, it is

positioned above the original normal story at the very top. A gallery story is situated above

the ground level, possesses a lower height compared to normal stories and has a vertical

extension in ground story direction through its gallery. A mezzanine story is also situated

above ground level and possesses a lower height compared to normal stories, but lacks a

gallery. In case it is additional, it is situated within the void of the ground story so that its

height is decreased. A geared story is the one at the very top of the building and geared back

from the elevation line of the other stories. When it is additional, it is positioned above the

original story at the very top of the building. (See figure 3.33 Map illustrating Storey

Systems)

Function of the Building: Following this, function of the building is stated such as

retail-whole sale trade, bank and telecommunication. The ones under-construction and the

empty plots are pointed out. Further detail information is provided about the type of good

sold and the presence of any atelier, office or storage units, parking areas, or unoccupied

parts in retail-whole sale trade buildings.



The second group of information included within the general building

characteristics aims to introduce the building as an architectural design product. (see table
1.2)

Architect, Design and Completion Dates: Design characteristics of the buildings

include the name of the architect, design and completion dates for original state and later

interventions.

Building Characteristics: At the same time, the characteristics that make that

building a member of an architectural trend are differentiated. (See figure 2.37) There are

five major architectural traditions distinguished on MK Street: Traditional Ottoman, Late

Ottoman under Influence of Westernization, Early Republican, Modem and Post-Modem.

These generally belong to different time intervals. Nevertheless, there are sometimes

buildings constructed in different traditions, but in the same period.

Interventions: The interventions belonging to different time intervals are

differentiated as first, second and third phases. If the characteristics of the building have

been altered within the building tradition of another period, this is stated. (An early

Republican building may be altered so that it looks like modem.) The types of interventions

are classified as alterations in building mass, floor levels, plan layouts, elevations,

architectural elements and structural systems. Legal status and professional quality of

interventions are also differentiated as legal-illegal and with project-without project.

The sheets described in the above are helpful in identifying the general building

characteristics of each building. In order to compare these identified characteristics of

buildings with each other, they should be illustrated on maps. The locations, number of

stories, functions and architectural characteristics of buildings are to be delineated on maps.

Qualities of buildings are to be illustrated on a fmal map, and the different zones are to be

differentiated.

Locations: The map of location includes the numbers of buildings specific to this

study, names of buildings, entrance numbers, main entrances, service entrances and borders

of the survey area. (Figure 1.1)
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Functions: The second map is designed to illustrate the functions of each building

(Figure 1.2). Retail-whole sale trade, bank and telecommunication are the primary

functions. The buildings under construction and empty plots need to be differentiated.

Storey Systems: The third map illustrating the number of stories (Figure 1.3)

includes the empty plots; numbers of normal stories, basements, gallery, mezzanine, altered

mezzanine, geared top stories, and additional stories. Completely altered original story

systems are also marked. Numbers of normal stories vary between one and ten. This

number does not include the specialised stories. Original basement, gallery, mezzanine,

altered mezzanine, and geared top stories, which are named as 'specialised stories', are only

one in number in each building. When an additional top story is considered, it may be one,

two or three in number. Additional mezzanine and geared top stories are also one in

number.

Architectural Characteristics in line with Design Trends: The fourth map

(Figure 1.4) illustrates the distribution of the five major architectural groups on the street

(Traditional Ottoman, Late Ottoman under influence of Westernisation, Early Republican,

Modern and Post-Modern). This classification gives an idea about the period, but it does not
f

necessarily provide precise information about the dates of construction since, for instance, a

Modern building and a Post-Modern one may be built at the same time interval, but with

different architectural characteristics. Therefore, the terminology 'architectural

characteristics' have been chosen as the title of the map. Nevertheless, it has been decided

that the mapping is propitious in identifying historic buildings. Therefore, already listed

buildings will be delineated to clarify the relation between the historic and listed at present.

Zoning according to architectural characteristics: The last map classifies the

buildings into two as historic and contemporary (Figure 1.5). Contemporary additions to

historic buildings and empty plots are differentiated. The qualities of buildings are

discussed. Qualified buildings and severely altered historic buildings are pointed out.

Qualified buildings are those designed and constructed in a meticulous manner and

preserved their original architectural characteristics at a great extant. It should be underlined

that a qualified building does not have to be a historic one, but it may be designed with

contemporary design approaches. Rows of similar characteristics such as qualified

buildings, historic building facades, contemporary building facades together with single

examples of historic and contemporary building facades are differentiated. The intentness

for demonstrating the condition of facades stems from the axiom that there are historic

buildings with contemporary facades and visa versa.
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The space organization principles of each building are analyzed through the

identification of their three main systems.

• The System of Ordering

• The System of Enclosure

• The System of Circulation

These systems involve the principles of space organizations considered while

arranging the spatial units into an architectural end product.

Graphic Presentation: To conceive the below itemized branches of each system, it

has been decided to present graphically each discussed feature on the conventional

drawings (plans, sections, elevations) of the studied buildings.

The plan, section and elevation for any individual building are drawn at the same

scale. However, the scale between any two buildings varies depending on building size and

presentation format. Plans are oriented to correspond maps. North, therefore, is always

indicated as the top of the table.

Since the aim is graphically present the spatial ideas, the conventional drawings are

utilized in preparing diagrams. Abstract drawings that are intended to convey essential

space organization principles in an architectural product are called diagrams. They make it

possible to compare the desired characteristics between buildings independent of their

styles, functions and times. In order to reduce the building to its essentials, the diagrams

have been intentionally simplified. As a result, the remaining has become more dominant.

Figure 1.6. Diagrams of one of the buildings on MK Street (B. 46)

These diagrams are enriched with graphical illustrations introduced according to a

legend providing analytical information about the spatial characteristics.
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Figure 1.7. Some diagrams enriched with graphical illustrations

Conceptual Design of Tables: The diagrams elucidated in the above are arranged

in the form of tables. These are with column headings possessing the questioned spatial

characteristics and row headings including the building numbers and names. Then, the

relevant characteristics are marked on the drawings in the matching cells. For this marking,

it has been necessary to establish a graphic standard so that the comparison could be made

between the diagrams.

The spatial characteristics of the studied 73 buildings could be categorized in three

themes that could be illustrated in three types of tables: Ordering, enclosure and circulation.

It is rare to fmd a building composition, which embodies a single ordering, enclosure or

circulation idea in absolute purity. However, a variety of principles are layered upon one

another to form the building spatial organization. In its most general terms, the principles

identified in this study may be listed as in the following: ordering principles such as axes,

balance and hierarchy, ground floors in the same level with the street or those elevated in

comparison to the street, various degrees of accentuation of entrances by the help of

embellishment, and linear paths or those providing movement in alternate directions.

Nevertheless, parts of each building and types of spaces involved are indicated in every

table in order to provide ease in orientation.

Parts of the Building: At first, the plan layout needs to be analyzed so that parts of

the building are made clear. This means building composed of a single part and divided into

independent parts are differentiated.

91 2
singleparted with a seriesof independentparts

Figure 1.8. Building compositions according to their parts



Types of Spaces: The types of spaces are common, main and other. A common

space is a distributive one through which the other spatial units of the building are accessed.

This defmition, therefore, includes channel spaces like halls and corridors. A main space is

a single spatial unit that is always directly accessible from the street and sometimes linked

to other subspaces. The terminology other space is used for all spaces excluded by the

previous two groups - common and main ones. It is generally situated at upper levels and

sometimes at ground level. It is a subspace of a main space or a single spatial unit reached

by the common space of the building system.

1;
....................................................................... I

Figure 1.9. The types of spaces observed in buildings on MK Street

Another criterion of categorization that has been taken into consideration while

arranging tables has been the architectural trends to be associated with the design of the

buildings. To distinguish between the characteristics of different architectural trend, each

spatial system should be discussed for each trend separately. (Example: Ordering Systems

of Buildings with Architectural Characteristics of Modem Design)

In fact, the fundamental design concepts of buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street

are determined at the end of the analysis of their ordering systems. The understanding of the

ordering system helps to figure out the main principles utilized to create order in an

architectural composition. (See table 1.3) To decipher the ordering system, the following

steps need to be taken.

Space Layout: Determining the locations of each of these spaces within the

building whole are significant in understanding of the space layout. Common spaces either

face the main street, side or back, or are located at a central position, which is surrounded

by other spaces. Main spaces face the main street, the side or the back. Since it is decided to

underline the dominant direction of spatial extension or interspatial position, one item is

possible for each space. The main street in this study denotes generally Mimar Kemalettin

Street. Exceptional situations occur at intersections with the boulevards at the two

terminations ofMimar Kemalettin Street - Cumhuriyet and Gazi Osman Pa~a. Sides include
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secondary streets, where as backs comprehend either gardens or one storied masses between

the studied building and its back neighbor or back streets. The other spaces may be facing

the main street, back or side, fronting common or main space, or adjacent to neighboring

building and/or light shaft. The last means that the space extends in no visual direction.

Common space

Facing main street

Facing back and/or side

SurrOlmded by other spaces

Main space

Facing main street

Facing back and/or side

Other spaces

Facing main street

Facing back and/or side

Adjacent to neighbor building and/or light shaft

Fronting common/main space

•••
~

..... ~ ~ ........ . ....... ....... . .

Figure 1.10. Identification of various types of spaces within a building and their

orientation

Ordering Principles: After analyzing the locations of spaces within the building,

the principles that have been taken into consideration while bringing them together are

searched for. These principles observed in the studied building stock are their ordering

around an axis, according to axial symmetry, considering balance, hierarchy or rhythm.

Axis: An axis is an imaginary line defmed by a pair of architectural elements

terminating it, and about which spaces are arranged in a balanced manner to form a

building. It is the most common principle utilized to create order in architectural

compositions on Mimar Kemalettin Street. Cases are differentiated from each other as the

terminating elements of their axes vary. Therefore, it will be helpful to define the pairs of

terminations as follows. They may be two gateways (main and service entrances of the

building itself, main entrance and door of an interior space, or doors of two interior spaces),

a gateway (main entrance or door of an interior space) and a path element (hall, stairway or

elevator), a gateway (main entrance or door of an interior space) and a vertical plane (wall),

two path elements (stairways or a stairway and an elevator), or spaces with special functions

(large shopping, head office or main atelier spaces at street corners or locations facing main

street).



With two gateways as terminating elements

With gateway and path element / vertical plane as terminating elements

With path elements as terminating elements

With special functioned spaces as terminating elements

Figure 1.11. Axes classified according to their terminating elements

Axial Symmetry: Spatial components of a building may possess different

characteristics. As explained above, axis may be utilized to arrange them in a balanced

manner. The spatial components with different characters are distributed somewhat equally. .

at the two sides of the axis. In some cases, this distribution is made totally equal.

The balanced arrangement of equivalent spatial components on opposite sides of a

dividing imaginary line is called axial symmetry. If an axial symmetry is discussed, then the

location of the symmetry line as passing through or between spaces together with the type

of space its relating to such as common, main or other gains significance. More specifically,

the alternatives of axial symmetry are spatial organizations symmetric around an imaginary

line running through the common space or main space, or between the spatial units of the

same building system.

Through common space

Through main space

Between spaces

.•.:~:.~~: .......:-:-:.:-:-:.

. e_. .
_e "..• _

:- :-:.:->: ... :-.

Figure 1.12. Axis of symmetry can pass through spaces or between spaces.

Balance: From time to time, it may be impossible to maintain either perfectly or

quite well balanced arrangement of spaces around an axis. However, spatial components

with different characteristics may still be distributed somewhat equally within the building

or a space with a special character may be providing a reference organizing the other

random pattern of spaces through its peculiarities. Then it may be stated that the principle of

balance has been utilized to create order in that architectural composition. Balanced space

layouts on MK Street may be classified under a few headings in accordance with the

tectonic characteristic taken as reference of the balance for that specific case. These

characteristics are function, form, type of enclosure or size of balanced spatial components.

Space layouts balanced according to functional variety often include common and

other spaces in somewhat equal numbers. The constant presence of the common space

through out the building establishes a continuous reference around which the other spaces

are organized. Consequently, balanced organization of different formed components appear
23



in buildings positioned on lots with irregular geometries that can be disintegrated into

fundamental sub-geometries such as a rectangle and a triangle, a rectangle and a square, a

rectangle and a trapezoid, etc. In these cases, the different geometric components are rather

equal in sizes and present a complementary spatial structure, rather than one providing a

reference for the other. Thirdly, components with different enclosure types will be analyzed.

This involves the balanced order of overhead planes with contrasting characteristics; that is

to say, the balance between spaces with overhead planes and those extending in the

direction of the sky without any visual border. These two spaces are illuminated at different

levels. In short, the balance stems from the contrast between the illumination levels of the
•two spaces. The last space layout in which a balanced order is maintained includes

compositions with different sized components. A single total space with a large size such as

a main, common or other space, and multiple other ones with small sizes may both be

available somewhat in equal amounts in a single building.

Between different functioned components ••• ~H~YF...
Between different formed components

Between closed and open components

Between single large component and multiple smaller components

Figure 1.13. Balance between building components can be maintained through a

variety of contrasting sets of architectural characteristics.

Hierarchy: If a certain space is desired to be given a priority compared to the others

in a building composition, it is composed with relatively larger physical dimensions (area or

height), placed at a special position such as the building corner, main street side or center of

the organization, or shaped into a unique component with an octagonal plan, etc.

Articulation of a space in an architectural composition to indicate its dominance by size,

placement and/or shape is called hierarchy.

By size ~
By placement

By shape ~

Figure 1.14. Hierarchy can be established by differentiating the size, placement or

shapeof a component in comparison with other components of the building.

Rhythm: The fmal principle observed within the building organizations on Mimar

Kemalettin Street is rhythm. It may sometimes be necessary not to signify a spatial
24
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Base Plane: The systematic surveys carried out on Mimar Kemalettin Street has

indicatedthat the base planes are generally, totally enclosed. For this reason, their degrees

of enclosure as a factor that determines the architectural quality cannot be discussed.

However, these horizontal boundaries of spaces differ from one another with their some

other characteristics. What peculiar is about the studied base planes the position of the

ground floor ones in relation to the present main street level. Therefore, it is significant to

defmethem as at the same level with, elevated from or depressed in relation to the present

main street. It should be reminded that these ground floor base planes discussed belong to

main spaces, directly accessed from the street, or common spaces, linking the ground

entrancesto the upper levels.

At ground level

Elevated

Depressed

Figure 1.17. There are three basic positions of base planes at ground levels m

comparisonwith the street.

Overhead Plane: Overhead planes of buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street are the

upperboundaries of architectural spaces generally in form of flat planes, and rarely curved

surfaces. It should be underlined that the terminology "over head plane" matches with

"roofmg" only when a top floor without a ceiling covering hiding the roof structure is

present.Different from base planes, they contribute to the spatial quality with varieties in

theirenclosure amounts. They are totally solid or with skylight. Skylights are provided to

enlightenmain or common spaces, and rarely others. Those for main ones illuminate their

subspacesat upper levels as well. A skylight providing light only to a subspace may rarely

be seen. A common space designed without an over head plane is also seldom observed.

Thismeans the space totally extends to the sky in vertical direction.

Totally solid

With skylight

Without overhead plane

Figure 1.18. The overhead planes may be classified according to their amounts of

enclosure.



Vertical Surfaces: Vertical surfaces of architectural spaces on Mimar Kemalettin

Street are walls, and sometimes columns. Light passes through the openings between

enclosingplanes perpendicular to the main street at ground levels and through those within

enclosingplanes parallel to the street at upper levels.

Size of Openings: In general, therefore, the main and ground level common spaces

visually continue and interact with adjacent street space as a result of their weakened

vertical boundaries. The other spaces at upper levels, however, are intact and perceptible

ones because of their limited fenestration creating a strong sense of closure. On the other

hand, the intercolumnation creates diffuse spaces merging with adjacent ones. Such a

through exposure is observed between common and semi-common, or common and other

spaces.

Orientation of Openings: The amount of exposure is not only influenced by the size

of openings,but also by their orientation. For instance, some other spaces provide indirect

light through a common or main space. This means diffuse and constant light balancing the

illuminationlevel within the space, but the light degree is low.

Cases whose all vertical planes are totally solid are common spaces generally at

upper levels or other spaces surrounded by some others. These not only lack daylight, but

alsovisual extension in horizontal direction.

Totally solid

Providing light

Providing indirect light through common/main space

An architectural design should be comprehended with its circulation system as well.

It is the systemthat regulates accessibility to and within an architectural space organization.

(seetable 1.5)

Access: Circulation actually begins with an access to the building. Here, the ease in

perception of entrances belonging to each building part is critical. Buildings on Mimar
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KemalettinStreet are placed so that their entire front facades run parallel to the main street.

Forthis reason, frontal accesses to the building entrances are common.

Entrance: The easily perceivable front (main) entrances are complemented with

sideand back entrances that are not easily perceivable from the main street since they are

located on neighboring streets. The configuration, location, and emphasize within the

compositionof the elevation are important.

Easily perceivable W
Not easily perceivable t> D<J I

Figure 1.20. The entrances may be grouped into two according to the ease in their

perception.

Configuration of the Entrance: Configuration of the entrances may be analyzed

under two headings: Recessed and flush. The former contributes a bit more to the

emphasizeof oriented circulation element.

Recessed D~
Flush ~ID
Figure 1.21. There are two basic configurations of entrances.

Location of the Entrance: A second factor that should be evaluated is its location

withinthe fa~ade. Locations may be grouped into three from the most easily distinguished

to the least as follows: Corner locations, centered and off-centered locations in relation to

thecentral axis of the elevation.

Centered

Off centered

Figure 1.22. The locations of entrances within their facades show varieties.

Embellishment of the Entrance: The last factor to be analyzed is the presence of

ornamentation articulating the entrance. This is to be dermed as with or without

embellishment.



With embellishment

Without embellishment ~

.•
.'.

:;~~

Figure 1.23. The entrances are either embellished or not.

Path: The next principle component of the circulation is the path. It is the route one

movesthrough out the building. To decipher its system, one should defme what kind of a

configuration has been chosen for circulation. Then the presence of any specialized

elementsof the path should be questioned.

Configuration of the Path: Paths within the buildings possess three kinds of

configurations:Linear, turning alternate directions and indefmite directions. Linear path

configurationdefmes a movement in form of a line segment starting at the entrance and

tenninatingwithin the space. In addition to this, movement in a series of line segments

runningat different directions but jointed to each other at their end points may be possible.

Thistype of a linear path is observed in irregular formed spaces or a series of main and

subspacesadded to one another without any specialized circulation element.

The second primary configuration appears in rather complex spatial organizations.

Onechooses between alternative directions in this schema. Since the path makes a ring,

bothchoicesmeet at a certain point. If the configuration is applied in a common space, the

ringprovides entrances to other spaces. If it is in a main or other space, then that space

possessesa reference such as a gallery around which the path turning in alternate

directions is developed.

The last path configuration observed in Mimar Kemalettin Street buildings is

turning in indefinite directions. This means one hardly fmds his way within the building

becauseof an unsystematic route formed in a haphazard manner.

Turning alternate directions

Turning indefinite directions

~

~

Figure 1.24. There are three approaches observed in the configuration of paths.

Elements of the Path: The elements of the path are spatial components of the

buildingorganization specialized for circulation function. This defmition includes common

spaceswith various sizes, forms, enclosure qualities and path relations: Courtyards, halls

andcorridors. It should be remembered that some buildings or parts of the buildings lack



anyof these spaces specialized for circulation. In fact, they are directly accessible spatial

organizations.

Directly accessible I~~~~;~~<1

Figure 1.25. Some buildings or parts of buildings are directly accessible.

Courtyard: Courtyards are large, central formed common spaces without overhead

planesand organizing the other spaces of the building around itself.

Hall: Halls are modest sized, central formed common spaces, sometimes exposed to

directdaylight through its vertical boundaries. Both courtyards and halls are suitable for

pathsturning alternate directions.

Corridor: Corridors, however, are for linear paths, since their widths are always

verynarrow compared to lengths. These linear common spaces are rarely exposed to direct

daylightthrough their vertical boundaries.

Gallery, Stairway and Elevator: Other than common spaces functioning for

circulation, three-dimensional architectural elements such as galleries, stairways and

elevatorsenrich the paths. They may be elements of a common, main or other space, and

generallylink a series of various space types at different levels to each other. Therefore,

they are specialized for vertical circulation. Stairways are indispensable elements of all

commonspaces, where as elevators are often observed in those of multi-level contemporary

buildings.Gallery, on the other hand, is distinguished among the other two with its unique

characteristic.It provides visual link between different leveled spaces, but not an actual

movementopportunity.

Courtyard

Hall

Corridor

Gallery

Stairways ~

Elevators •



Finally; after evaluating general building characteristics and spatial characteristics

ofeachbuilding; they are grouped according to their trend of design. This grouping makes

it possibleto distinguish among the characteristics that are specific to a certain trend and

thatare peculiar to cases. The space organization principles of each architectural trend on

thestreetare well defmed. It is possible only after then to compare the architectural space

organizationprinciples of trends with each other.

This study, on the other hand, is involved with the city of izmir. The questioned

pointabout this city is its historical and architectural evolution through the ages in order to

figureout the architectural past of one of its specific regions. This is the urban area known

asMKStreet at present. It is the zone between so far preserved historical commercial center

knownas Kemeraltl and totally renewed Alsancak district. Moreover, the focus of interest is

notthe architectural past of MK Street, but developing a method to decipher the spatial

principlesconsidered in the organization of the architectural products subject to study

basing on the mentioned architectural past. Such a method will be valid in spatial

evaluationsof buildings in some other transformed urban areas.

Within this frame, the fundamental source has been the buildings themselves. To

obtain the detailed architectural information necessary for the spatial evaluations, a

comprehensivesite survey in architectural scale has been considered as indispensable. At

theend of this survey, present situation of buildings and traces of spatial alterations that

haveemergedduring their life spans have been documented with the help of conventional

drawingsand photographs. Observations on the present and altered spatial characteristics

havebeen noted on the drawings. A measured survey has not been carried out, but

sketchinghas been considered sufficient. (see identification sheets in the appendices)

The second source has been the information gathered from the Municipality and

PreservationCouncil Archives. The architectural projects of the buildings (no older then

1950),conservation inventories dated 1988 and any other written material documenting the

architecturalpast of these buildings have been collected. These last two are derived from

archivesurveys in Konak Municipality3 and Preservation Counci1.4

The third group of sources contains the maps and photographs. Some of the

travelershave provided maps of the city. (Thomas Graves, 1837; Luigi Storari, 1856;



LamecSaad, 1876; De Scherzer, 1880s) Insurance Maps of E. Goad dated 1905 is of

specialimportance since it documents the commercial fabric before the fITe of 1922.

Overlappingof this map with that of the present situation has thought to provide important

cluesin deciphering the historical evolution of MK Street. One old photograph in an old

postcarddated early Republican years, and another in an Arkitekt Magazine dated 1931 and

mentioningMK Street in a few words as the new bazaar among the parallel developments

withinthe city are the only two photographic documents.5 (see chapter 2)

The fourth group of sources includes those related with the historical and

architecturalevolution of izmir. These may be grouped into two as primary documents and

the evaluations made depending on the former. The primary documents including

administrativereports, daily publications like magazine articles and travelogues provide

informationabout the period they have been produced at. There are some other types of

sourcesthat provide information about a historical period. These are archaeological

excavationresults. All these primary documents may both be in the form of a text or an

illustrativematerial. The time span of each compiled material is as follows. Administrative

andeconomicstudies start with Ottoman era. ('izmir Vilayeti Salname's, Reports prepared

byMinistryof Public Improvements) Magazine articles are dated as early as the Republic.

(ArkitektMagazines) Travelogues are no older than 17th century. (Katip <;eleb~ Evliya

<:elebi,Thevenot, Le Bruyn, Toumefort, Pockocke, Hasselquist, Mac Farlane, Gautier,

Storari,Slaars, De Scherzer, Rougon and Duckerts) Archaeological excavations, on the

otherhand,provide information about the antique period. (Publications of Akurgal)

Besides these primary sources, the evaluation of various scholars has been taken

intoaccount. Comparisons between different viewpoints have been made. Unfortunately,

there is no comprehensive study solely presenting the architectural history of the city

through out the ages.6 It has been indispensable to gather the scattered architectural

informationabout the city from studies of historians, art historians, archaeologists, city

planners,sociologists, etc. The ones that are considered as most significant because of the

architecturalknowledge provided on izmir are as follows. Canpolat (1953), Martal (1992),

Ankan (1992), Goffinann (1995), Atay (1978, 1993), Beyru (1973), Kuban (1972), Arel

(1998),Tanyeli (92), Eyiice (1987), Krray (1972), Seymen (1992), Bilsel (1996), Erpi

(1987),Ersoy (1991) and Erdim (1991).

The last group of sources involves the spatial evaluation methods in architecture.

Thereare many approaches to the evaluation of architectural space, but only those that have

beenconsidered significant from the thesis point of view are evaluated as in the below.



Theiraims,methods, and contents are introduced and also criticized within the scope of the

thesis.

Zevi (1957, 1974, 1993) discusses architecture as space through the ages, from

AncientGreece on, and suggests ways of looking at architecture. The method of the study

involvesthe evaluation of both the evolution of spaces through the history and the various

waysof handling interpretations of architecture. He claims that the interpretations of

architecturecan be divided into three major categories: Interpretations according to social

content,psychological effects, and formal values. He denotes that all these interpretations

shouldbe carried out in relation with the concept of space. At the end, he underlines the

necessityof a critical modern way of approaching the history of architecture that is in a

radicalinvestigation of spatial problems.

The significance of Zevi's study is the framework defmed for the subsequent

evaluationsof architecture based on the concept of space. Space was clearly differentiated

astheconcrete object, which should play the fundamental role in scholarly interpretations

leadingto contemporary understanding of architectural history. Preceding literature has

beenmeticulously surveyed. This thesis has been based upon the assumption, which Zevi

basclearlyformulated - the importance of space in architectural evaluations.

Norberg-Schulz (1963,1965,1968,1988) aims to present a method of architectural

analysis.The work of architecture is evaluated as a human product, that is, the conditions

underwhichit appears are studied. Therefore, the psychological background of architecture

isthestartingpoint of the discussion. The methodology of the study involves gathering of

thegeneralinformation of the related fields such as psychology, sociology and semiotics.

Thenthe theory is presented. It is derived from Norberg-Schulz own knowledge of

architecture,that is, from a limited knowledge of a limited number of examples.

The outline of the conceptual scheme, which is intended to analyze architectural

works,provides a valuable basis for studies dealing with the methodology of architectural

evaluationsin succession. From the thesis point of view, the intention of searching a

methodof deciphering the relations between the form of the building and its period is very

significant.Similarly, considering the description of an architectural product as a

prerequisitebefore going into detailed interpretations is valid. Accepting the meaning of

architecturalform as a visual translation of practical, psychological, social and cultural

situationsis found convincing. Strengthening the importance of historical analysis as a

preliminaryphase of formulating proposals is also relevant. The study clarifies the basic

mentalsteps and the related terminology that should be involved in the deciphering of an



architecturalproduct. However, the discussion does not develop directly around the core of

architecturalspace. Additionally, while mixing the information from the other disciplines,

theacademicdiscourse of the study has become too confusing from time to time.

Ching's book named "Architecture - Form, Space and Order" (1979, 1996) aims to

introduceform and space, and the principles that guide their ordering in the built

environmentso that a better understanding of the architecture experienced, encountered in

theliteratureand imagined while designing is promoted. Form and space are presented not

asends in themselves, but as means to solve a problem in response to conditions of

function,purpose and context.

Ching's method of deciphering architectural spaces is persuading with its careful

wayof defming the problem as understanding of the design language. The limits of the

studyarewell set up so that the basic spatial concepts are recognized and the ways they are

manipulatedand organized in the development of a design concept are thoroughly

identified.Selection of buildings belonging to different architectural periods is necessary

forthestudy's content and also similar to the broad historical and contemporary examples

ofthethesis.The spatial defmitions have provided a comprehensive base for development

ofterminologyspecific to the thesis. The delineation of examples, however, has been

consideredunsatisfactory both with their graphic languages and conceptual relations with

Clarkand Pause's book named "Precedents in Architecture" (1985) aims to create a

linkbetweenhistory and design. The desired result is the development of theory to generate

ideaswithwhich to design architecture. To achieve this aim, the scholars have chosen sixty-

fourbuildingsrepresenting a wide range of times, functions, styles and varied approaches to

architecture.They have also considered availability of information permitting thorough

analysis.

Thewide range of examples chosen, the care in their documentation and deliberate

limitationof scale as single works of architecture are considered successful. Basic building

characteristics,spatial concepts and relationships selected for the discussions, the way they

aredermedand exemplified are persuading. The graphic language developed to delineate

the discussed spatial characteristics is clear and expressive. On the other hand,

supplementingthe documented and analyzed buildings with some others in the evaluations

~ confusing.In addition, encapsulating the essential minimum design information for

designsin succession does not totally overlap with the aim of the thesis. It may still be

illuminative,while evaluating the values of present spatial qualities.



The textbook of Meiss (1996), 'Elements of Architecture - from form to place',

aimsto obtaina clear idea of the discipline of architecture, to discover a few basic facts, and

tobeginto build up references which will enable the student continue to learn. The method

of the study is touring within the constants in architecture of various periods preferred by

the author and commenting on this thematic collection. The frrst part is a study of the

grammarof architectural form, the second is a discussion of the relationship between form

8Ddplace.

Meiss' most fundamental ann of providing some grammatical references for

organizingthe acquired knowledge of built form, as a design tool is relevant. The study

providesthe basis and arguments for the critical discourse associated with a project during

the period of its creation. It also provides a guideline for the architectural education by

affirmingits belief in the basic principles. The general principles of space organizations

drawnfrom pluralism of trends and approaches are successful. From the thesis point of

view, however, the balance of the discussion between the connotative meanings of

architecturalform and denotative ones is inappropriate. The study itself does not directly

focusona method for evaluating space organization principles.



1 It will be correct to claim that there is a correspondence between the discourses
supportingthe spatial principles chosen for the organization of architectural products and
differentdirections that the ideologies of various times were oriented at. While explaining
the reasons behind the transformations on Mimar Kemalettin Street, this framework
involvingtransformations of the region starting with 17th century has been considered valid.

2 The term solid system accentuates the ability of load bearing of solid elements
suchas walls. The term skeleton system, on the contrary, emphasizes the ability of load
bearingof skeleton elements such as columns and beams.

3 Municipality records are no older than 1950. Here, every building has a file in
which all of the related documents are collected. Some old measured surveys, written
requestsfor interventions, etc. are all recorded. Unfortunately, files of some buildings could
notbe found in the archives during the wide time span in which the search carried out in
1998.These missing files do not only belong to historical buildings that have not gone
through any legal interventions, but files of some new buildings are also surprisingly
missing.

4 Survey in the Archive of izmir Conservation Council has also been carried out in
1998.Inventory sheets dated 1988 involving the historical buildings on MK Street has been
provided.Also a brief report about the historical and architectural evolution of the region
and a map illustrating the conservation groups suggested by the reporters have been
provided.Evaluations and related decisions of the Council are also available.

5 This list may be elaborated by further archive research. Within the time limit of
thethesisprocess, the primary historical sources have not been meticulously searched since
the fundamental aim is not to write the architectural history of the street. This amount of
researchhas been considered sufficient for providing a ground on which spatial discussions
canbe carried out.

6 Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ozen EYUCE has been researching on a critical architectural
evaluation of the present sources related with the city of izmir, but the study is not
completedyet.



EVOLUTION OF THE BUILT FORM IN iZMiR AND ON MiMAR
KE~ETTiNSTREET

The thesis aims to evaluate space organization principles of buildings on MK Street.

Sincethe buildings have been built in different time intervals, the classification reached at

theendof the spatial analysis takes into consideration the time factor that has been effective

intheirdesigns. On the other hand, the commercial function that has been a design criterion

inallof the buildings is a constant in the analysis, while some sub-groups formed as a result

of differenttypes of commerce are pointed out at the evaluation phase. Another criterion

that is relevant in the formation of an architectural product is its location. Similar to the

functionone, this is kept constant for the discussion; that is to say, all of the buildings are

locatedon MK Street. Nevertheless, the location of buildings within the city and the

continuityof commercial function through out periods in this selected location require a

briefexplanation for better understanding of the building stock dealt with. As Arel (1975)

states,architecture is a derivative of the whole system of culture. Therefore, representatives

of different architectural design trends cannot be evaluated only by deciphering their

architecturalcharacteristics.

In order to assess the historical influence of the different periods in an architectural

senseon MK Street, it will be useful to trace briefly the evolution of the city. The primary

thresholdsin its history and their reflections on the built environment (Figure 2.1) are

summarizedbelow taking into consideration evaluations of former researchers.

The city of izmir has been settled on a small peninsula at the northeast of izmir Bay

andon the east skirts of Yamanlar Mountain oriented towards the bay in 3000 BC (today

knownas site of Tepekule, Bayrakh). At present this site is at Turan skirts of Yamanlar

Mountainand known as Hacl Mu~o (Canpolat, 1953; Atay, 1978; Atay, 1993). Depending

ontheexcavationresults, the peninsula enlarged in the direction of Bomova plain. This first

citywascomposedof small rectangular formed residential units constructed in solid system

withmud-brickwalls on stone foundations (Akurgal, 1987) (Figure 2.2). Aeolians coming



fromAegean islands and mainly from Midilli (Mitilini) struggled against a tribe, which is

mostprobably Caria rooted and mentioned as Lelejs in the legends. This war ended with the

victory of Aeolians in 1600 BC and a rich commercial center was settled then on. The

significanceof the settlement as a harbor city continued during the sovereignty of Ions who

came from Ephesus in 1015 BC. The city was intensively ruined by Lydians in 628 Be.

Followingthis event the population of the city was scattered around the original settlement

core and became the ftrst citizens of suburbs of izmir known as Buca, Bornova, I~tklar,

Cigli,Pmarba~l, Narltkoy, Kokluca, Seydikoy and Bal90va today (Cadoux, 1937).

Another important event in the history of izmir settlement is its re-establishment by

Alexander the Great and his generals at the skirts of Mount Pagus oriented to the sea

(known as Kadifekale today) in 334 BC (Cadoux, 1937) (Giirsoy, 1993). Kadifekale

reminds Hellenistic City organizations with its acropolis and harbor. (Calder, 1906) The

Hellenistic citadel continued from the northwest comer of Kadifekale towards Basmahane

direction (Cadoux, 1937) and then turned to the west. Therefore, one of the city gateways

shouldbe here. Unfortunately, it is impossible to defme precisely the boundaries of the city

depending on the present sources. It is understood that it was settled between Kadifekale

and Degirmentepe (Calder, 1906). Hellenistic theater is thought to be situated at the south-

east ofKadifekale (Canpolat, 1953).

The city was ruled by Kingdom of Pergamum in 197 BC until the establisment of

the control of Roman Empire in 133 Be. Roman period izmir was a glorious and rich

commercial and cultural center through which transitional commerce of eastern goods to the

capital of the empire was realized (Atay, 1978). It is recorded that during the ftrst century

BC a significant amount of the settlement was around the harbor, where as only a small

amount was around the old acropolis at the hill (Cadoux, 1937). The two major roads of the

city, named as Kutlu Y01 (Sacred Road) and Altm Y01 (Golden Road), were running in east-

west direction. Altm Yol was for those entering the city from Kervan (Caravan) Bridge and

reached the borders of the city core near by the present Basmane Train Station. Then it

turned southwest, passed by Agora and came up to Ephesus gate at the east skirts of

Degirmentepe. It is also recorded that the city had been enlarged step by step and reached

Kervan Bridge, Halkapmar and Diana Baths, respectively (Cadoux, 1937). Roman period

monuments are Agora in Namazgah, Odeon around the harbor, the Stadium near the citadel,

aqueducts in ~irinyer, various baths, gymnasiums and library. The Theater and Acropolis of

Kadifekale belonging to Hellenistic period were repaired (Canpolat, 1953).
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Figure2.1. Map illustrating the evolution of built environment in izmir throughout ages

(Baykara, 1974.)

Figure2.2. City ofBayraklt in 7th century Be (Yurt encyclopedia, 1983.)



The sovereign of Byzantine Empire starting at 395 AD had been a continuum of

Romanlife style, but the long lasting danger of Arabian attacks necessitated defense

precautionswhich in turn diminished the frequency of the commercial activities (Muller-

Wiener,1962). In 9th and 10th centuries, the city is a significant naval base with dense

commercialactivities. Unfortunately, there is not much remain belonging to this age of the

cityat present except a few mosaic ruins. It is also understood that Kadifekale was repaired

(Canpolat,1953). The earthquake in 1025 should be the primary reason of this loss.

Nevertheless,it is known that an extensive amount of building activity has been realized

includingthe citadel of sea (Neon Castron) during this period. Turkish sovereignty started

withthe conquest of the city by <;aka Bey in 1081, but Christian knights broke it from time

totime.In 1261, Genoeseans settled around the harbor at the area called as French District

in latter periods (Ahrweiler, 1966; Atay, 1993). Following this, Venetians were also

providedeconomic rights. The result was the loss of Byzantine character of the city and

establishmentof a commercial base for eastern relations of Latin civilizations. The physical

characterof the city, however, cannot be thoroughly deciphered depending on the sources

relatedwith this period. It is stated that the settlement widened from Kadifekale towards the

Northwest(Anlmn, 1992).

Between 1310 and 1317, Mehmet Bey of Aydm Principality conquered the city

excludingthe harbor region (Akm, 1968). From then on izmir accommodated two different

societieswho settled in city parts called as Muslim izmir (Musliiman izmir) and Non-

Muslimizmir (Gavur izmir). (Figure 2.3) Although Umur Bey of Aydm Principality

conqueredthe citadel of harbor in 1328-1329 (Akm, 1968), it came under the rule of Rodos

knights in 1344 and of Timur between 1402-1403 (Muller, 1962). Because of this

discontinuityin the sovereignty, significant Turkish monuments cannot be observed in 14th

century.It had been a military base for various maritime wars and a commercial hangout of

Venetians,Genoesians and Greeks living in the Aegean islands (Canpolat, 1953).

CuneytBey of Aydm Principality who conquered the city in 1414 repaired the sea

citadeldamaged during the former process, but during the next conquest by Ottomans the

city was damaged together with its citadel once more (Artkan, 1992). Ottomans

reconstructedthe citadel of harbor to reinforce their defense mechanism against the

Venetiansin 1472 (Canpolat, 1953; Goffrnan, 1992). An inner citadel was constructed at

thewestof Kadifekale during Fatih period (Canpolat, 1953).

The physical characteristics of the city during the first half of 15th century is

describedas scattered and loosely woven built up structure (Figure 2.4). The commercial



Figure 2.3. Turkish and Non-Muslim Settlements in early 14th century (Tanyeli,

Figure 2.4. izmir in early 15th century (Tanyeli, 1987



lifenear by the harbor was sustained. Turkish settlements around Kadifekale had begun to

unitewith the settlements by the seaside. (Tanyeli, 1987; Canpolat, 1953; Ankan, 1992;

Goffman, 1992).1 Although the population of the city had increased through out the 15th

century, it did not become an international commerce center. It continued to possess the

characteristicsofa small town until the late 16th century (Goffman, 1995).

During this period, the primary function of izmir was to provide a base for

transmissionof the goods produced in the region to istanbul and the European districts of

Ottoman Empire. The economy was extensively based upon agriculture. Among the

exported goods, cotton, dried fruits and leather were of significance. Turkish quarters

establishedon the plain named as Mescid-i Selatinzade, Hanbey (Pazar) and Liman-l izmir

werepreferred instead of the hill skirt ones like Faikpa~a Quarter. As a result, a continuous

Muslimzone was erected between the two citadels by 1529 (Goffman, 1995; Ulker, 1994).

Nevertheless, there was one Orthodox Christian district neighboring the harbor named as

Cemaat-i Cebran and housing a Greek society of Turkish nationality. At that time, the

population of the city, which was around 2000, comprehended only Greeks of Turkish

nationality and Turks. However, it is known that some of Jewish people who came from

Spain in 16th century and settled within the borders of the Ottoman sovereignty were

housed in izmir. This increase in population continued with the arrival of immigrants from

the innerAtatolia as a result of the politic disorder there during mid-16th century. Similarly,

Greekswith Turkish nationality came from Trakya and Aegean islands. In 1566, following

capturing of Saktz (Khios) by Turks, the merchants there preferred to migrate to izmir

givingway to the arrival of European merchants in the city. The significant percentage of

peoplerecorded as working in fields other agriculture points out the presence of a lively city

of commerce. Another record points out the presence of a gross inner transmission of

agriculturalproducts produced in the region to istanbul (Martal, 1994).

This interior oriented characteristic of commercial life was enriched with the

increase in the density of export in the second half of 16th century. The silk transportation

following Persia - Aleppo route changed its direction as Persia-izmir because of

anxiousnessfor security aroused as a result of Persia-Ottoman war between 1588 and 1628

and some tax problems in Aleppo (Braude I, 1989). During this interval, Armenians

effective in silk commerce were seen in izmir (Baykara, 1974). Further developments as a

result of the privileges provided to the Cenevizians and Venezians, French and English

merchantsin 16th century and Holland ones in early 17th century enlivened the commercial

life in East Mediterranean whole. In 1581, English merchants established The Turkey



Company, which was later united with The Venice Company to form The Levant Company.

All these evolutions may be evaluated positive impacts to the commercial life ofizmir.

2.1.2 Westernization Tendencies and Developments until 20th Century

In 17th century, the city was considered a significant harbor city of East

Mediterranean. The consulates in SaklZ started to move to izmir. French (in 1619), English

(in 1621), Venetian and Netherlands Consulates were opened one by one. In 17th century,

the distribution of different social groups was such that Turks, Greeks of Turkish

nationality, Armenians and Jewish had settled on the hill skirts, while the Europeans

(English, French and Netherlander), who were called as 'Frenk', had settled by the sea.

Evliya <;elebi had recorded eighty-two khans, 3060 stores, 300 warehouses, extensive

amount of entertainment units, soap workshops, leader fabrics and 10 300 residential units.

If these values are taken into consideration, the population may be accepted as between 60

000 and 70 000 including the soldiers and temporary citizens. Evliya had stated that there

were ten Muslim, ten Greek with Turkish nationality, ten French and Jewish, and two

Armenian and Gypsy districts. This means one third of the population was Muslim (Evliya,

1985). Thevenot who visited the city in 1658 had stated that most ofthe merchants coming

from the East were Armenians. He also noted vineyards, olive groves and other vegetation

surrounding the city. French made their wine from the grapes of these yards (Thevenot,

1971). Le Bruyn, who arrived in izmir in 1678, stated that the population was around 80

000 COlker, 1994).

It is understood that the size of the harbor had diminished during 17th century (Spon,

1679; Canpolat, 1953). As the significance of the city within the maritime commerce of the

region started to increase, an infrastructure within the surrounding of the harbor was

established. Sancak Kalesi was built at the entrance of the harbor as the third citadel2 and on

Karaburun Peninsula to control the arrival and departure of ships, and to tax the sea traffic

(Toumefort, 1717). Although its construction date is not precisely known, the visitors had

mentioned that it was built just after the battle of Ottoman and Venice ships near by

C;anakkale in 1656 (Olker, 1994). The most common business activity in the city during 17th

century was long distance commerce. The khans accommodating the storage of goods,

temporary residence of travelers and animals, were situated around the citadel. There were

radial roads running out of this core of khans on which various craft and commerce groups

were situated. The main axis of the city was Anafartalar Street whose one terminator was

the harbor and the other was the city entrance after Basmahane. An earthquake had ruined
45



the city extensively in 1688, but the lively commercial life was re-established in a small

timespan. Katip <;elebi had recorded sixty khans, ten mosques and nine baths in mid 17th

century.Evliya <;elebi mentions 80 khans whose of fourteen had considered significant

(Evliya; 1985). This large number of khans verifies the progression of commercial life.

Monumentalkhans and bedesten represented the government, where as modest khans were

donatedby civilians. The significant commercial buildings erected in late 17th century are

Bedesten,BUyiik and KU~iikVezir Khans, Girit Khan (Spon, 1975; Canpolat, 1953; Arel,

1998) and customs houses at the two edges of the harbor. Bedesten, donated by

KopriiliizadeFazl1 Ahmet Pa~a, was constructed with the stones of the antique theater of

Symirna in 1675. BUyiik Vezir Khan together with its bath, donated by KoprulU Fazl1

AhmetPa~a, had been completed after his death. It has been ruined during the fire in 1922

andcompletely demolished, while Fevzi Pa~a Street was erected. The donor ofKU~Uk Vezir

Khanwas Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Pa~a. Finally, Ottoman customs house3 was situated at

thesouth of the harbor, completed in 1675, were out of timber. French Customs House was

at the North of harbor (Olker, 1982; Beyru, 1991; Artkan, 1992). Mosques4 as well as

commercial buildings are to be mentioned among the monumental structures. The

significant ones were around the harbor within the commercial district. Because of the

dense characteristics of the built environment and its commercial function, they were

designed as two story buildings with stores and storehouses on ground stories and the

mosqueson first stories. Although the earliest ones are dated 16th and 17th centuries, they

were demolished extensively because of earthquakes and fires. The ones repaired in later

periodsreflected the tastes of their contemporary times. What one observes today is these

intervenedoutlooks (Arel, 1998). In fact, this is an axiom for almost all of the monumental

buildingsofizmir; they were repaired within the eclectic style of 19th century. (Kuban, 72).

It has been made clear that izmir had been one of the most secure harbors of

Anatoliasince Antique Period. However, it had to wait until the last quarter of 17th century

to become a foreign trade center. The reasons behind this glorious development may be

summarizedas follows:

• The shift in silk roads as from Aleppo to Anatolia in 1630s and the anchoring of ships

in izmir during Girit (Krete) war between 1645 and 1699

• Discount in the tax amounts applied to foreign ships in mid 17th century

• Decrease in the frequency of silk trade coming from Persia; throwing on the foreign

market Bursa silk via izmir, addition of cotton produced in the hinterland of izmir to

this market later (Frangakis - Syrett, E., 1991; Tekeli, 1992; Arel, 1998)



The alterations in the social structure of izmir during 18th century may be

summarizedas follows: As stated above, izmir harbor had gained significance against the

fonner commerce centers such as Saktz and Ku~adasl. As a result of the shift in the

hierarchyof harbors, immigrations from Saktz to izmir had accelerated (Arel, 98).

In 17th and 18th centuries, the remains of Antique and Christian Ages had been

demolished in accordance with increasing population and its demands for new

constructions,but the visual appearance of this 18th century izmir had not reached present

time. Other important reasons of this discontinuity of the physical structure of the city

during18th century are the great number of earthquakes5 and rebellions followed by frres6
•

Since the city's economic value was indispensable both for the Empire and the private

enterprise, it was renewed each time. However, the reconstructed demolished buildings

reflectedthe contemporary tastes (Arel, 98). 7

The evolution of the urban areas other than the harbor region, that is to say

residentialdistricts, had been such that the diversification of districts belonging to Muslims,

Armenians,Greeks and Jewish, and Europeans had been preserved. European houses were

both located within the city (Tournefort, 1701; Pockocke, 1773; Gautier, 1856) and in

smaller settlements around izmir (Hasse1quist, 1766; Saran, 1970; Erpi, 1987).

Unfortunately,the information on Muslim houses is very limited. 8

Towards the end of the century, the harbor had been filled in with alluvions.

However, human factor accelerated this natural formation. Captain Mustafa Pa~a filled

totallythe portion between the citadel of harbor and Kestane Pazarl (Ahmet Aga) Mosque.

The new built environment erected here had become a part of the commercial region

(Beyru, 1973; Atay, 1978). The most significant source about the situation of the harbor in

19thcentury is the map of Storari.9 (Figure 2.5) Between 1867 and 1875, the new wharf was

constructedand Liman Kalesi (Citadel of Harbor) was destructed. Today, the location of the

old harbor within the dense commercial district named as Kemeraltl can be still traced out

sincethe present routes of Anafartalar and Bakrrcllar Streets follow its curve.

At the first quarter of the 19th century, occupations related with the art of building

werewidespread among Greeks with Turkish nationality (Mac Farlane, 1829) (Arel, 1998).

In 1857,population was around 180.000 (Darkot, 1961).

The advantageous situation of izmir harbor continued during 19th century. It became

the most important commerce center and storehouse of East Mediterranean instead of

Venetian and Genoese. England, France, Holland and Austria often carried out this new

commerce. (Arel, 98) It had a totally exterior oriented structure. The city of 19th century



Figure 2.5. izmir in 18th century (Storari, 1856; Canpolat, 1953)



couldbe defmed as a specialized craft and foreign trade center of a certain regionlO defined

by transportation, communication, production and residual product opportunities of the

periodtogether with politic and economic organization patterns. (Krray, 72) Long distance

commercehad left its place to the marketing of agricultural products of izmir region. They

wereexported to Europe to feed the recently developing industrilized population (Bilget,

1949).The types of products exported varied so that wheat and leguminosae of early 19th

centuryleft their place to fig and grape in later years (izmir Vilayeti Salnamesi, 1892).

Nevertheless,technological developments in the city had a dual structure so that the old

systemswere continued together with the new ones. Since services the center provided for

itssurroundingcontinued, jewelers, broadcloth and rope makers, etc. were still active. Olive

oilpresses and flounnills were all working. Stores for marketing the end products of these

groupswere still present, but they were dealing with the sale of imported goods, too (Krray,

72).

In parallel with these commercial developments, an autonomous governmental

statutehad been establishedll, which became one of the important factors that provided a

groundfor convenient development of the concept of cosmopolitan in izmirI2
•

The new commercial order in the city brought its own transportation system. The

new wharf supported by France and Belgium was completed in 1868. Simultaneously,

izmir-Aydm and izmir-Kasaba Railways were started to be established (Tekeli, 1970).

Therewere two tramways established by the end of 19th century: One was between Konak

andAlsancak (Duckerts, 1904), and the other between Konak and Goztepe (Rougon, 1892;

Beyru,1973). There had been an important number of road erections in those years. After

theconstruction of the new wharf, legal expropriations had started for to link it to Basmane.

However, the construction of this road (Fevzipa~a Street at present) had continued after

1923(Baykara, 1974; Klfay, 72). Similarly, another main road was constructed between

Bornova and izmir (Slaars, 1868). Kordon was constructed by altering the sea line and

demolishingthe residential buildings whose back gardens were neighboring the sea here. 13

HalilRlfat Pa~a, the governor ofizmir, established two more roads to provide exterior links.

These are called as Halil Rlfat Pa~a and Hatay Streets at present. Bornova-Bayrakh road

wasalso completed in 1885 by Halil Rlfat P~a (Baykara, 1974; Saran, 1970). At the end of

thecentury, a road was opened between Bayramyeri and ikirye~melik.Governor Mithat Pa~a

hadrealized the construction of Urla road passing through Karata~, widening of KlZtlryullu-

Buca road between 1893 and 1895, and construction of iron bridge in KlZtlryullu (Okurer,

70). Orderly fairy boat journeys in izmir Bay had started in 1891 (Bilget, 49). The final



constructionactivity to be underlined within the frame of transportation services is the

alterationof the bed of Gediz river. Through this implementation, filling of the bay with the

aluvionshad been taken under control. 14

In parallel with these changes, technical, commercial and governmental buildings

wereconstructed. Technical architectural products comprehended railway station, buildings

of industry, etc. Various types of fabrics have been mentioned in visitor notesl5• izmir-

Aydm Railway, stretched to Alsancak, provoked the establishment of new industrial

foundationsaround Halkapmar (Canpolat, 1953). Commercial buildings included banks and

insuranceoffices were erected among consulates (izmir Vilayeti Salnamesi, 1892; Atay,

1978).Chamber of Commerce and Provision Exchange (clubhouse of postal service at

present)were also established in 1885 and 1886, respectively (Bilget, 1949; Atay, 1978;

Martal,1992). Governmental ones were as follows. Sari KI~la (barracks) completed in 1827

andmilitary lodge neighboring it. The Governmental Office was constructed between 1867

and1876by Governor Sabri Pa~a (Canpolat, 1953; Okurer, 70). Customs house constructed

withexported iron structure in Pasaport may be considered in this group. These buildings

wereconstructed in Neo-Classical style.16

The monumental khans were <;akaloglu Khan, dated 1805, Selvili Khan, dated early

19th century, and Karaosmanoglu Khan dated early 19th century. The last two are still

present. (Aktepe, 1971; MUller-Wiener, 1982; and Ersoy, 1991) A significant point to

discussis the refined quality of workmanship in these monumental products.17

Residential districts enlarged in Karata~ direction. The newly developing summer

places here were named as Goztepe and Hamidiye (Giizelyalt). A summer residence had

startedto develop in Kar~lyaka by the 2nd half ofthe 19th century. (Canpolat, 1953; Okurer,

1970).Expressions of residential buildings were less Western compared to public ones. It

may be claimed that the architectural characteristics of houses belonging to all ethnic

groupshad evolved starting with 17th century and until early 20th century so that traditional

Ottoman houses had left their places to a type often called as 'Saklz Evi' (Saklz House)

today.The plan organization of SaklZ House was traditional, but its embellishments were

partially Western (Tanyeli, 1992). Totally Western models had been seen in European

Konaksbelonging to over-rich owners (Erpi, 1987).

In short, izmir had became an important foreign trade center in early 19th century,

but the physical modification of the city had not been thoroughly realized in parallel with

the necessities of this commercial activity. For example, goods were transported between

Basmane and harbor by camels before 1922 (Krray, 1972). Nevertheless, the evolution of



the built environment in izmir had presented a special character in parallel with the

tendencies of discovering West influential in Ottoman Culture during 18th and 19th

centuries.Arel (1998) defmes this process as that of deciphering the techniques and forms

ofwestem art via examples in search of another identity in izmir.18 Tanyeli (1992), on the

otherhand, states that it was a break off from the architectural tradition and lead to the loss

offormerlypresent consistency and unity. 19

The political, economic and social conditions of the country had been thoroughly

alteredby early 20th century. This had effected the relations of izmir with its region and

alsothe settlement pattern of business districts. Further specification had taken place in the

functional choices. Agricultural goods were produced, gathered, partially treated and

distributed in the region. Besides these commercial and industrial activities, health and

educationservices were provided in every city. Role of izmir within this general panorama

was retail - whole sale trade at regional scale. This included gathering and distribution of

goods,banking businesses, technical and governmental services, and industrial activities. It

was also the center of transportation, communication, education, health and recreation

services.izmir was coordinating all these functions at international level (Krray, 72). (see

Figures2.6 and 2.7)

The physical structure of izmir may be described as follows at the end of 19th and

beginning of 20th century (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9)20. Settlements were widespread along

the seacoast from Goztepe to Alsancak. The new settlements of 19th century in Glizelyah

directionunited with each other and residential fabric started to grow in the hills direction

(Baykara, 1974; Canpolat, 1953). Behind them, the physical structure of the preceding

centurywas preserved with some minor alterations. Birinci Kordon, the road parallel to the

seacoastin Alsancak, was not very wide and the buildings on it were no higher than three

floors. They were either European buildings or Greek houses in Neo-Classical style and

withgardens or coffeehouses facing the sea. Consulates were here as well. The storehouses

were constructed behind the harbor. These storehouses, situated in north and east of the

historicaldistrict of khans and end-products of a different type of commercial life (Krray,

72)were designed considering functional necessities and disregarding any anxiety for eye-

catching. Within this storage and bazaar region, there were colonnaded courtyards.

Unfortunately,there was a piling up of buildings here without any comprehensive planning.

The area between Konak and Pasaport possessed a Western outlook. In general, the
51



Figure 2.6. General view of the city in late 19th century (Anonymous, 1860; K1ra9 Collection, 1997.)



Figure 2.7. Plan ofizmir in late 19th century (Georgiades, 1885; Tanyeli, 1992.)



Figure 2.8. Plan of izmir before 1922 (Anonymous from "Illustration", 1933;

Bilse!, 1996.)

Figure 2.9. iZlmr harbour in early 20th century (Postcard from Tepekule

Collection, 1996)



dimensionsof the buildings were enlarged as accessed to the seacoast and Neo-Classical

stylewas frequently observed in monumental buildings. Building types such as large stores

in place of bedesten, banks, commercial khans had started to appear. Theaters and

recreation places suitable for the Western way of entertainment started to be erected.

Similarly,schools and hospitals supported by Europeans and minorities were established

(Martal, 1992). Mithat Pa~a Highschool for Technical Training and many other education

institutionswere established in late 19th century (Ankan, 1992).

An important development was the completion of the formation of the elements of

thepublic square in Konak, which continued their survival in very recent time. These urban

elementswere military lodge by the seacoast and the soldier barracks completed in 1827.

Thefmal addition was the clock tower built as a memorial monument in 1901 for the honor

of the 25th annual celebration of the sovereignty of Abdiilhamit II (Seymen, 1992). The

Neo-Classical architectural style experienced in the majority of the monumental buildings

of the period was modified in the Clock Tower with the introduction of Egyptian and

Andalusianoriented elements (Tanyeli, 92).

There was a narrow line of residential districts in Giizelyah direction. The house-sea

relationhere was similar to that in European districts such that gardens facing the sea were

provided. Some unqualified coffeehouses were also present. At this time, modest houses

andcommercial buildings, which stemmed from concrete functional necessities, made up

themajority of the building stock (Baykara, 1974).

Kar~lYaka,on the other hand, may be described as a widespread settlement between

Kerner train station and the seacoast (Baykara, 1974; Canpolat, 1953) without a

considerable vertical dimension. Its Western character had been strengthened by the

promenadealong the wharf.

During the sovereignty ittihat ve Terakki (Union and Progress) Party between 1908

and 191821, izmir had been prepared for the later Early Republican era through the

establishment of significant amount of public works. These included removal of the

graveyard within the city in whose place Bahribaba Park was erected in later years. The

construction of the street between Basmane and Giimriik, the orphanage (Directorate of

Healthtoday), Milli Kiitiiphane (National Library) and Milli Sinema (National Cinema) had

begun in 1913 (Ankan, 1992). Additionally, Konak Mosque was extensively renewed

(Orhun,69).

Residential building tradition described as SaklZ style for the preceding century was

continued with its wrought iron projections and embellishment details. There were also



housesbuilt within the tradition of inner Western Anatolia in Muslim districts. It may be

claimedthat the artisans of minority origins were in commending of the majority of the

residentialconstructions.

The diversification of residential districts belonging to different ethnic and religious

groupswas continued in this era. The area between Pasaport and Alsancak was European

settlement.At its North, Greeks with Turkish nationality were situated until Basmane22•

Jewishdistrict was at the East of the bazaar where the synagogues were gathered. Turkish

districts,on the other hand, were spreading from Kadifekale to the commercial center in

southdirection23•

At the end of the Independence War, an important portion of the city, most of

Frenchdistrict, Greek and Armenian districts, that is to say the area starting with today's

Fevzipa~aStreet and including Alsancak, had been destructed by the fire. This meant an

importantamount of the commercial region, Karata~, Karantina, Goztepe, Giizelyah and

Kar~lyaka had survived through the frre (Canpolat, 1953), and the architectural

characteristicsof these regions had been generally preserved until 1950s (Kuban, 72).

This liveliness in the architectural activities had been continued in the Early

Republicanera because izmir was the most appropriate city to present the ideological

anxietyof the period. It was cleaned ethnically and physically after the Independence war

followedby frre and immigration of minorities. Therefore, the fundamental aim was to

createa contemporary city equipped by Turkish buildings.

During the modernization of izmir, developments in the field of city planning has

beenof more significance compared to the developments in the field of architecture from

the developments in the country whole point of view (Tanyeli, 92). The plan prepared for

the improvement ofizmir in 1924 by Rene Danger and Henri Prost (A.F., 1927i4 (Figure

2.10 and 2.11) was the frrst totalitarian planning experience of the Republican period

(Bilsel, 1996). The characteristics of izmir Plan were as follows: It was prepared

consideringBeaux-Arts style, which was French oriented (Bilsel, 92) (Seymen, 92). Radial

roads intersecting with each other at circular plazas were suggested (Seymen, 92). At the

same time, industrial and commercial development regions, worker settlements and

developmentareas for residential districts were proposed. The center was in Halkapmar

region.A direct link was provided to the harbor. Green areas were suggested in the location

of today's Kiiltiirpark and educational institutions were surrounding it (Seymen, 92). This

suggestionwas implemented to reconstruct the districts that had been burned during the frre

in 1922and it had been influential in the formation of central districts in izmir (Seymen, 92)



Figure 2.10. Plan of izmir according to the proposals of Danger and Prost

(Anonymous from "Illustration", 1933; Bilsel, 1996.)

Figure 2.11. City of izmir in 1924 and the districts destroyed by the ftre of 1922

(Klinghardt, 1924; Bilsel, 1996.)



(Bilsel,96). In early 1930s, the skirts behind Goztepe were completely green. Since both

thepopulation and the physical structure of izmir could not grow much during the first ten

yearsofthe Republic, the implementation ofthe plan could only be possible in 1930s with

the extraordinary performance of the progressist Mayor of izmir, Beh-ret Uz (Seymen,

1992)(Bilsel, 19%).

The most significant intervention to Danger-Prost Plan was introduction of

KUltiirpark(Park of Culture) to the city center. Twenty other parks were established within

thecity whole distributed almost to every district. Through these implementations, izmir

becamethe richest city of the country from the point of view of the number and distribution

ofparks (Anonymous, 1944). Bahribaba Parkt (Bahribaba Park), which was established in

Konakin place of the old graveyard in 1926, was rehabilitated through planting saplings

(Seymen, 92):25

Early Republican moni11l1entalbuildings in Neo-Ottoman style26 had contributed to

theestablismnent of a physical environment in accordance with the scope of French city

planning(Kuban, 72). The significant monumental buildings completed in this period are as

follows.27 Halkevi (Public House) in Bahribaba Park. (State Theater today) designed by

NecmettinEmre in 1925. Osmanh Bankasl (Ottoman Bank) in Giimriik completed in 1926.

MilliSinema,whose construction had begun before the First World War, was completed in

1926.Borsa Sarayl (Stock Exchange Building) on Gazi Street completed in 1928. Biiytik

Kardl~ahHam (Khan) on MK Street designed by Mehmet Fes~i and completed in 1928.

Silah9"l(Tiifekyi) Ali Saim i~ham (Khan) on Gazi Street completed in 1928. Hac. Sadlk

Akseki i~ham (Khan) on Fevzipa~a Street completed in 1920s. Anadolu Apartmam

(Anadolu Apartment Building) on Mithatpa~a Street in Goztepe district is also a

distinguishedexample of the period.

Starting on 1930s, buildings designed with modernist approaches are experienced.

Thesemay be listed as follows. izmir Bomova Ziraat Mektebi (Ege University Computer

centertoday) by Mahmut Hiiseyin and Mustafa Re~it in 1932. Vaklflar Bankasl in Giimriik

designedby Ahmet Kemal and completed in 1932. izmir Alsancak Gazi ilk Mektebi (Gazi

Primary School) by Necmettin Emre in 1933. Beh~et Uz <;ocuk Hastanesi (Beh~et Uz

Hospitalfor Children) by Zeki Sayar. Tayyare Sinemasl (Tayyare Cinema, it is demolished

atpresent) on Birinci Kordon by Ernst Egli. Ankara Oteli (Hotel Ankara) in Konak. FranslZ

Hastanesi(French Hospital) in Alsancak and itfaiye Merkezi (Fire Brigade) -in<;ankaya.



Together with these early Modem examples, a different architectural trend was

experiertced;this was namely Art Deco Style28
• This is peculiar since it had made izmir the

onlycity other than istanbul that is acquainted with Art Deco (Tanyeli, 1992).29

The necessity to prepare a new plan for extensions, especially permlttmg

interventionsin the historical city, appeared as early as mid-1930s with the idea to establish

a planning office within the Municipality under the direction of or in consultation with a

foreignurbanist (Seymen, 92) (Bilsel, 92). Contracts were signed with Le Corbusier and he

submittedthe plan in 1949. The theme ofCorbusier plan was a green city with a population

of 400;000 inhabitants. He put forward a complete reorganization of the urban space

according to the principles of urbanism adopted by ClAM in April 1948 (Bilsel, 92).

However, the study did not consider the special characteristics of the region, while

fonnulatingsolutions to the design problem (Seymen, 92).

However, the political and ideological tendencies of the local authority after the

Second World War were not the same as in 1938, when the Municipality gave the

commission for the new plan to Le Corbusier. The operations necessitated by the

implementation of the plan were thought as radical. Although the Municipality had

consideredthis planas utopia, it had influences on the creation of a modem urban image,

and had a decisive role inthetransfonnation of urban space in izmir.

The significance of these two plans prepared in the first half of 20th century is that

they have suggested contemporary city models in parallel with the modernization

tendencies of the Republican period. Nevertheless, the forms they suggested as

contemporary were different from each other. This may be explained with different

tendenciesof Republican ideology (Bilsel, 96).

Ina short time another plan had been provided to direct the intensive urban

developmentbetween 1951 and 19603°. This was K. A. Alu, G. 6zde~ and E. Canpolatplan

selectedat the end of an international competition. (Seymen, 92) (Bilsel, 96) (Figure 1.12).

Preservation of historical ruins was among the expectations from the new planning

decisions.(Planning Commision, 1951). In early 1950s, the new harbor was established in

Alsancak since the one between Pasaport and Giinniik was no more sufficient.

Governmental activities were still gathered around Konak square. Anafartalar Street

running along the historical harbor line, Giimriik, Cumhuriyet Square, Kiiltiir Park and

Dokuz Eyliil Square circumscribed the central commercial district. Previously settled

residential districts were preserved in their original places. (Canpolat, 1953). Since



Figure 2.12. City center according to the proposal of Aru, 6zde~ and Canpolat in

1951(izmir Municipality, 1951.)



urbanizationactivities have accelerated m 1960s, 1951 plan became unsatisfactory in a

shorttime.

Architecture of izmir between 1940 and 1950 had not been under the influence of

the Second National Architecture31 excluding a few examples.32 In short, the building

activityhad been very limited during this period.33

By 1970s34, the structure of the business life in izmir had lost almost all of its

traditional production and small-scale trade. A new business structure permitting the

employment of a great amount of people, but presenting a scattered character lacking

organization and efficient specialization was maintained. Limited developments m

industrial technologies, but extensive small-scaled production and commerce with its

suitable transportation and communication facilities were seen in izmir. Nevertheless,

governmental and banking functions have preserved their so far established placements.

Consequently,whole sale trade, temporary residence and recreation functions have found

themselveslocations. At this period, production and repair activities are still at the business

center(Krray, 72).

By 1970s35, izmir had enlarged in an enormous amount compared to the whole of its

evolution through out history. This meant it had reached the period of industrialization.

Although the historical commercial center continued to function as the center of the

business life, industrial activities moved to the borders of the bay and then they were

distributed to the whole metropolitan area. This gave way to the new distribution of

functionsand development of new centers (Krray, 72). The concrete desire to sustain some

of the commercial functions in their traditional locations, resulted in unhealthy urban

organizations.

The evolution of the built environment following these years36
, unfortunately, IS

mostly recalled with its negative impacts resulting in the loss of its so far established

identityand lack of formation of any new one in izmir. (Figure 2.13) The major alterations

in the physical structure may be discussed under two headings37
: First, alteration in the

natural formation and organization of green areas. Second, alteration of the built

environmentand urban spatial structure. The fIrst group involves the following.

Pollution of izmir bay and land reclamation in the seashore together with the high

buildingdensity created along the shore.

Loss of urban green areas such as Cicipark, Bahribaba Park. and Kiiltiirpark as a

resultof spreading of buildings.





The destruction of natural topography in historical areas such as Mithatpa~a Street

resultingin the loss of three-dimensional characteristics of this urban space.

The second group involves the following.

Destruction of many old buildings to obtain new and/or suitable roads or to gain

newurban areas. For example, Sartkt~la has been demolished resulting in weakening of the

spatialdefmition of historical Konak square, and lack of establishment of any other urban

spacein place of the lost ones. Similar examples are destruction of the uncompleted theater

buildingagain in Konak leaving its place to a vaguely defmed park, and replacement of a

group of buildings in Yemi~~iler <;ar~lsl (Yemi~~iler Bazaar) of Konak with unhealthy

parkingareas.

Modification of open spaces so that obscure areas, which function only for traffic

purposesare obtained.

Inappropriate conservation approaches starting with 1980s. These involve

conservationdecisions of single structures after renewal of its historical environment. This

hasresulted in large number of historical buildings with extensive maintenance problems

sincethey are left on their own by their owners in order to accelerate their aging. Another

problem·group involves the second group applications which result in complete renewals

behindthe historical elevation decor. These second group applications38 started on Alsancak

KordonStreet in 1978s with two buildings and continued with a group of buildings behind

Wharf of Pasaport. The preservation of exterior outlooks was achieved through either

suspendingthe front elevations or more demolishing these elevations on the condition of

reconstruction.Then, they were attached to the seven storied skeletons constructed behind

them.Further similar applications were carried out on Mithatpa~a Street resulting in total

lost of authenticity in workmanship and material of elevations. Three historical houses

functionedas Guest House of DE University is one of the examples here. Applications

within the frame of similar scope are observed on Mimar Kemalettin Street and its

surrounding. These buildings have lost their historical, documentary and architectural

values. Altered arch profiles, missing projection supports out of cast iron added air

conditionerswithin arched openings, missing masonry balcony balustrades and moldings,

replacement of exterior surface covering materials with unqualified new ones and

destruction of eaves are frequent interventions observed in the elevations in this district

(Brdim,91).

Unsatisfactory spatial quality of the new urban environments compared with the

quality of their historical predecessors. This comprehends the loss of the tradition of



consideringa building together with the open spaces surrounding it. The hierarchy between

street,square and other open urban spaces is not considered.

Inconsistencies in the design of new buildings. This involves the pnonty of

profitableness in design decisions and has found itself a suitable ground within the

deformedscopes of modern and postrnodern architectural approaches. The new buildings in

izmirhad been constructed with contemporary materials and techniques, but most of them

cannotbe considered Modern or Post-Modern.

Nevertheless, there are some relatively positive examples such as Biiyiik Efes Oteli

(BiiyiikEfes Hotel) facing Cumhuriyet Square. This hotel complex successfully defmes the

squareit faces, is respectfully withdrawn from Atatiirk Statue, and considers relations with

theneighboring building islands.

It is significant to understand the evolution of the spatial structure of the street in

orderto interpret the characteristics of the buildings from their location point of view. It is

obvious that buildings have accumulated values because of being located on MK Street.

Theimportance of the street stems from its outstanding character within the urban history of

izmir.Unfortunately, there is no specific study that addresses itself to the evolution of this

area.Therefore, an evaluation is to be proposed by comparing the basic information on the

built form of the city in general and their probable traces that are observed on the street in

particular. In order to delineate the traces that will be discussed, a base-map has been

prepared by recording the present order of lots through field surveys. Since no trace

representing the antique period is recognized here, the discussion includes 17th century

onwards.

The first group of information that is considered valid to illustrate on the base-map

belongs to the locative characteristics of buildings on MK Street. Map of location (figure

2.14) has demonstrated that every building on MK Street has been given a number specific

to this study. The building at the northeast corner of the study area has taken number 1. The

succeedingnumbers have been given to the following buildings on north and south side of

the street, respectively. The building at the southwestern corner of the study area has taken

the fmal number: 73. When buildings have names, they are also written on the map to help

their identification. Entrance numbers written in front of the buildings have been recorded

at the site. It has been understood that all of the main entrances are on MK Street. Stores

withoffice and storage spaces at their upper floors have service entrances, when they face
64
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(Nos.: 8, 13) or side (No.: 64). Additionally, the block numbers of buildings have also

clear.

In section 2.1, the general architectural evolution of izmir throughout history has

presented. This evaluation has proved that there are some constants within the history

the city. First, it has always been a secure harbor. Being a harbor city has maintained a

commercial activity in every period. Second, it is clear that the commercial and

rial districts present continuity with their distribution in the city during the Ottoman

·ad. When considered from MK Street point of view, this area has been part of the

mercial network in the time interval stated. As observed in the majority of the

ercial quarters of the Turkish settlements40, an independent district at the center of

ir was fonned. It was composed of various commercial buildings such as khans and

, and some other public buildings. Therefore, erection of residential buildings should

be questioned for this era.

The oldest documents in hand that have been effective in deciphering the historical

layout of this commercial area belong to Ottoman period. Like many other typical

spatial layouts of the time,41 the commercial buildings were orderly arranged to form

network of pedestrian shopping streets and centers in izmir. This network included a

system of a variety of specialized markets. The historical route, Osmaniye Street,

ing through the area of the study was a main artery connecting one of the city entrances

the commercial center, and the market that developed here was known as 'Pe~temelciler

., (market of towel sellers). This remark may be claimed by a careful evaluation of the

'eal maps of Storari and Goad, which record the link between the city entrance from

Bridge and square in front of Hisar Mosque at the commercial center. More

ifieally, the historical route connecting the irmer harbor of 18th century to Kervan

. e at the entrance ofthe city delineated on the Storari's map of 1856 (see figure 2.5 in

above) overlaps with Osmaniye Street marked on Goad's map of 1905 (Figures 2.15 and

16). Osmaniye Street (Pe~temalciler i'Yi)intersects with MK Street at the present park area

igures 2.17 and 2.18). This route, with an organic structure in line with the general

ition of the urban fabric in Traditional Ottoman period, continues in south - west

'on after the park area and intersects Fevzipa~a Street - the fire zone of 1922. (Figures

19 and 2.20) The facade line of store and khan buildings at the south side of the park area

inIy overlaps with the contour of Osmaniye Street. Moreover, some store and storage

of khan buildings with architectural characteristics of Traditional and Late Ottoman

trends at the continuation of the park prove that the east section of the street has been



Figure 2.15. Insurance Map ofizmir (Goad, 1905)













Figure 2.17. The park area at the south side of MK Street

Figure 2.18. The park area at the south side ofMK Street



Figure 2.19. The historical route continues in south-west direction after the park

area and intersects Fevzipa~a Street.

Figure 2.20. The rear facade of <;ukur Khan as viewed from Fevzipa~a Street

and the entrances ofthe new subway



Figure 2.21. Buildings of different periods facing the park (block 953)



sinceOttoman era. The square in front of Hisar Mosque at which the discussed

1Irminatesis still present. (see figure 2.13 in the above) Therefore, it will be correct to

thatthishistoricalroute has been partially preserved within the study area.

Duringthe Traditional Ottoman Period that ended at late 17th century in izmir, the

wasan important trade center of its region. As a result, many commercial buildings

aected. Generally, governmental bodies supported monumental buildings like khans

mosques serving the commercial center. It is known that earthquakes, fires and

fornew constructions in succeeding centuries had resulted in the loss of buildings

. period.Then, it is a small possibility to fmd a 17th century example on MK Street.

eless,a few examples on the South side of the street within block 953, which has

its historic building lot order together with its buildings in general, may be

'oned as belonging to this period depending on their modest architectural

. tics. (Figure 2.21)

Startingwith late 17th century, izmir became a center of foreign trade. As a matter

fact,this was the preliminary period that made Westernization possible in the Empire

1e.42The autonomous governmental statue established prepared the infrastructure for

developmentof the concept of cosmopolitan in izmir. This change in the direction of

erceand social structure (increasing population of various ethnic origins) resulted in

for new urban areas and constructions designed according to transformed

hes of Traditional Ottoman architecture. In filling of the harbor was an important

Iopmentat city scale. Erection of new monuments such as khan, mosque and konak in

commercialcenter are the developments at minor scale. The architectural quality of

buildingswas astonishingly somewhat different from the general eclectic character of

othercosmopolitan cities of the country such as istanbu1.43 The immigration of SaklZ

criented artisans to izmir in parallel with the increase in the significance of the city as a

commercialcenter, and decrease of that of SaklZ resulted in the development of a qualified

workmanshipand a Western style specific to this region of the Empire. Unfortunately, most

of suchproductionswere renewed reflecting the tastes of 19th century.

19thand early 20th centuries had been the period in which izmir had become the

mostimportantcommercial center of East Mediterranean. The type of trade was no more a

longdistanceone, but it included the marketing of agricultural goods of izmir region. This

meantthe construction of warehouses for the storage of goods, and exchange building and

customshouse for the modified necessities of the commercial life. The new commercial

ordernecessitatedits own transportation and communication systems as well. As a result,



railwayand tramway systems, new roads, marine transportation within the bay, and postal

serviceswere established. The public works constructed in parallel to them are railway

stationbuilding, factories, etc. Simultaneously, buildings representing the government such

as governmental office, municipality building and barracks were constructed. These

monumentswere designed in a Neo-Classical approach in line with the general effect of

European Revivalism on the Empire. Nevertheless, the distinguishable quality of

workmanshipspecific to the region is expected to be continuing as mentioned for 18th

century. As a result, a completely Western image was obtained between Konak and

Pasaport.It is also known that there was a dual structure of the commercial life so that the

traditionalstructure was also preserved beside the new one.

Within this general frame of developments achieved during the Westernization of

izmir,the urban space subjected to study faced some minor alterations as a result of the new

designtrend evolving. The buildings increased in height, which resulted in the alteration of

the scale of the street. However, the form of the street was not transformed yet. From

buildings point of view, there are quite a number of representatives with architectural

characteristicsunder the influence of Westernization and they are located in block 953.

(Figure2.22) Moreover, the new commercial building types that had evolved as a result of

the new functional necessities, storage type of khans, were experienced within the study

area.The only representatives of these inconspicuous looking structures like the majority of

their types in the city are on North side of MK Street in blocks 955 and 957 (Figure 2.23).

Non of the large scaled monuments or public works mentioned above are situated on MK

Street. However, MK Street is also between Konak and Pasaport, therefore, it is not

surprisingto fmd Western looking buildings here. Finally, the stores on MK Street may be

considered as the extension of an old commercial tradition established for the demands of

the tradesmen from the smaller settlements of the region.

Following the Westernization period, the anxiety for establishing a national style44

became effective in the Empire whole. The buildings with architectural characteristics of

Nationalistdesign trends belonging to ittihat and Terakki years in izmir are of special value

since they are among the bests within the country whole in accordance with the desire to

exterminate the Western identity of the city established so far. Unfortunately, any trace

belonging to the early years of Turkish Nationalism cannot be observed on MK Street.

Nevertheless, many examples were experienced in the following Republican period as

explainedin the below.



Figure 2.23. An old storage khan after its 'restoration' and its contemporary

neighbors



It has been stated that the ftre following the Independence War in 1922 had resulted

inthedestruction of the urban area between Fevzip~a Street and Alsancak. It has also been

statedthat there have been signiftcant developments in the fteld of city planning compared

to the similar activities in the country whole. Plan of 1924 had been implemented in the

burned districts including MK area. The formal characteristics of the plan had been

influentialin determination of the West part of the street. The streets such as Halit Ziya and

Necatibeyintersect MK almost at right angles at this western part. This new arranged west

partwas joined to the east, which has preserved its historical morphology. During this era,

importanturban green areas such as Kiiltiirpark and Bahribaba ParIa had been established,

butnoneof them are within the borders of the discussion case.

The area under study is included within the zone of fIre. The eastern part of area has

partially escaped from the fIre (ftgure 2.24-2.25), but the western was burnt at a great

extent.The present MK Street was, in fact, erected in the early Republican years according

to the plan of Danger and Prost, dated 1924. (ftgure 2.26-2.29) Contradictory to the old

Osmaniye Street, this new street was planned according to formalist principles. This

involvesintersection ofMK with secondary streets almost at right angles. Nevertheless, the

area is situated very close to the zone of fIfe. That is to say, Fevzi Pa~a Street, running

between the preserved historical commercial district known as Kemeraltt and the newly

plannedareas in Alsancak region, is in a block distance to MK Street. South side of block

953facesFevzipa~a, where as its north side faces MK.

The effect of 1924 plan on the third dimension of the area is the erection of early

Republican buildings. There are many examples of monumental commerce buildings in

Neo-Ottoman style on the studied street, named as early Republican examples (Figure

2.30). Nevertheless, they were constructed in place of burned ones generally close to the

seaside.Their design manners are in line with the general outline of the trend in the country.

This means these khan or store buildings continue the Revivalist tendencies of the

precedingWesternization era, but possess Nationalist effects. The lot sizes are larger and

there is more number of floors compared to those of the Ottoman buildings in general.

The renewal of the burnt districts has been a radical alteration in the urban spatial

structure of the city. A second modernist city plan proposed was that of Le Corbusier in

early 1940s.Although it was not implemented, it is assumed as to have a decisive role in the

later transformation of the urban space in izmir. By 1970s, izmir has enlarged in an

enormous amount in parallel with the industrialization activities. The traditional business

centeris still the focus of commercial life, but the industrial activities have been distributed



Figure 2.25. East entrance ofMK Street



Figure 2.26. View ofMK Street in early Republican years (Kami Refet, 1931)
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Figure 2.28. West entrance ofMK Street in early Republican years (Postcard of

TepekuleCollection, 1996)

Figure 2.29. West entrance ofMK Street in 1999



Figure2.30. Early Republican buildings at the north side of the street



wholemetropolitanarea resulting in the establishment of new centers. The concrete

• to sustainsome of the commercial functions in their traditional locations resulted in

y urban organizations. This has been also effective in the area under study. It is

thatwhole sale trade of textile goods, which is the dominant function at present,

msultedin unhealthy interventions in the historical space organizations. (see chapter 3:

'ons inhistorical designs)

The recording mentioned above was achieved through field surveys. The

. uationof commercial function at present has been claimed at the end of these surveys

out in the area of the study. The results are illustrated on the analysis map of

(figure2.31). As illustrated on this map, retail-whole sale trade is carried out in all

buildings,except five of them. There are three banks, where as there is only one

mmunicationbuilding. Two buildings are under construction. As above mentioned,

is only one empty lot. Retail-whole sale trade functioned buildings may have office

levenof seventy-three),atelier (twenty-seven of seventy-three), storage (five of seventy-

) andlor parking (one of seventy-three) facilities. Exceptional cases are as follows. The

pound floorof one building functions as a passage to the parking area at the back. Another

buildingfunctionsonly for storage of goods. The last peculiar case is one whose flfst and

Consequently, contemporary developments iIlvolve some pWlial alterations m

masterplans. These include increase in the number of pemlitted stories, alteration of

conservationdecisions, and unification of small historic plots with each other. These

alterationsin the planning decisions have resulted in the erection of multi-storied buildi..gs

in line with contemporary design trends, the demolition of historical buildings, and

constructionof huge building masses.

Masterplan alterations are important developments that have been effective on the

built fonn of contemporary izmir. They have been continuously altered so that tnulti-

flooredbuildings with increasi.t'lgheights have been permitted. The present master plan

permitscontiguous buildings with maximum seven stories (2180 m of building height) on

MKStreetand eight stories at the corner of intersection with Gaziosmanpa~a Street. These

DeW heightshave changed the scale of the street thoroughly. (Figure 2.32) The result of the

masterplanalterations is best illustrated on the analysis map of story systems. (figure 2.33)

Thereis orJy one empt"jplot at present and it is between buildings 4 and 5. The distribution

ofnormalstories is as follows. There is only one building with a single story. Nevertheless,

thereare two other buildings whose ground floor areas are larger than upper ones and one
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thathas an additional mass with a single story. Buildings with two normal stories

-six, buildings with three normal stories are ten, buildings with four normal

• eight, buildings with five normal stories are four, buildings with six normal

• five, buildingswith seven normal stories are six, buildings with eight normal

• fourteen,buildings with nine normal stories are two, and building with ten

The evaluation of specialized stories is as follows. Except twenty-six of the

, all have basements. Thirteen of the buildings possess original gallery stories.

of the buildings have original mezzanine stories. Seven of the buildings have

mezzaninestories. Six of the buildings have geared top stories. The distribution of

1 stories is as follows. One additional top story is seen in nine of the buildings.

additionaltop stories are in only two of the buildings. Three additional top stories are

building.Additional geared top story is in five buildings. In case of thoroughly

cases,completelyaltered story systems are considered. There are two such cases.

Masterplanalterations resulted not only in the increase in building heights, but also

'on of large building masses through unification of building lots (blocks 953 and

, Nevertheless,the map in the Archives of Konak Municipality illustrating the present

, 'on of lots within the area delineate that the organic order has been partially

ed in the historic block numbered 953. (Figure 2.34) At the same time, there is

parkingproblemsstemming from the over-dense characteristics of the urban space.

Another event that played a role in the formation of contemporary izmir was

ationdecisions.45 Related decisions on MK Street involve the listing of the historical

•. Khanand <;::ukurKhan in 1975 (The Circular of GDOWAM, 1975); this has been so

that the destruction of Girit Khan has been possible in early 1990s. (Figure 2.35)

conservationdecisions dated 1988 has defmed some other buildings with listable

'ties.At the same time, a special urban site has been defmed around the park area. The

conservationdecisions for the buildings of various values and the site have been

IIIIdeclear. (Figure 2.36) These decisions involve the following items (Decision of icc,

• The buildings illustrated on the map will be conserved according to the

limitationsof their related groups. 46

• The special urban site illustrated on the map will be treated according to the

buildingcodes ofKemeraltl, the historical commercial center.
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Figure 2.35. An old photograph of the historical Girit Khan as viewed from the south (Archives ofipCICNR, 1988)
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• Thelistedbuildings and their neighbors that are not situated within this special

sitealsorequire the approval of icc.

• Theplanningdecisions pertaining to the unlisted buildings that do not neighbor

thelistedonesmay be altered by the Municipality, if desired.

Theeffectsof the erection of multi-storied buildings, the demolishment of historical

andconstructionof huge building masses on MK Street has been discussed in

builtformof contemporary period requires an evaluation from the architectural

trendsexperienced on the street point of view. Starting with 1930s, buildings

withmodernist approaches47 were experienced in the city. It is also known that

ingspossessedart deco efIects.48 The small commercial structures as a building

widely experienced by young Turkish architects who took up the modern

in theseyears.49 Keeping this and the general characteristics of early modernist

inmind,a number of buildings located at the east part of the street and mostly in

3 may be questioned as representatives of the early Turkish modernist trend.

, thereis only one design that may be questioned for the intentness of art deco on

andit is building 51 in block 953. (see figure 2.22 in the above)

Until1950s,there has been building activities experiencing transitional examples

modernityand nationality in a limited amount in izmir.50 There are no examples

itionalcharacteristics on MK Street. On the other hand, there are some customary

'ves of buildings in International Style built after 1950.51 In parallel with the

developmentsin the country, 52 different trends have been experienced within the

time interval; that is to say, late Modern53 and Post-Modern design trends are

onthe street after 1980.54 These two design manners are generally experienced

to the two ends of the street and more commonly at the north side. These locations

withthedistricts that were consumed in 1922. At the same time, the rapid renewal

built form at the corners of intersection with Cumhuriyet and Gaziosmanpa~a

stemsfromtheir locative values.

Undertheheading of 'the evolution of the built form on MK Street' , representatives

architecturaldesign trends on the street were conceived with their contributions

urbanspace.It has been considered important to illustrate the recognized members of

differenttrendgroups on the base-map so that their diversification on the street may

ily observed.(figure 2.37) This map of architectural characteristics of buildings in

theirdesign trends classifies them into five groups. Buildings with architectural

. tics of Traditional Ottoman design trend are five, buildings with architectural
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. ticsofLate Ottoman design trend under influence of Westernisation are fourteen,

ingswitharchitectural characteristics of Early Republican design trend are nineteen,

· gs witharchitectural characteristics of Modern design trend are twenty-seven, and

· gs with architectural characteristics of Post-Modern design trend are eight in

. There are twenty-four listed buildings. Therefore, the buildings that are with

• '0001 Ottoman,Late Ottoman and Early Republican architectural characteristics, but

areunlistedare fifteen in number. In short, buildings have been grouped according to

. architecturalcharacteristics in line with various design trends. Detailed evaluation of

ingsas representativesof these trends are to be dealt with in chapter 3.

In order to delineate the end results about the built form of the area, a final map

2.38) was prepared. There are thirty-eight historic buildings, and thirty-five

porary ones. Contemporary masses added to historic buildings are only two in

her.There are thirty-four qualified buildings. Thus, qualified contemporary buildings

fourinnumber.On the other hand, severely altered historic buildings are six in number.

faras thispoint, buildings are evaluated as single entities. Next step is to determine the

of buildingswith similar characteristics. There are twenty-eight qualified buildings

detenninea row. Rows of historic building facades are seven in number. Rows of

building facades are eight in number. There are five single historic facades.

ofsinglecontemporary facades is also five.

In short, the alterations in the urban morphology of MK area through out history

beendiscussedwith reference to maps, planning and conservation decisions so far.

contemporarydevelopments in the field of urban planning encouraged the renewal of

old togainurban land on which higher new buildings could be constructed. The present

· n reached as a result of the rapid evolution of the built environment in izmir is

mostlywith its negative impacts. It is also an axiom that MK Street has lost some

so far established identity through renewals and inappropriate restorations, and a

one has not been formed. Nevertheless, it has preserved the architectural

. tics that make it a transitional zone between the totally preserved historical

ialdistrictKemeraltl and the totally burned and renewed Alsancak. It has buildings

tingthe commercial activities experienced in Traditional Ottoman, Westernization,

Republican,Modern and Post-Modern periods in this historical quarter ofizmir.
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1 Depending on the recent construction dates of Islamic architectural products, the
. uation of the presence of Christian population around the harbor under Turkish

lOYereigntymaybe declared (Tanyeli, 1987).
2 Theother two citadels, as mentioned in the previous section, are Kadifekale, over-

• . the city from the pick of Mount Pagus, and Liman Kale protecting the inner harbor
· tNorth(Miiller-Wiener, 1962; Ulker, 1994).

3 See Spon, 1. and Wheeler, G., Voyage d']talie de Dalmatie, de Grece, et du
t,faits es annees 1675 et 1676, Amsterdam, 1679, vol. 1, p. 180.

4 See the following for documentation of izmir Mosques depending on historical
eots: Aktepe, M., 'Osmanh Devri izmir Camileri Hakkmda On Bilgi', Tarih

titiisiiDergisi, 3, 1971, 177-212 and 4/5, 1973/4, 91-1930. See also the following for
hiteeturaldescriptions of izmir Mosques: Turk Mimarisinin Geli~imi ve Mimar Sinan,
b.M.Sozenand others, istanbul, 1975,300-323.

S See for detailed evaluations Ambrasey, N.N. and Finkel, C.F., The Seismicity of
key andAdjacentAreas, A Historical Review, 1700-1800, istanbul, 1995.

6 See for comprehensive explanations Ulker, N., 'Sarlbeyoglu'nun izmir'e
Oriiyii~iive Avrupah Tiiccarlar', Tarih jncelemeleri Dergisi, IV, (Ege U. Ed. F. D. Yay.),

ie,1989,p. 43-52; Mac Farlane, c., Constantinople in 1828, A Residence of Sixteenth
nthsin the Turkish Capital and Provinces, 2nd ed., vol. 1 London, 1829; Ulker, N., '1797

Ia)'l ve izmir'in Yakl1masl, Tarih jncelemeleri Dergisi, II, (Ege U. Ed. Fak. Yay.), izmir,
984,p. 117-157.

7 Monumental buildings were Han-l Cedid donated by KlZlaragasl HaCl Be~ir Aga
completedin 1746. Han-l Sagir (Kii~iik Han) had been added to Han-l Cedid by Salih
Theseare still present. The big Konak of Katipogullarl, who were the famous senate

familyof izmir, as learned from a panoroma of the city dated 18th century (Tancoigne,
817) (Arel, 98). See chapter 3 for detailed information about the architectural

teristicsofWestemization period buildings in izmir.
8 The only traveler notes dealing with Muslim districts are by Chandler (Chandler,

TravelsinAsia Minor, London, 1776, p. 63).
9 It is prepared between 1854 and 1857 by Luigi Storari. (Guida con cenni strorici

Smirnescritta dall'ingegnere Luigi Storari, Torino, 1857) Also see Missir L.A., Ein
roffentlicherPlan der Stadt Smyrna vom E. 18/19 Jahrhunderts, ZDGM-Suppl. 12,
,p.468-472.

10 In fact, the hinterland of izmir, defmed by Ottoman governmental system,
Gediz and Bakrr~ay valleys. See Sahillioglu, H., 'XVIII. Yiizytl Ortalarmda

yi Bolgelerimizve Ticari hnkanlar', Belgelerle Turk Tarihi Dergisi, No.: 11, 1968, p.

11 For detailed governmental history of izmir, see Baykara, Tuncer, hmir $ehri
" izmir, 1974.

12 Arel (98) explains these conditions with the concept of 'free zone' in today's
. logy. She further states that it should be understood as a concept that which

Government permitted in order to benefit from it. The European colony that
here leaded these developments. As a result of the cosmopolitan developments,

· becamea favorite visiting center of many foreign travelers. These visits are surely
· sincethey in turn provided descriptive and illustrative materials on izmir of 18th

1~ centuriesthat are relevant historical sources today. The descriptions are focused on
92



commercialdistrict around the harbor and residential districts of the Europeans. The
ionsmostly comprehend the view of the city from the sea since they are most
lydrawnfrom the ships anchored at the harbor.

13 In 19th century, the act of gaining land from the sea had altered the natural
hy in a considerable amount. This alteration may be best viewed by comparing the

ofStoraridated 1856 and Graves dated 1836.
14 SeeArundell, 1949; Rougon, 1892.
IS SeeRougon, 1892 and Duckerts, 1904. It is understood that they did not fulfill the

urn requirements of their Western predecessors, but they were considered as
t industrialbodies within the Empire whole (Beyru, 1973).

16 However, it cannot be claimed that special architectural traditions belonging to
, Europeansor minorities had been developed (Tanyeli, 1992).

17 Asstated above, 18th century mosques represented the techniques of artisans from
. Stoneworkmanship, which was SaklZ oriented, had been favorite in izmir and its
ysurroundinguntil the end of 19th century, but the qualified examples are before 1830
~98}.

I Arel (98) points out the contradiction in the common hypothesis that there was a
periodstyle based on similar cultural designators through out the Empire. There were

. ,cultural and historical varieties in the composition of the Empire. These interacted
• eachotherresulting in variation of parameters from one region to another.

19 It is thought that Arel's evaluation is significant especially within the frame of
hip and tastes of embellishment specific to both the period and the region. The

les through which she attracts attention to Saktz oriented artisans are convincing.
Ii's evaluation is more related with the space organization concerns of the period's

Iproducts. However, his discussion is limited with a few short descriptions and
tivestudy is not satisfactory.

20 Baykara(1974) states that the most comprehensive sources providing information
theappearanceof the city in late 19th and early 20th centuries are 'salname's.

21 ThefIrst Ottoman parliament was closed down permanently in 1877, just one year
its inauguration, by the orders of Abdiilhamit the Second. The next thirty years of
ic rule was to witness further partition of Ottoman lands and a hopeless economic

• tion, which paved the way to the second parliamentary regime in 1908 under the
.. handsof the Turkish nationalists. The last decade of the Empire was dominated by

youngTurks and their party, ittihat ve Terakki (Yavuz, 1981).
22 An important problem of the period was providing accommodation for the

15 coming from the Balkans. The residential building stock was insufficient for the
omers(Alim, 1988; ArIkan, 1992).

23 Theborders ofthe districts are clearly observed in the maps of the period.
24 Theauthor of the article entitled 'Le plan d'amenagement de la Ville de Smyrne',

lishedin the Journal L' Architecture', used only the initials of his name.
2S Itsdesigner was landscape architect Mevlut Baysal (Baysal, 36) (Tanyeli, 92).
26 Early Republican Period buildings were designed according to the principles of

Ottomanrevivalism. (Yavuz, 1992, p.67) See chapter 3 for detailed information about this
igntrend.

27 There are a few sources in which the significant monumental buildings of the
EarlyRepublicanizmir are considered. Aslanoglu (1980) has provided a catalogue at the

of her book discussing the development of Early Republican Architecture in Turkey.
Here,the descriptions of buildings, their architects and completion dates and reference to

periodicalsof the time are provided. Quite a many izmir examples, which are mainly for



ial purposes, are also included. Kuban (72) mentions a few buildings like 'some
, on Gazi Street, Yiiksek Ogretmen Okulu (School for Training Tutors) in Karata~,

•Kiitiiphanein Konak and Halkevi in Bahribaba Parkt. Tanyeli (92) points out mainly
caseswith the previous scholars (completion ofMilli Kiitiiphane and Sinema, and

tionof TUrkOcagl) and also underlines some others (Beh'tet Uz <::ocukHastanesi,
Sinemasl,Ankara Oteli, FranslZ Hastanesi and itfaiye Merkezi). Aslanoglu and

Iiunderlinethat Milli Kiitiiphane had been designed before the World War and the
ion had been completed in the Early Republican years. Similarly, the School in

, whichKuban points out as a Republican production, is not included in Aslanoglu's
ad Tanyelidates it to ittihat and Terakki Period. The construction dates and architects

. ings like Ankara Oteli, FranslZ Hastanesi and itfaiye Merkezi, which are only
'onedby Tanyeli, are unknown and the scholars has identified them only by their

Icharacteristics.Nevertheless, Aslanoglu's study is the most comprehensive and
Ie one in documenting the architectural productions of the time in single building
Thereis also one example, Anadolu Apartmaru, which is extensively documented by
hitecturaloffice in charge of its restoration project. (Kaba, 1990)

28 Seechapter 3 for detailed information about this design trend.
29 Tanyeli (1992) states that the succeeding modem examples in izmir,

tely, have not been outstanding within the architecture of the country with their
te qualities.

30 After the 1950 elections, which were won by the new Democratic Party,
changes in Turkish politics and social life took place. The following decade
a partial liberation of the national economy together with a rapid development of

, established through private and capital investments. An intensive program of
y constructionand the demand for cheap labor brought many people into the cities,
a rapid increase in urbanization problems. The inefficient public services of the
growingcities also aggravated the situation. Hence it became necessary to prepare

physicalplans for all cities of the country. Again a great furore of building activity
to meet the extraordinary demand for housing and other public services (Yavuz,

p.68).
31 After the death of Atatiirk in 1938 and the breakout of war in 1939 produced

. changesin the socio-economic and cultural affairs of Turkey. Because the great
was aware of its close ties with a discarded past, he disapproved of the national

of the 1920s and supported the functionalist international style in the following
. Uponhis death, however, the more conservative attitudes of nationalism were left

to influence Turkish cultural affairs, from 1940 onwards. The Second National
. came as a reaction to the functional internationalism of the 1930s favored by

architects.(Yavuz, 1992, p. 68). See section 2.2 for more detailed information
thisdesigntrend.

32 Thereason mDy be the contradiction between the official language suggested by
bnd andthe lack of any demand for such buildings in the city. ~ark Kahvesi by RlZa

andDoganTekeli (Arkitekt, 1955, p. 5-8), and an apartment building in Karantina
DoganTekeli are transitional examples between nationality and modernity. The most
. cantproduct of the period is Merkez Bankasl ~ube Binasl (izmir Building of the

Bank)by Ergun Onaran, Dogan Tekeli and Orhan Bolak (Tanyeli, 1992).
33 Although the number of architect increased considerably in 1950s, the

1products had not been significant within the general evolution of the country
Ii, 1992).The architecture of 1950s in the country whole was greatly influenced by

aewfunctionalismof the West. (Yavuz, 1992)



l4 At the start of 1970s, industrial production had, for the ftrst time in Turkish
,~roached that of agricultural production (Yavuz, 1992, p.68).
3 The chaotic situation of the rapidly growing capital was reflected in the

of the period in Turkey. (Yavuz, 1992) See section 2.2 for details.
36 During 1980s, istanbu1 has taken the lead in socio-cu1tura1 activities and has
themodelfor development instead of Ankara. The Turkish building market opened
technologiesand materials. Fashionable shopping centers, large international hotels

prestigious structures were constructed. (Yavuz, 1992) See section 2.2 for
Idetails.

37 Theframe of the discussion here has been based upon comprehensive evaluations
relatedwith the loss of urban identity in contemporary izmir. References to other

besare also provided. For details, see Eylice, A., 'izmir'de imar Yak1a~trnlarmm
KimligiUzerindekiEtki1eri', Mimarlzk, No: 225, Ankara, 1987, p. 30-33.

38 Thebuildings subjected to Second Group Applications (2. Grup Uygu1ama) were
valuablewith their exterior features and their contributions to the environment.

numberedLaw for Preservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage, 1983) They directly
the frame of conservation in Turkey and resulted in establishment of a new

• 'onforrestoration. Enormous heights were built and the historic street elevation was
ctedin front of it. Therefore, the defmition of restoration comprehended to obtain

rights during the destruction followed by reconstruction of a historical building
, 95).
39 Thebuildings that are evaluated within the limits of this study are all on Mimar
, Street. The street takes its name from a famous architect, Mimar Kema1ettin,

wasthe representative of the First National architecture until his death in 1927. It has
questionedthat if Mimar Kema1ettin had designed any of the buildings on this street.

documentationof his professional activities put forward that he has worked mainly in
~ and also in Ankara, Fi1ibe, Edirne, Medine, Se1anik, Bandrrma, Aydm, ~am,
izmit and Kudiis (Teke1i and ilkin, 1997). This list does not include izmir.

ntly,the life story of the architect does not point out any kind of a relation of the
with izmir (Yavuz, 1981, p.12-22). However, he has educated many young
in the direction of his architectural ideas. This includes the period in which he

directlyuntil 1909 and the succeeding period in which he was running an office,
as 'Kemalettin Okulu' between 1909 and 1923 (Ibid., 1981). It may be concluded

Mimar Kemalettin had not been directly involved in any building activity in izmir, but
pupilshadbuilt here in his style. The street might have been called in his name because

greatnumber of buildings erected here in the early years of the Republic reminding
irstNationalArchitecture Tradition.

40 The commercial quarters of Turkish settlements, forming an independent district
centerof the city, were characterized by clusters of commercial buildings such as
os, khans and shops. The proximity to other public buildings and the residential
they were intended to serve determined the locations of these buildings. (Cezar,

41 The commercial buildings all together formed a network of pedestrian shopping
andcenters, articulated with the city network. There were a variety of markets that

dividedup into well defmed zones within the carefully established network of main
and the orderly spatial arrangement. The centers covered large areas, the size in
'onto the importance of the settlement. (Ertug, 1981)
42 Theturbulent century, known as the period of Ottoman Westernization, propelled

societythrough a series of social and cultural transformations, which resulted in



theemergenceof modem Turkey. (Yavuz, 1981; Denel, 1982) In order to decipher the
dl8racteristicsof the period of Westernization, it is important first to understand 18th

centuryas a preliminary period that had made Westernization indispensable. The cultural
molutionsthatwere realized in 18th century forced the relations between content and form.
As a result,architectural elements of European cultures were involved in Ottoman culture
• longas they were not contradictory to the models of the system. These forms were not
importedwith their contents, but they were provided appropriate contents after they were
integratedto the Ottoman culture. Within time, however, the imported forms transformed
1heOttomanschemes and design models. Towards the close of the 18th century, spatial and
massivechange in the forms of the classical Ottoman architecture revealed a different
Ippl'08chin design. New functions introduced to the Ottoman lifestyle played a significant
rolein the change of design principles. This new style exhibited a variety of approaches
withall of the characteristics of neoclassicism and historicism. On the other hand, the
transfonnationsof the design models caused changes in the scale and quality of urban
spaces.Thiswas towards an increasing scale, which resulted in a lack of unity in the urban
scale.Streetswere widened and buildings had been increased in height, winding and dead-
endstreetswere transformed into straight streets, which resulted in linear streets with open
vistas.(Arel, 1975; Denel, 1982) Thus, the following 19th century witnessed the gradual
declineof the traditional Turkish architect and a break in the evolution of traditional
architecture.The resulting eclecticism was in keeping with the general mood of the period,
in which Turkish Nationalism co-existed with European orientation. (Yavuz and Ozkan,
1984)Seechapter 3 for details of these architectural developments, which gave the way to
the establishment of the design trend called as Late Ottoman under the influence of
Westernization.

43 SeeArel, 1998.
44 The initial phase of nationalism in Turkish architecture is known to have covered

the years between 1909-1930. During this period locally known as 'The First Period of
NationalTurkish Architecture', the young Turkish Architects struggled against the western
influenceson traditional Ottoman architecture, monopolized by foreign and minority groups
for the past hundred years. The buildings designed within this approach possessed Neo-
classicalcharacteristics based on a formalist monumentalism. Consequently, this design
mannerwas often called as Ottoman revivalism. The famous architects of the period; Vedat,
Kemalettinand Arif Hikmet Beys; were trying to integrate the foreign architectural
knowledgethey have accumulated through their education with the conditions of the
country(Aslanoglu, 1980, Yavuz, 1981; Sozen, 1996, Yavuz, 1992).

45 There was a growing attention to the conservation and rehabilitation programs,
andmorethan a mere knowledge of restoration in Turkey at early 1970s. (Yiicel, 1984)

46 These limitations were defmed by decisions of the High Council of Conservation
inAnkara(Decisions ofHCC, 1984):

• Group <;IB: This group includes buildings with significant architectural values
pertaining to both the exterior and the interior of the building masses.
Restoration of the building may comprehend the installation of the necessities of
contemporary life, but this should not result in the destruction of any of the
listable qualities such as organization of facades, plan layout, authenticity of
building material and embellishment.

• Group <;IIA1: These are the buildings that should be preserved because of their
contribution to the environment, that is, their elevations and heights of building.
Therefore, the plan layout and construction material of the interior may be
renewed, but the structural elements should be preserved.



Group~IIA2: These are also to be preserved with their environmental values.
However,the range of interior interventions includes the alteration of structural
elements.
Group~IIA3: The buildings of this group are worthy of preservation because of
their environmental characteristics. Nevertheless, the range of interventions is
enlargedso that some minor alterations in building heights are also possible.
Group~IIA4: This is the fmal group of buildings that should be preserved with
their environmental values. The range of interventions is so wide that it
comprehendsthe establishment of additional floors in line with the master plan
behindthe historic elevation.

inggroupsand their related interventions stated just above were updated in 1996
,(HCC, 1996)It was stated that every building possesses its own special problems,

requirespecial solutions. The classification determining the types of interventions
, ,The most fundamental aspect of the new legal status was the increase in the ...~,.

ability of the regional conservation council. This council was considered
enoughfor deciding on the content of the necessary documentation and analysis
andsucceedingintervention types.

47 Theconcept of 'modem design trend in architecture' is an invention of the late
early20th centuries. It was conceived as a reaction to the eclecticism of various

revivalsof historical forms. Basic to the ideal of Modem architecture was the notion
h period in the past had possessed its own authentic style, expressive of the true

of the time. The task, then, was to rediscover the true path of architecture, forms
to the needs and aspirations of modem industrial societies, and to create images
of embodyingthe ideals of a supposedly distinct modem period. It is evident that
, is still continuing to be experienced with outstanding recent achievements .

• , 1996)These modem developments have been effective in Turkey as well, because
have been an intensive amount of information flow continuing ever since the
, g of Westernization. The early period of Modem Turkish Architecture, extending

1927to WorldWar II, can be viewed in three phases with distinct characteristics. First
the encounter with modem thinking and works. The phase of preparation and

, entation lasted approximately until about 1933. Then, under the impetus of the
, g programin Ankara, influenced by the works and origins of foreign architects and

atmosphereof radical thought, a period of action was initiated. This was the second
, Finally, the competition for the Grand National Assembly may be taken as a
'entbeginningfor the third period. (Batur, 1984, p.84-87)
48 It was a French phenomenon that became an international fashion in design,

, decorationand architecture starting with 1925. As a synthetic form of stylization,
. , g between the avant-garde and tradition, it absorbed impulses from Cubism,
, , Expressionismand other movements. It was a favorite style in the Western World

1930s(Lampugnani, 1989, p.17-18). It may be stated that the outstanding examples
achievedbetween the 1920 and 1941. Art deco may as well be evaluated as an

stageof Art Nouveau. (Hasol, 1996, Kubat, 1996) It ought to be remembered that
Nouveaufulfilled the liberating function of an 'anti' movement. It discarded the old,
om conventionsand set the stage for the developments, which followed with such

dinary rapidity in the 20th century. (Aslanoglu, 1973) From the view point of
lopmentsin Turkey, Art Nouveau was widely experienced in istanbul as an eclecticism
orientalinclinations, continued to be effective together with Art Deco in 1930s, and

itsplaceto Modernism. Rapid transformations of the urban fabric after 1970s resulted



destructionof an important amount of these Art Nouveau and Art Deco examples.
,1996,p.l16)

49 In fact, the architectural characteristics observed in the second phase of early
. h Modernismare of special importance from the thesis point of view. During this

youngTurkish architects, whose commissions were limited to residence and small
ial buildings, took up the Modem movement with enjoyment and considerable

Theirworks were essentially akin to those of the Vienna purists and to the early
ofLe Corbusier. (Batur, 1984, p.86)
so Therearticulation of regionalism and nationalism started to become effective in
thirties.The beginning of World War II influenced the development of Second
I Movement.The values of the local styles were defended. It was suggested that
I architecturein any country should only be created by local architects, and never
be importedfrom other countries. Furthermore, under the influence of a new interest
towardstraditional architecture, the buildings were endowed with such unnecessary
as wide and corbelled eaves, depressed relieving arches and brick decorations in

"onal patterns.(Alsa~, 1984; Yavuz, 1992) Since there is no representative of the trend
areaof study, its architectural characteristics will not be discussed in a more detailed

Sl Modemarchitecture so evolved that buildings of different function, size, material,
and expressive power were designed with none the less obvious features in

on.By the beginning of the 1930s, it was possible to single out a new trend whole
the world. This new trend was called the International Style. (Hitchcock and

n, 1932; Curtis, 1996) See chapter 3 for details related with its architectural
. ics.

S2 In 1970s, there was a rising interest in social problems and a search for a new
lary outside the prevailing canons of the International Style. Architecture of the
wasvulnerable to the current trends of the other parts of the world, because Turkey

open to West and there was an intensification of information flow. Cross-cultural
s manifestedthemselves in formal tendencies rather than in a coherent ideological

• . Largenumber of buildings exhibiting characteristics belonging to various current
ionaltrends was erected. Nevertheless, the key issue of the theoretical discussions

historyand regionalism. The question of regionalism provided the opportunity to
. therelationship between buildings themselves and their cultural environment. The

'c dimension inherent in the regionalist approach gained a more precise defmition
owingto the growing interest in conservation. In short, there was a rich mix of

, tendencies,processes and end-products realized in this pluralistic milieu. All were
entary,with no coherent links between theory and criticism, context and end-product.

the artisticcreation of the period oscillates between innovation and history. (Yiicel,
)

S3 Jencks have accepted the death of Modernism. However, it is evident that the
is still continuing to be experienced. The terms late Modem and Neo Modem are

by Jencks, in order to refer to the recent Modem examples. In a way, he has
the continuation of the trend. (Jencks, 1988, Kortan, 1991, pA5) Kortan (1991,

statesthat this mental confusion has stemmed from the misinterpretation of Modem as
trend completelyoverlapping with the International Style; in fact, it is more than that.

ingrecent achievements in terms of Modem architecture draw meaning from their
iveplaces and societies, while contributing to a global architectural culture. (Curtis,

) Withinthis frame, late Modem is not to be evaluated as a distinct design trend within



thelimitsof the thesis. However, its outstanding architectural characteristics will be pointed
out.(seechapter 3)

54 Although the architectural design trend of Modernism has prevailed in Turkish
citiesduring 1980s, Post-modem aesthetics is also observed occasionally in high-income
districts,creating colorful and interesting environment (Yavuz, 1992, p.69). See chapter 3
for architecturaldetails.



EVALUATION OF BUILDINGS AS REPRESENTATIVES OF DIFFERENT
ARCIDTECTURAL TRENDS

The characteristics of buildings in line with various architectural trendsl will be

@valuatedthrough chapter 3. In this thesis, the conc@pt of 'trend' ('aklm') covers the

reflectionof different design approaches to the field of architecture. These manners are

specific to certain time intervals and locations, and possess similar formal languages.

Therefore,if a trend that has developed in the West is imported, then it is accepted to be re-

interpretedwithin the conditions of the new location it is to be applied at. Furthermore, a

rigidset of principles belonging to a trend may not be distinguished within the country as

well,because there are different parameters involved in the determination of architectural

characteristicsstemming from regional differences.

As YUcel (1984) states, theory is very important in understanding the architectural

spaces of different periods. However, there is no comprehensive criticism of the

architectural transformations on MK Street; therefore, it has been considered valid to

analyze the architecture itself and its own spatial language directly in order to formulate

criticalremarks. Within this frame, before going into detailed evaluation of buildings, the

built fonn on MK Street has been interpreted with reference to the historic maps and the

analysis maps (see section 2.2). Consequently, the buildings will be discussed in relation

with the tables of identification, design and systems of space layout through the chapter 3.

Since it has been thought that there is a relation between the design trends/periods

pertaining-to the building masses and their architectural characteristics, the tables have been

arranged so that the buildings with similar trend/period characteristics are grouped together.

In its most general tenns, there are two main groups of buildings on the street:

historical and contemporary. The most fruitful examples from the point of view of the

evaluation in the historical cases are found in buildings that are not thoroughly intervened,

and in contemporary cases2 are found in insensitive designs. The cases with these

specifications have been touchstones for clarifying the thesis' point of view. It would

however be to a gross distortion of the thesis argument to limit its exemplification to these

two categories. The variations between members of the same group of trend also require

research. Below, each of these building groups is evaluated in the order of historical to



contemporary.At the end, comparative study of space organization principles of various

architecturaldesign trends is put forth.

Buildings as the representatives of Traditional Ottoman architecture on MK Street

possess similar locative; physical, functional and technological characteristics.

Consequently, their design concepts and the ways the original space layouts are altered in
relation with the changes in the type of commerce present similarities. The similarities

between the space organization principles of those buildings are presented in the below

underliningtheir outstanding differences as well.

There are 5 buildings (Nos.: 38, 42, 45, 56 and 59) in this group (See table AI), all

unregistered accept building 59. Although whole sale trade is the dominant function in all

buildings at present, there are varieties in the type of goods sold: Clothing in Nos.: 38, 42

and56, brick and coal in No.: 45, and carpeting and bedding in No.: 56.

These buildings, all located only on south side ofMK Street and all near by the park

area within block 953, are generally situated on quadrilateral plots (Nos.: 38, 42, 56 and 59)

either in fonn of thin rectangles facing the street with their narrow sides (Nos.: 38, 42, and

59) or in square like forms (No.: 56). The only irregular formed plot of this group (No.: 45)

is composed of a thin rectangle facing the street with its narrow side and an hexagon with

unequal sides attached to this rectangle from its back narrow side. Building 59 is

distinguished among the others since it is situated on a plot that neighbors Fevzi Pa~a Street

at its south side. Except No.: 45 (285 m2
), these are small plots, no more than 112 m2 (No.:

59), and all th0 buildings COV0rup totally th0ir lands. Th0Y ar0 around 6 m. of h0ight with

two normal original floors excluding No.: 45 - a single floored building enriched with a

partial mezzanine.



They are constructed based on stone and brick masonry. Floors are of timber

elements,while the columns supporting the partial mezzanine floor of building 45 are also

outof timber. The superstructures of the upper floors are composed of timber elements,

exceptNo.: 56 possessing domes and vaults over the spatial units of its fIrst floor. All

buildingshave hipped roofs covered with Marseilles roof tiles in Nos.: 42, 45 and 59; over

andundertiles in No.: 56; and corrugated sheet in No.: 38.

There is no written information about the original design features; that is to say,

nameof the architect, completion of the project and construction dates are unknown. It is

alsoobservedthat most of the buildings have been repaired to some extend (roof covering

materialand plaster renewed in No.: 38, fIrst floor plan altered and front window enlarged

inNo.: 42, roof material renewed in No.: 45, partial mezzanine floor added and facade

embellishmentpartially removed in No.: 56 and floor levels reorganized in No.: 59).

However,they are neither legally documented, nor possess any professional characteristics.

(SeetableA2)

The spatial characteristics of these fIve buildings as architectural end products are

evaluatedin the below, considering their similarities and peculiarities, in the sequence of

theirordering,enclosure and circulation systems.

All of the buildings are organized around an axis whose terminators are entrances

(Nos.:38, 42, 45, 56 and 59) at one end, and stairways (Nos.: 38, 42), walls (Nos.: 42, 45,

56)or a secondary entrance (No.: 59) at the other on ground level (See Table A3). This

axial order is continued in the upper floors accept No.: 56. This one is, in fact, a

combinationof three axial pieces; therefore, the upper floor plan has developed into a

centralsquare with a common space almost at the center.



Th@axial system is further strengthened with symmetry through main space (No.:

38)or common space (No.: 56) in two buildings. The principle of balance has not been

utilizedinthe organization of any of these buildings.

Similarly, it is difficult to discuss hierarchy in them since they are composed of

mostlya mainspace rather small in size and without sub-spaces. However, the fIrst floors of

Nos.:42 and 56 are divided into smaller spatial units in which common space (No.: 56) or

office/storagerooms (No.: 42) have gained a significance in the hierarchy chain due to their

placementat the center of the organization and at the street side, respectively. The common

spaceof No.: 45, connecting the back storage spaces to the front, has also a hierarchic

dominanceboth by its placement and its height.

Rhythm is only present in No.: 56 on whose ground floor three main spaces in form

ofrectangleswith same dimensions are repeated where as similar sized, square like planned

spacesarerepeated on the upper one.

Within this ordering system, main spaces facing MK Street only (Nos.: 38, 42, 56)

and facing both MK Street and Fevzi Pa~a Street (No.: 59) are defmed in majority.

Commonspaces facing MK Street (No.: 42, 45) or back (No.: 56) are rarely observed.

Otherspaces face Mk Street (Nos.: 38, 42, 56, 59), back (Nos.: 42, 56, 59) or front the

commonspace (Nos.; 45, 56).

The buildings as detached building masses are 38, 45 and 59, while those composed

of a set of individual units are 42 and 56. The enclosure system of each of these individual

buildingunits possess the following characteristics (See Table A4):

When the positions of baseplanes are considered in the main and common spaces,

theyare at ground level (Nos.: 38, 42, 56 and 59) or depressed in comparison to the ground

level(No.: 45). When overhead planes of main and common spaces are considered, they are

totallysolid in all of the buildings.

In general, direct light is provided through the vertical elements defming main

spaces(Nos.: 38, 42, 56, 59) and common spaces (Nos.: 42, 56).

The rare cases in which the common spaces may be considered as totally solid are

the ground floor hole of building 42 and corridor of building 45 whose entrance openings

areout of opaque material. Another peculiarity of 45 is the columnar borders in-between its

commonand other spaces as space defming and indirect light providing vertical elements.



Spaces other than the main and common ones may be grouped into two according to

theenclosure amount of the openings within the vertical elements defming these spaces:

Providingdirect light (Nos.: 38, 42, 56), providing indirect light through common space

(Nos.: 45, 56).

The entrances of the five buildings under discussion (See Table A5) are perceived

asdistinguishableelements of their facades as accessed to the buildings.

All of them are arranged as flush openings, while some are located on the central

axis of facades (Nos.: 38, 45, 59) and some others are off centered (Nos.: 42, 56).

Strengtheningthe entrance with embellishment is rarely observed (partially in 56 and in

59).

The configuration of the path within the building presents a linear schema in 38,

groundfloor of 42,45, single floored part of 56 (part 2) and 59. The path turns in alternate

directionsin the first floor of 56, while it turns in indefmite directions in the fIrst floor of 42

andin the ground floor of 56 (part 1).

These paths run through main spaces which are directly accessible in 38, part 2 of

42,part 2 of 56 and 59. In some parts, they are consisted of specialized elements like hall in

42part 1 and 56 part 1; corridor in 45 and gallery in 56. Stairways are present as integrated

element of the main space in 38, 56, and 59, whereas it is attached to the hall in 42. A

ladderreaches the partial mezzanine of 45.

Buildings belonging to traditional Ottoman period4 on MK Street are modest sized

and formed architectural end products functioning for mainly whole sale trade of textile

goods.As a matter of fact, the trade of textile goods has been a historical purpose continued

since the traditional Ottoman period in this quarter. It is known that there are a variety of

commercialbuilding types specific to this time interval; however, only shop type, which is

the most prevalent one among them, is arranged on the south side of MK Street. The land

coveragevalues are generally no more than 112m2 and those of height are often around 6m.

Thewalls in solid system with stone and brick and floors out of timber give clues about the

time of their realization.5 They possess documentary values in the absence of any written



informationrelated to their original designs and under the effect of minor interventions,

whichmake it possible to trace out the original characteristics.

The spatial principles involved in the organization of these shops belonging to the

traditionalOttoman period are in accordance with the formation of the rest of the public

buildingstock of the time.6 The stairways terminating their axes around which main spaces

ofground levels are configured give an idea of the vertical dimensions of the spaces and

suggesthuman presence there. They are intimate in scale. Consequently, the spatial system

of each single building unit is composed of rectangular formed main and other spaces

positionedat ground and upper levels; each organized around an axis at its own level,

generally in symmetrical manner, with entrance and stairways, and wall and stairways

terminatingthem, respectively. The rectangular geometry of these spaces is peculiar, since

square is the common geometry of cellular spaces in this period. These main and other

spacesharmoniously repeating in every traditional Ottoman building along the street are in

parallelwith the trend of organizing cellular spaces specific to the general space concept of

theperiod.

This axial system is strengthened by symmetry unless the plot has an irregular form.

Due to their small sizes and single celled systems, it is difficult to mention principles like

balance,hierarchy and rhythm in these buildings. Common spaces and others appear rarely

inrather more elaborated cases in which the building is enlarged horizontally or vertically.

The historical buildings under discussion are simply enclosed spatial units whose

original base planes are depressed today, overhead planes are totally solid and light

providingsurfaces are street facing openings.

These buildings are exposed to little amount of daylight through small openings at

upper walls neighboring the street. The ground openings as wide as the front walls provide

more amount of light as long as their iron shutters are kept open.

The limits in handling the vertical planes enclosing the spaces are no different than

other buildings of the period. Similarly, both masonry and skeleton superstructures are in

linewith the tendencies of the time7
, but there is only one example experiencing the former.

Although the entrances are arranged with unelaborated openings, they are noticed

easily due to their placements on street sides, and direct one to the starting point of path

configurations. This manner of avoiding mouldings and ornamental additions is a

specification of the traditional Ottoman design trend. 8



The axial order matches with a linear circulation scheme. There is no specialized

element providing movement in horizontal direction, but stairways provide vertical

Altered or complex cases result in paths turning indefinite directions or alternate

oneswith defmed path elements, respectively.

Variations in original design approaches had appeared in irregular formed plots,

largeplots desired to function as more than a single building unit, and threshold designs in

whichthe anxiety for elaboration has started to show off its face ending in embellishment of

theelevationand higher vertical dimension at ground level spaces.

In short, the shop buildings belonging to traditional Ottoman period on MK Street

repeatthe established building technology and spatial principles of their time. That is to say,

stone, brick and timber constructions are present. The axial spatial units making up a

cellularorganization along the street and their intimate scale are typical. The ground base

planes originally at the same level with the street and the limited number of upper floor

windows are characteristics of the period. The large sizes of entrance openings are a

peculiarity of izmir commercial buildings.9 The presence of dome series only in a single

case within the area of study should be explained with the remark of Cezar (1983), who

statesthat the commercial buildings were constructed in a less careful manner compared to

theother public ones. The manner of avoiding embellishment in entrance facades is also not

surprising. The only elaborated case may be interpreted as a preliminary Westernization

example at the end of the traditional Ottoman period since it is clearly known that the

transformations were first experienced in ornamentations.

3.2 Buildings with Architectural Characteristics of Late Ottoman Trend under the
Influence of Westernisation

The buildings with architectural characteristics of Late Ottoman design trend under

the influence of Westernization on MK Street have similar physical, functional and

technological characteristics together with similar space organization principles. These are

evaluated in the below with reference to outstanding differences of some group members.

There are fourteen buildings in this group. (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52,

53, 54, 55, 57, 60). Except Nos.: 36, 48, 50 and 57, all are registered. Building 48 could

neither be entered nor any documents about its organization could be collected; therefore,
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Wholesale trade is the dominant function with the following varieties in the types

ofgoodssold:Clothing in Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 47, 48,50,53,57,60; sheeting in 46; drapery in

52,54,55. No.: 43 and 55 are once more distinguished among the group members. No.: 43

functionsas a passage to a back parking lot at ground level and an office unit of its neighbor

(No.:42)at upper level, where as 55 has clothing ateliers and storage units in addition to its

draperyshops.

Thesebuildings situated at southern side of the street near by the park area in block

953areall constructed on rectangular plots, which are modified in various extends. No.: 36

is a trapezoid.No.: 40 is composed of a narrow rectangular piece at street side enlarged

witha secondary L- formed piece at its south-east. No.: 47 is widened at its southwest with

a thinrectangle running parallel to the main body. No.: 54 has an additional frontal piece in

trapezoidform. No.: 55 has a small squarish piece missing at its north-east comer and also

theeast edge of the plot is a broken line enlarging the interior space through the convex

organization.This plot neighbors Fevzipa~a Street at its south. No.: 60 is the only comer

plotwithin the group.

Plot sizes present a variety - No.: 43 being the smallest (18m2
) and No.: 55 being

the largest (621m2). In fact, building 55 has an enormous size compared to its group

members, since the closest largest plot is only 164m2 (No.: 46). Building 55 is further

distinguishedamong the others because it is the only one that does not cover its land totally.

Heights of these buildings are around eight meters originally with two normal and one

mezzanine floors (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 57, 60). Due to lack of

mezzanines and presence of three normal floors, two (Nos.: 43 and 55) possess irregular

heights- 6 and 10m, respectively. Some possess basements (Nos.: 46, 47, 52,53, 60).

The structural system of these buildings in the order of their vertical and horizontal

elements may be evaluated as follows: Walls are constructed in solid system with stone and

brick material. Iron columns and beams are frequently seen in the arrangement of entrance

openings, which are as wide as the front facades (Nos.: 36,46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 57, 60)



whereasa single stone column supporting the entrance opening is observed only in 43 as a

uniquecase.

At the interior organization, iron columns (No.: 46, 55) and rectangular iron beams

(No.:46) are rarely observed. Stone and brick columns supporting arches out of the same

materialare seen only in No.: 55. Floors, as horizontal structural elements, are in jack arch

systemwhich means a sequence of I iron beams connected to each other with small brick

vaults.The structural elements of the roofs that are hipped in the opposite direction of the

streetaxis could not be observed.

Construction technique and material properties are as follows: All walls and

masonrycolumns (No.: 55) are out of brick and stone put together with mortar in alternate

order. Covering material for them is plastering at interiors, whereas side facades are

originallyunplastered (No.: 55) at exteriors. Street facades, on the other hand, are always

covered- simply plastered (No.: 36) or enriched with brick (Nos.: 46, 48) or cut stone

(Nos.:40, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 60) like plastering. Imitation columns, various

geometricand natural motives created out of stone like plasterwork embellish these facades.

No.:43 is the only case in which tiles are provided to embellish the front facade. On the

otherhand, floors as ground borders of spaces are covered with timber originally, while the

coveringis altered with contemporary mosaic tile in some cases (Nos.: 40, 41, 53). Original

mosaictile is observed only in open and semi-open floors of No.: 55. Ceilings of spaces are

enriched with jack arch system covered with plaster, unless an alteration has occurred

resulting in suspended ceiling arrangements (Nos.: 40, 41, 43, 53). Porticos of No.: 55,

however,possess original ceiling coverings in wood lath technique. Skylights supported by

ironbeams and infilled with glass panels are present in 46 and 47. Marseilles tiles, covering

the roofs are hardly observed since they are always hidden behind a parapet wall at their

streetsides.

Some mIllor building elements are constructed with the following materials:

Windows (Nos.: 40, 43, 46, 47,52,54,55,57,60), doors (Nos.: 40, 43, 47, 48, 50, 54, 55),

stairs (Nos.: 43, 46, 47, 53, 54, 55, 57, 60), and balustrades (Nos.: 46, 47, 53, 54, 55, 60)

have timber constructions, where as window shutters (Nos.: 40, 55), window grills (Nos.:

40, 53, 55), door shutters (No.: 55), balconies (Nos.: 40, 43, 46, 47, 48, 54), portico

balustrades of No.: 55 and elevator of No.: 46 possess iron ones. Alterations such as

aluminum window (Nos.: 36, 41, 53) and door (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 46,52,53,57, 60) joinery,

reinforced concrete (Nos.: 40, 41, 50) or steel stairs (No.: 52), roller sheet blinds (Nos.: 36,



40,41,47, 48, 50, 52, 55, 57, 60) and contemporary iron grills (Nos.: 46, 52, 55) should

alsobepointed out.

The two storied mass addition of No.: 54, situated just in front of the main building,

hasa completelydifferent building technology: Skeleton system with reinforced concrete.

It is impossible to learn much about the original design features of these buildings

throughwritten sources, since there is no recorded information about the architects, design

andconstruction dates. The only source giving an idea about their dating is the inscription

at the entrance of No.: 55: 1906. It is also impossible to discuss any comprehensive

renovationdesign because non-of the repairs are legal or professional. These interventions

(see table B2) may be summarized as follows: Two normal top floors added, stairway

altered,elevation totally rearranged, coverings and joinery renewed in No.: 36. Entrances

re-arranged,floor/ceiling coverings, window joinery and stairs renewed in 40 and 41. A

normal floor added in 41. Ground floor organization altered and floor/ceiling coverings

renewedin 43. Joinery of the entrance opening and window grills renewed in 46. Galleries

underthe skylight filled in at all levels of 47. Window shutters and grills renewed in 48.

Stairsand window elements renewed in 50. Window shutters and grills renewed in 52. A

normal floor added and entrance rearranged in 53. Mass addition and ground floor

organizationaltered in 54. Original mass piece removed at the south, light weight structures

addedto the courtyard, a few window grills and covering material of stairs renewed in 55.

Floor/ ceiling covering renewed in 57. Building divided into three individual units in 60.

All the buildings (see table B3) except No.: 54 are organized around an axis whose

terminationpoints are entrances (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57, 60) at one

end; and another gateway (Nos.: 43, 47, 55), stairways (Nos.: 41, 60), elevator (No.: 46) or

a wall (Nos.: 36, 40, 50, 52, 53, 57) at the other end. This axial order is continued in the

upper floors except 43 and 55. This is because the organization of 43 has been altered so

that its first floor has been integrated with that of 42. The upper floors of No.: 55, on the
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hand, are organized around the tri-dimensional courtyard. This dominating axial

m is strengthened with symmetry through main space only in two buildings (No.: 46,

Balancebetween closed and open components can be discussed between galleries

(Nos.:46, 47) as components opening to the sky and the spaces around them which are

totallyclosed in the vertical direction. In building 55, which is a khan, balance has been

IChievedthrough a series of design solutions. First of all, there is an equivalency in the

sizesof circulation and commercial spaces. Second, the contrast between these two space

groupsis strengthened through variation in their enclosure systems. In other words; the

courtyardis an open space, the porticoes surrounding it are semi-open, and the rooms are

closed.Thirdly, the courtyard is a single large space, where as a series of multiple smaller

spacesdistributedto three floor levels surround it.

It is difficult to discuss hierarchy in these buildings since they are composed of

mostlya main space. However, irregular parcel layouts (Nos.: 40, 53), rather large land

coverage(Nos.: 41, 50), divisions in the original organizations creating new subspaces and

(Nos.:46, 47, 60) and mass addition (No.: 54) resulted in a sequence of hierarchy in some

cases.Portions at street sides gain significance in these single spaced examples. The only

examplethat has its own original spatial leveling is No.: 55. Here, units facing Mimar

KemalettinStreet have hierarchic dominance by placement, whereas the central courtyard

dominatesthe smaller rooms at its surrounding by its size.

Rhythm is created within the discussed main space often through the repetition of

jackarch units possessing same shapes and sizes (Nos.: 43, 46, 47, 52, 54, 60). A unique

applicationof rhythm in this group can be pointed out in No.: 55' s courtyard, which is an

openspacebordered with the interior facades of its building possessing doors with the same

shapeand size, windows, posts and balustrades.

Within this ordering system, main spaces glvmg onto Mimar Kemalettin Street

(Nos.:36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 50, 52, 53, 54, part 2 and 3 of 55, 57, 60), side (Nos.: 53, 54,

60)or surrounded by other spaces (No.: 53); other spaces giving onto main street (Nos.: 36,

40,41,43, 46, 47, 50, 54, 55, 57 and 60), side (No.: 40 and 60), and fronting main space

(Nos.:40,41, 46, 47, 50, 53) are present. The only building organized around a common

space is No.: 55. The courtyard is linked to the main street with a passageway at ground

level,whereas it is completely surrounded by other spaces at upper levels.



The buildings as individual blocks in themselves are 36,40,41,46,47,48, 50, 52,

53,54 and 57, while those composed of a set of individual units are 43, 55 and 60. The

enclosure system of each of these individual building units possess the following

characteristics(See Table B4):

When the position of base planes are considered in the main and common spaces,

theyare at ground level (, 41, 43, 50, 52, 54, 57, 60) or elevated in comparison with the

street level (Nos.: 40, 46, 47, 53). No.: 55 differentiates itself among the others with its

peculiar base planes. Base plane of its ground floor is at the same level with Mirnar

KemalettinStreet. When Fevzipa~a Street is taken into account, it is elevated from the street

level.The base plane of east wing is elevated compared to north and west ones at first floor

level.

If overhead planes of main and common spaces are taken into consideration, they

are,generally, totally solid. Some of those, however, possess skylights at their roofs (Nos.:

46, 47). The daylight provided by the skylight of 46 is distributed within the building

throughits galleries. On the other hand, the common space of building 55 lacks· an overhead

plane; in other words, it has an open courtyard. In general, direct light is provided through

the vertical elements defining main spaces (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 52, 53, 54, 55,

57,60). The original main space at the mezzanine of 50 is now totally solid, because of a

subspacecreated through division at the street side. The main spaces at upper floors of 53

provide indirect light through the other spaces at street sides. The vertical elements

surrounding the courtyard of No.55 are series of colonnades positioned at three different

plan levels.

Spaces other than the mam and common spaces may be grouped into three

categories according to the level of enclosure provided by their vertical borders: Providing

direct light (first floor of 40; first and second floors of 41; first floor of 46; mezzanine of 50;

mezzanine, first and second floors of 53; mezzanine of 54; units on north and south wings at

all levels and those on east wing at first floor level of 55), providing indirect light through

common space (mezzanine of 40; mezzanine of 46; ground of 41; units on east and west

wings at ground level, on west wing at frrst floor level and on east wing at second floor

levelof 55) or totally solid (ground and mezzanine floors of 40, third floor of 41, basement

of 46, ground of 47, and basement of 60).



Entrances of most buildings ill this group (See Table B5) are perceived as

distinguishableelements within the general appearance of the facades as accessed from

MimarKemalettin Street (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57 and 60).

Building54, however, is entered through a slightly perceivable side door. The other

exceptionis the side entrance of No.: 60 part 3. They are arranged as flush (Nos.: 36, 40,

43,46,48,50,52,53,54,56,57,60) or recessed (Nos.: 41, 47) openings mostly located on

thecentral axis of their facades (Nos.: 36, 40, 41, 47,50,52,53,54,57) and sometimes

locatedat an off-centered position (Nos.: 43, 46,56,60).

Strengthening the entrance with embellishment is achieved through paying much

attentionto the details of the entrance facade whole rather than caring just for the gateways.

Still,however,the entrance openings composed generally of a gateway at the center (36, 40,

41,46,47,48, 50, 52, 57), and shop-windows at the two sides (36, 40, 41, 46, 47, 48, 50,

52,57). Some stand out with their widths as wide as their facades (40, 41, 46, 47, 48, 50,

52, 57 and 60). The exceptional cases are 43 with a two parted opening whose both pieces

arefunctioningas gateways, 55 with three separate openings each belonging to the common

andthe two main spaces, respectively; and 60 which is divided into two parts with their

own gateways and shop-windows at present. Similarly, the side entrance of 54 is not as

wideas the side facade, and the shop-window is arranged at the front facade. To further

strengthenthe effect of these openings, they are framed with columns at both sides (Nos.:

36,43,46,47,48, 50, 52), crowned with horizontal beams (Nos.: 41, 46, 47, 52) or pseudo

arches(No.: 53), both plastered and ornamented at the central axis in a meticulous manner

(Nos.:41,46,47, 52). In fact, plastering is applied so that the effect of cut stone covering is

invokedin the organization of the facades.

This embellishing frame system has been crowned with real arches only in No.: 55

whosecommon space entrance has ornamented iron grills filling in its arch. In some other

cases, the discussed system is exchanged with a contemporary one (Nos.: 40, 41) out of

iron-sheetmaterial. In No.: 54, there is no embellishment around the entrance.

The configurations of the paths within these buildings present the following

schemas.Linear schemas in 36, ground and mezzanine floors of 40; ground, mezzanine and

frrstfloors of 41,43,47,50,52,53, 54, upper floors of 55 part 1, ground floor of 55 part 2

andpart 3,57,60; ground and first floors of 46, ground of 55. Turning indefmite directions

in ftrst floor of 40, additional floor of 41, mezzanine of 46.



These paths often run through main spaces which are directly accessible (Nos.: 36,

40,41,43,46,47, 50, 52, 53, ground and frrst floors of 54, part 2 and part 3 of 55, 57 and

60). The few cases in which the paths possess specialized elements are as follows: The

originalsingle total space at the mezzanine floor of 54 functions as a hall through which the

additional spatial unit is reached at present. There are four cases with galleries providing

vertical links in-between different spatial levels. Those narrow ones running parallel to the

street sides and linking ground levels with mezzanines (Nos.: 40, 50) are additional

galleries. On the other hand, there are original square formed galleries situated at the centers

of the plan layouts and linking ground level with mezzanine (No.: 55) or linking all building

levels (No.: 46).

In addition to its gallery, the circulation path of 55 is elaborated with many different

elements such as two passages and a courtyard in ground floor, colonnaded porticoes in all

floors, and corridors in upper floors. Stairways are present as integrated elements of main

spaces in 36, 40, 41, 46, 47, 50, 52, 53, 54, 57 and 60, where as they are located within

specialized elements of the path such as corridors and the passage in No.: 55.

Buildings on MK Street implemented in line with the design characteristics of the

period of Westernization are, in fact, outcome of a trend that still survives. In other words,

they function for commercial purposes. Their imposing dimensions are a result of

revivalism that was popular in their period of realization. Although shop buildings are

dominating in number, there is also a khan representing the period of Westernization.

However, the rooms are no more functioning as temporary residential units, but as atelier
- 10and storage areas.

They are valuable primarily because they represent the architectural transformations

III late Ottoman period in izmir. More specifically, the effects of Westernization on

commercial building tradition in izmir are architecturally documented through them. The
. - ._. - 2 - - . . - - .

ground floor areas are generally no more than 164m and heights are around 8m. The walls

are constructed in solid system with stone and brick, and floors in jack-arch system,

providing a clue about the time of their making. They possess documentary values in the

absence of sufficient written information related with their original designs, and under the

effect of interventions that do not hide the traces necessary for deciphering the original

characteristics except a few through interventions.



Their monumental scale is a characteristic of the period of Westernization. 1 1

However,it is evident that commercial spaces of this period repeat the general space layout

ofthe preceding traditional era. This includes both the shop and the khan types. As design

products,they can be defmed as united wholes of a series of main spaces at different plan

levelseach of which is organized around an axis with the entrance and the back wall as

tenninating elements. Stairways, connecting different levels, are attached to one of side

wallson ground levels and to the back walls on the mezzanines so that a continuous linear

configurationis achieved throughout the buildings.

Excluding the ones with irregular formed plots and altered spatial layouts as a result

of divisions; the axial order is strengthened by symmetry through main space. For small

sizedplots, which make up the majority, it is difficult to discuss balance and hierarchy.

However,a rhythmic arrangement is achieved through the overhead planes with jack arch

constructions.Coming up to complex cases on large plots, a datum other than the axis can

be pointed out as the organizing element. This is a gallery, in the case of a shop, or a

courtyard,in the case of a khan, bordered with some more specific rhythmic elements such

as posts, windows and balustrades providing a three-dimensional spatial unity. In fact,

galleries and courtyards are characteristic space organizing elements of Ottoman

commercialbuildings.12

The enclosure systems are composed of originally elevated base planes at ground

levels,solid overhead planes which are sky-lighted only if the plots are large, and walls and

rarely columns as vertical elements. It may be claimed that the elevated base planes were

created for contributing to the imposing image desired to be achieved in line with the formal

principles of Westernization period. The small openings at upper walls neighboring the

street provide little amount of day light to their spaces. The sky-lighted galleries and

courtyard bordered by a series of columns provide more light to the surrounding spaces.

The ground openings as wide as the front walls also provide sufficient amount of light. It

should be emphasized that this type of rich opening organization at ground levels is a

characteristic of izmir khans.13 Here, roller sheet blinds supported with ornamented iron

columns are introduced for security.

Entrances as one of the elements of the elaborated front facades are centered, flush

openings enriched with ornamentation. The Neoclassic design approach of their time is best

reflected in the way of handling the elaboration of entrance facades.14 It should be noticed

that embellishment, which was a characteristic feature of the period, had a rather more

peculiar feature stemming from the workmanship of SaklZ oriented artisans in izmir.15 The



pathsfollowing the entrances have linear configurations, unless there is an irregularity or

complexitystemming from plot forms or sizes. These specific cases have given the way to

circulatingin alternate directions. Damages in the original spatial layout result in circulating

inindefmitedirections. Stairways, connecting basement, ground, mezzanine and first floor

levels,are attached to the side walls on ground levels and to the back walls on the

mezzaninesso that a continuous linear configuration is achieved throughout the buildings.

Courtyardand galleries are rarely present.

In short, the space organization principles of late Ottoman buildings under the

influenceof Westernization are in line with the general characteristics of the design trend

withinthe country whole. The introduction of new building technologies such as the jack-

arch floor systems had provided an advantage in the establishment of the desired

monumentalspaces with large sizes. The continuation of the traditional Ottoman principles

involvedin the ordering of the plan, such as axial arrangements of shop units resulting in

the adjacent composition of cellular units along the street, is also an expected design

solution.The presence of galleries and courtyards should not be evaluated as characteristic

featuresof the period. It is just by change that large examples of traditional Ottoman era are

notexperienced within the area subjected to study. Nevertheless, it is known that Western

designtrends had gradually become effective, and it is evident that the ordering principles

of both the single buildings and the street had not been altered within the area of study

duringWesternization. Therefore, the break off mentioned by Arel and Denel in relation

with the architectural tradition of istanbul cannot be discussed for Mimar Kemalettin

buildings.However, the arrangement of baseplanes in an elevated manner and increase in

floorheights are signs of the beginning of change. The large dimensions of ground floor

openings,which have been emphasized as a peculiarity of commercial buildings in izmir, is

also continued in this period. The elaborated way in which the entrance facades are

organized, namely in Neoclassic manners, is typical, but there are some differences in

workmanshipand forms stemming from the regional characteristics.

Buildings as representatives of Early Republican period on MK Street are evaluated

inthe below considering their general building and spatial characteristics.



Thereare 19 buildings (Nos.: 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,24,25,26,61,62,63,

64,66,67 16, 73) in this group (See Table Cl). Excluding 9, 17, 26, 62, 63 and 66 all are

registered.Whole sale trade supported with minor retail sale dominates in most cases.

Whileclothingis the main good, there are also other varieties: Drapery and carpet in 9, only

draperyin 12, carpet and blanket together with clothing in No.: 14, drapery with clothing in

No.:15,andmany different services with clothing in No.: 73.

Buildings as representatives of Early Republican period are situated on trapezoidal

(Nos.:13, 14, 15, 16,61,62,63, 73), rectangular (Nos.: 9, 11, 12,24,26,25,66,67), square

(Nos.:8, 63) or polygonal (No.: 17) plots. Chamfered corners are observed in those

constructedon corners of blocks located at intersections of main streets: Intersection of

MimarKemalettin with Necatibey (Nos.: 13, 14, 15) and that of Mimar Kemalettin with

Cumhuriyetand Halit Ziya Streets (No.: 73). The only case with a rectangular piece carved

off is 73. Most of the plots on north side of the street neighbor 1332 Street (Nos.: 8, 9, 11,

12,13,14) at their backs. Plot areas are between 105 and 304 m2, except No.: 73 (1690m2),

andall the buildings cover up their lands totally. Original building heights vary between 9

and 18 meters, which means one mezzanine and various numbers (2-5) of normal floors.

Theyare generally with basements excluding 63, 64, 67 and 73 on south side of the street.

Thereare some cases without mezzanines (Nos.: 9, 11, 62, 64, 67) at present; No.: 12,

however,originally lacks it. Floor additions increasing heights of buildings one (Nos.: 11,

16, 26, 61, 67), two floors (No.: 15 and 66) or three floors (No.: 17) are frequently

observed.These are in line with the original building contour except the second additional

floorof 15, 17,26 and 66.

Early Republican buildings are constructed in skeleton system with reinforced

concrete.The axial systems of the skeletons, however, are in a rather indefmite order. That

is to say, close distances in-between axis, obtuse or acute angled axis, lack of columns at

beamintersections, intersection of three or more beams at a single point, etc. are frequently

observed.Haunched beams are thick and columns are fat, compared to the element sizes

suggested for the same spanning distances in building technologies of today. The infill
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·al is stone and brick put together with mortar randomly. Walls are fmished with

. g and painted in various colors. Finishing of exterior walls are distinguished from

interiorswith the ornamentation work applied on the plastering. This embellishment

entratesaround windows and doors, and on balcony and basement walls. Tiles are

etimesintroduced to the composition (Nos.: 15, 73). Roofs are hipped and covered with

Marseillestiles. Domes with timber constructions and covering are rarely observed at

cornerbuildings as decorative structures independent of the spatial layout beneath them

(Nos.:14, 15, and 73). This roof system is generally hidden behind an ornamented parapet

wall(Nos.:8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,24,61,62,63). Eaves in line with the ceiling of original

topfloorsare commonly observed (Nos.: 8, 9, 11, 15, 25, 61, 62,64, 67, 73). No.: 11, the

highestbuilding of the group and No.: 16 have eaves constructed of iron and covered with

glassorcorrugated sheet, protecting shop-windows of ground floors, respectively.

Architectural elements like windows and doors are frequently arched at the original

topfloorscontradicting the skeleton structures (Nos.: 8, 11, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 61, 64, 67,

73), andhave timber interior elements. Openings of ground floor shops are protected with

rollersheet blinds (Nos.: 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 73) and main

entrancedoors of upper floors have iron joinery (Nos.: 16,61,62). Windows of upper levels

haveiron shutters (No.: 17). Stairs and balconies, constructed in skeleton system, possess

iron(Nos.:61, 73) or timber (Nos.: 15, 63) balustrades with timber handrails and walls as

balustrades(Nos.: 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,25,61, 73), respectively. Original floor covering is

squaretile frequently with motifs on ground floors, balconies and sometimes on floors of

upperhalls (Nos.: 24,61), while it is timber in the upper rooms (No.: 15) and rest over halls

(No.:15).Stairs are covered with cast in-situ mosaic (No. 61).

The only information that could be reached about the original design features 17 is

the completion dates of buildings 14 and 61: 1927 and 1929, respectively. The sources of

these dates are inscription panels on the buildings themselves, which are declared to be

availableuntil very present time as stated by their owners. (Table C2)

Apart from the other historical building groups on the street, many of Republican

buildings have been subjected to documented interventions, which may be named as

renovations,as learned from municipality records. These date between 1952 (No. 16) and

1996(No.8). The ones whose intervention records are not available in Konak Municipality

areNos.: 9, 13, 15,24,61,63,64,67.



Buildingspossessing their original design features with minor spatial alterations

aspartialsub-divisions in the plan layout (Nos.: 12, 14, 16, 24, 25, 61, 62, 73) infilling

galleries(No.: 61), additional mezzanines (No.: 13) and roof floors (Nos.: 15, 16,61,63),

bsoffacade embellishment (Nos.: 63,64).

Buildings with minor alterations at their interior space organizations such as

Idditionalmezzanines, but severely altered facades (No 9).

Buildingswhose plan schemas are reorganized so that the original common spaces

reachedfromthe back entrances at ground levels and those around which the other spaces

ofupperlevels are configured have disappeared. In place of them, compact circulation

shaftsat the back centers have been developed. Floor levels and facade arrangements,

however,are kept as original (Part 1 and Part 2 of No.: 8).

Buildings whose interior space organizations are totally altered so that a compact,

artificiallylighted, central common space organizing other spatial units around itself has

appeared,but facades are kept as they are (No.: 11).

Buildings whose interior space organizations are totally altered so that a compact,

artificiallylighted, central common space organizing other spatial units around itself has

appeared,facades are rearranged, top floors added (Nos.: 17, 26 and 66), sun breakers

added(No.: 17 and 26), iron window grills added (No.: 26), joinery altered (No.: 17,26 and

66).

They are discussed below in the sequence of ordering, enclosure and circulation

systems.

All of the buildings are organized around an axis whose termination points are

entrancesat one end in all buildings, and stairways (Nos.: 11, 12, 14, 15,24,25,61,62,63,

64), walls (Nos.: 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,24,25,61,64) or secondary entrances at the other

onground levels (Nos.: 9, 73) (See Table C3).

This axial order is continued in upper floors, when rather small lots composed of

singlespaces at all levels are considered (Part 1 of 15, Part 1 of 16,24, Part 1 of 62, Part 1



of63,64).These single main spaces of upper levels may lack an organizing axis if they are

reachedby a stairway attached parallel to one of the sides at its center (Nos.: 8, Part 2 of 12,

Part 5of 15).

In majority, however, a common space has been developed around which the others

singleotherspaces in medium sided lots (Nos.: 9, 13, and 14, Part 2 of 15, Part 1 of 24) and

aseriesof spatial units in large corner plots (Nos.: Part 3 of 11, Part 2 of 15,25, Part 1 of

61,Part3 of73) are organized.

Axial symmetry through common space (Part 3 of 11) or between spaces (Nos.: 8,

63,64)is observed in a few cases.

Balance between components having different forms (centralized formed front units

andlinearformed back units on ground floor of No.: 61) or between single large component

andmultiplesmall components (corner unit and the other units on first and second floors of

No.:61,ground floor of 24) are rarely observed.

Hierarchy by size (gallery fronts of 8, single other spaces of 9, Part 4 of 24, comer

unitat ftrst floor of 61) and / or by placement (gallery fronts of 8, single other spaces of 9,

Part1of 11,Part 1 of 12, Part 1 of 14, comer spaces of 15, Part 4 of 24, street facing units

of25, corner spaces of61, additional front units in Part 1 of63, 64, street facing units of73)

canbe discussed for single large components and / or those placed at street sides or comers.

Finally, rhythm in the spatial order of these buildings can be perceived through

repeatedcolumn-beam frames (Nos.: 8, 9, 63), balconies and their openings (Nos.: 11, 13,

25,61,64) and spatial units with same shapes and sizes (No.: 73), and those only with same

shapes(central forms in Part 2 of 15, and linear forms in Parts 1,2,5 of 15).

Within this ordering system, main spaces facing MK Street (Part 1 of 11, Part 5 of

15,Part 1-2 of 16, Part 2-3 of 25, Part 5 of 61, Part 2 of 62, 63, Part 1 of 64, 73), facing

someother streets only (Nos.: Part 2-4 of 11, Part 3 of 12, Part 2-3 of 14, Part 1-3 of 15,

Part2-3-4 of24, Part 2-3 of61) or in addition to MK (Nos.: 8, Part 1 of 12, 13, Part 1 of 14,

Part 4 of 15, Part 5 of 24, Part 4 of 61, Part 2 of 64) are observed on ground floors in

general.Common spaces face main street (Part 2 of 12, Part 1 of 16, Part 1 of25, Part 1 of

62,73), back (Nos.: 9, 13, Part 3 of 14) or side (Part 3 of 11, Part 2 of 15, Part 1 of 24, Part

1of61) or they are sometimes surrounded by other spaces (Nos.: Part 3 of 11, 13, Part 2 of

15,Part 1 of 24, Part 1 of 25, Part 1 of 62, 73). Other spaces face main street (Nos.: 8, 9,

Part 2 of 12, 13, 14, Part 4-5 of 15, Part 1 of 25, Part 1 of 61, 63, 64, 73), back or side

(Nos.:9, Part 3 of 11, 13, 14, Part 1-3-4 of 15, Part 1 of 24, Part 1 of25, Part 1 of 61,64),



ortheyare adjacent to neighbor buildings (Nos.: 13, Part 1 of 25, 63, Part 1 of 64, 73) or

frontcommon/mainspaces (Nos.: 13, Part 3 of24, Part 1 of61, 73).

The buildings as detached building masses are No. 9 and No. 13, while those

composedofa set of individual units are Nos. 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,24,25,61,62,63,64,

73. Theenclosure system of each of these individual building units possess the following

characteristics(See Table C4).

When the position of base planes are considered in the main and common spaces,

theyare at ground level (8, 9, upper floors of 11, 12, upper floors of 13, upper floors of 14,

Part 2 of 15, 16, ground floors Part 2-3-4-5 and upper floors Part 1 of 24,25, Part 1-2-3 of

61,62, upper floors of 63, upper floors of 64, 73), elevated (ground floor of 11, ground

floorof 13, ground floor of 14, Part 1-3-4 of 15, 24 Part 1 ground floor, Part 4-5 of 61,

groundfloors of63) or depressed (15 Part 5 ground floor, 64 ground floors).

When overhead planes of main and common spaces are considered, they are

generallytotally solid. There are a few examples (16, Part 2 of 63, Part 2 of 61, Part 1 of

64)whoseground floor ceilings possess rectangular openings. These are not for providing

light;but they are for circulation of goods by a crane system. In fact, there are two cases

illuminatingtheir common (No. 73) and other (Part 2 of No. 63) spaces with a skylight.

The fundamental light providing surfaces of main (Nos.: 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

24,61,62,63,64, 73) and common spaces (Nos.: 9, ground floor of 11, 12, 13, 14, ground

floorof 15, 16, ground floor of 24, 61, ground floor of 62, ground floor of 73) are vertical

planes.

Totally solid common spaces are present in either altered cases (Nos.: Upper floors

of11, third floor of 13, ftrst floor of25, ftrst floor of62) or large sized ones (upper floors of

15,upper floors of 24). On the other hand, main spaces are totally solid, only if they are at

basementlevels (Nos.: 8, Part 3 of 12, 13, Part 1-3-4 and 5 of 15, 16, Part 2 of24, Part 4-5

of61, Part 2 of62).

Spaces other than main and common ones generally provide direct light through the

openingswithin their vertical planes (Nos.: 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,24,25,61,64, 73). Those

totally solid ones, therefore, are often altered examples (Nos.: 13, 16, 25, 62, 63, 64),

excludinga few peculiar cases (Nos.: 61, 73). There are rare examples providing indirect

lightthrough common space (No. 61, 73) originally. Illumination by indirect light is again a

signof alteration in some other cases (Nos.: 13, 16).



The entrances of the discussed sixteen buildings (See Table C5) are perceived as

distinguishableelements of their facades. In addition to their Mimar Kemalettin Street

entrances,some buildings have some other ones at their sides or back that are slightly

perceivedas accessed among the discussed main street (Nos.: 11, 12, 14,24, 73). Above all,

theentrances located at comers of the building mass are the most easily perceived ones

becauseof their special locations (Nos.: 14, 15, 61, 73). The entrance is located at the

centralaxis of the building facade, if only one main space faces Mimar Kemalettin Street

(Nos.:9, 11, 12, 13, 14). Ifthe entrances of two main spaces are located at the two sides of

thecentralaxis, then both may be considered as off-centered (Nos.: 8, 15,61,63,64).

Compositions facing MK Street with one common and two main spaces have the

commonspace entrance at the center, ending at off-centered main space entrances (Nos.:

16, 73). A totally off-centered organization of entrance openings is observed in twin

buildingscomposed of a pair of main spaces with each entered through an off-centered

door.(Nos.: 62, 67). Although 25 belongs to the last group originally, its main space has

beendivided into two at present, resulting in three off-centered entrances. All of them are

arrangedas flush openings composed of the door with shop- windows at its two sides.

Therefore,the entrance of each individual unit is located at the center of the building unit it

belongsto. This centralized composition is distorted so that the door is at one side and a

singleshop-window accompanies it at the other, if the plot width is rather narrow (No.: 63)

orthe entrance organization is thoroughly altered (No.: 25).

As stated in the preceding section (section 4.3.1.2 ), the facades of these buildings

are all embellished. The entrances within these facades are distinguished with their large

sizescompared to that rest of the openings, rather than any more peculiar embellishment.

Iron columns supporting the roller sheet blinds are simultaneously their ornamented

elements.Decorative eaves designed specifically to protect these entrances (Nos.: 8, 11, 16)

andarches embellishing the openings (Nos.: 12, 13, 14, 16, 73) are frequently observed.

Configuration of the path within these buildings may be discussed under a few

headings:

A linear schema is observed in main spaces (Nos.: 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 24,

25,61,62,63,64, 73), single other spaces (Nos.: 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 62), partial mezzanines

ofmain spaces (Nos.: 61, 63) and in common spaces (Nos.: 9, 11, 13, 14, 16,25,61,62).

The path turns alternate directions in common spaces and reaches the entrances of

theother spaces situated among this alternative presenting path (Nos.: 15,24,61, 73).



Thepath turns in alternate directions in central formed main spaces (Nos.: 15,61) or

inspacesarranged around an organizing element such as a gallery (Nos.: 16, 61, 63) or a

seriesof columns (No.: 14) as well.

The path turns indefinite directions in altered single other (Nos.: 13,24, 25) or

additional(Nos.: 15,61) spaces that have become puzzling other spaces.

The above described paths run either through multi-functioned spaces of buildings

or throughspecial spatial elements designed for them. The preceding case involves main

spaceswhich are directly accessible from the street (Nos.: 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 24,

25,61,62,63,64, 73) or a series of single other spaces at different levels connected to each

otherby stairways (Nos.: 8,11,13,15,16,61,63,64). The latter one involves halls (Nos.:

9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 61) and corridors (Nos.: 16, 25, 61, 62, 73) as horizontal

elementsof the path.

For vertical circulation, there are special elements such as galleries (Nos.: 13, 16,

61,63,64), stairways placed within halls (Nos.: 9, 12, 13,61) or corridors (Nos.: 25, 61, 62,

73), and elevators placed within main (Nos.: 8, 15) or common (Nos.: 11, 73) spaces. Since

the interior organizations of Nos.: 8, 11 and Part 5 of 15 are thoroughly altered, their

verticalcirculation elements are additional.

Buildings of Early Republican design trend on MK Street are the valuable

architecturalsources of space organization principles. These buildings, constructed often on

mediumor large sized quadrilateral plots, are generally composed of a set of individual

units.As a result of the increased floor heights, a monumental scale that makes one feel

smallin comparison to the space was established. In other words, the tendency of providing

monumental effect in architectural space designs is in line with the overall architectural

conceptualization of the period in the country as a whole. Nevertheless, the land coverage

valuesare often no more than 304m2 and building heights range between 9 and 18m. The

new developments in the construction techniques have given the way to the spread of

skeletonstructures with reinforced concrete during Early Republican era. It should also be

underlinedthat the structural designs of the time had not been a triumph in line of spatial

intentions, but they have certainly led to much complexity in terms of awkwardness.

Nevertheless, experiencing the traditional material technologies were continued for filling

and covering purposes; that is to say, brick and stone walls put together with mortar in

random order, and timber floor coverings. Simultaneously, ornamented iron columns
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supportingthe roller sheet blinds, which were common in the preceding Westernization

period, were preferred to accentuate the visual effect of the facades. Fortunately, the

majorityof all these design characteristics are conserved without ruining the design

qualitiesof the buildings. Moreover, the intervention phases have been often legally

recorded.

Symmetricorganizations are not wide spread, but axial orders are customary. As to

thecomertowers, they cannot be distinguished as dominant elements of the space layouts,

butof the facade organizations. Their pseudo domes together with small sizes of plan

layoutsunderneath them are the best features presenting the formalist monumentalism of

theera.19 In other words, the organization of the plan in accordance with the functional

requirementswas considered after the elevations.20 The ordering systems of these buildings

maybest be viewed, when ground and upper levels are taken up separately. An axial main

spacewith entrances terminating at one end, and stairways, walls or secondary entrances at

theotheris seen on ground levels. This axial order is continued at upper levels, when small

rectangularlots are considered. In larger plots, which make up the majority, a common

spacearoundwhich others are organized has been developed. This means individual units

arepresentnot only in form of ground floor shops directly accessible from the street, but

alsoas upper floor units accessed through the common spaces. This modification resulting

fromchange in the type of commercial activity has been further strengthened with the

introductionof lodging units to the upper stories in some cases. In complex cases,

hierarchiesof spatial units according to their sizes and placements with relation to street

havebeen considered in organization. At the same time, rhythm is often achieved through

repetitionof structural, architectural or spatial elements.

Their enclosure systems involve elevated base planes at ground levels, in parallel

withthe elaboration principle considered in the design products of this period. Overhead

planesare solid in general, while vertical ones are for the supply of daylight.

All types of spaces, that is to say commons, mains and others, are illuminated with

direct light, unless a centralized common space within a large plot or an altered one is

discussed.When the plot reaches an enormous size, the common space has a skylight.

Finally, the circulation systems may be evaluated as follows. The tendency of

creating elaborated architectural spaces is continued with embellished elevations. It is

certainthat the design manner of elevations, the set of monumental architectural elements

selectedand the principles considered while bringing them together, were in line with the

generalcharacteristics of the period. Openings with arches, though not compatible with a



skeletonframe structure, are utilized in the elevations so as to fulfill an intention of

producingTurkish architecture.2I When one accesses to the buildings, the entrances are

easilyperceived, since they are located on street sides. Moreover, the ones at chamfered

comersof buildings have a more striking appearance. Entrances give way to linear paths,

whichsometimestake the forms of linear stairways or corridors, circulating throughout the

buildings.These paths turn alternate directions, when main or common spaces with

centralizedgeometric forms are considered.

In short, early Republican buildings on MK Street represented the space

organizationprinciples established in the country during that period. Utilizing the principle

ofaxis,establishing the entrances as their terminating points, window formations in line

with Turkish revivalist tendencies despite the introduction of reinforced concrete

technology, symmetrical arrangement of facades and embellished main entrances

strengtheningthe access to the buildings are characteristic features repeated in the sample

buildingstaken up in this study. The absence of symmetrical plan organizations, which was

a generaltendency of the time, may be explained with lot forms in a few cases, but the

primaryreason should be different. It may be claimed that the most prevalent type of spatial

relationhas been adjacency for shop series on ground floors in all periods on MK Street.

Therefore,the main entrance of the khan providing access to the upper floors could not be a

tenninatingpoint of the axis of symmetry; rather, it was at a secondary position facing the

sideor rear streets.

The representatives of modern trend on MK Street possess the following building

andspacecharacteristics.

There are twenty-seven buildings (Nos.: 1,4,6, 10, 19,20,22,23, 27, 28, 29, 31,

32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 44, 49, 51, 65, 68, 69, 70,71, 72) in this group (See Table Dl).

Exceptbuilding 20, all are unregistered.

The primary functions observed in modern buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street

areretail and whole sale trade (Nos.: 6, 10, 19,20,22,23,27,28,29,31,32,34,37,39,44,

49,51,65,68,69, 70), banking business (Nos.: 1,4) and telecommunication (No.: 72). The

twobuildings under construction (No.: 35, 71) and one whose upper stories are unoccupied



atpresent(No.: 51) are also designed for retail-whole sale trade. This trade activity is

sometimesenriched with departments for manufacturing the goods sold (Nos.: 19, 20, 22,

27,28,31,32,33,37,65, 70), and storing large amounts of goods to be sold (Nos.: 39, 51

and68),and independent units in which different kinds of brain businesses such as juridical

acts,insuringacts, property acts and etc. are carried out (Nos.: 23,31,32,33,65).

The names of building types in which the above stated activities are carried out are

khan(Nos.: 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 44, 49, 51, 70, 71), khan together with a

multiplestoried store (Nos.: 6, 20, 22,34,65,69) or multiple storied store on its own (Nos.:

10, 37, 39, 68) for retail and whole sale trade, bank building and telecommunication

building.Simultaneously, functions of buildings may be further diversified according to the

type of dominant department: Ateliers, storage units and offices have different spatial

characteristics.

These buildings, built on rectangular (Nos.: 6, 10, 22, 27, 29, 65, 68) or trapezoidal

plots(Nos.: 1,4, 19, 20, 23, 28, 32, 35, 37, 49, 69, 70, 71) or polygonal ones possessing

morethan four sides (Nos.: 31, 33, 34, 39, 44, 72) cover their lands totally on ground floors,

whereas the irregular pieces are chopped off as much as possible at upper levels giving way

to back garden formation (Nos.: 31, 33, 34, 70). It may be stated that irregularities are

observedmore at south side (Nos.: 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 44, 49, 69, 70, 71, 72).

Some neighbor other streets at their sides such as Cumhuriyet and Sehit Fethi Bey

(No.:1),Halit Ziya (Nos.: 4, 71), 1334 Street (No.: 23), 1335 Street (Nos.: 28, 29), Gazi

OsmanPa~a (Nos.: 31, 32), 1315 Street (Nos.: 35), 1327 Street (No.: 65), 13 Street (Nos.:

68,69),Halit Ziya and Sehit Fethi Bey (No.: 72) or their backs such as 1332 Street (Nos.: 6,

10).

Except No.: 72, which is composed of four building parts each built separately with

totalland coverage of 1828 m2, they cover up lands in-between 739 m2 (No.: 1) and 45 m2

(No.:37). They are at least 10 m. (No.: 23) and at most 24.80 m. (Nos. 31, 32) of height

with3 and 9 normal floors, respectively. The maximum legal height for buildings on Mimar

KemalettinStreet is 21.80 m. at present. This limiting value reaches 24.80 m. at the two

boulevard corners: Cumhuriyet and Gazi Osman Pa~a. However, floor additions are

providedexcluding these legal skylines (No.: 28). Some others are added for the sake of

gettingclose to these lines (Nos.: 10,44 and 69).



Althoughmost of them function for manufacturing, storage and whole sale trade of

clothing,there are two bank buildings (Nos.: 1, 4), one telecommunication building (No.:

72)andtwovacant ones, which are under construction (Nos.: 35, 71).

Buildingsclassified as possessing characteristics of modem architectural design are

constructedin skeleton system with reinforced concrete and generally filled in with brick.

Thereare a few cases in which prefabricated building components are used (Nos.: 22, 31,

and32).The opportunity of constructing more floors with reinforced concrete has been the

reasonof choice of this material (except Nos.: 23, 37, 44, 51, 70). To cover up exterior

surfaces,different techniques have been applied in parallel with design intentions, and more

withthe rapid developments in the building technologies, since this period has been

experiencedwithin a large time span starting just after early Republican years and

continuingup till today. Plastering is the most common (Nos.: 6, 10, 19,20,23,27,28,33,

34,37,39,44,51,65, 70, 72), where as stones as such travertine (No.: 4), marble (No.: 68)

or smallwall tiles (No.: 49) accompany plastering in some cases. In others, total glass

surfacesare obtained with the aid of contemporary curtain wall technology (Nos.: 1, 29, and

69). Sincethe buildings on north side of the street are opposed to direct sun light in most of

theday, various techniques have been applied to diminish its negative effects. These are

componentsthat are integrated parts of the building structure (Nos.: 6, 31) or additional

(Nos.:10, 20). In No.: 6, the windows are situated at the interior sides of the beams that

hangdown a bit at their exteriors to shadow the openings. On the other hand, in No.: 31,

constructedwith prefabricated components, the desired integration is achieved through the

repetitionof widths of vertical elements and the horizontal distances between them.

Additional ones, on the other hand, are composed of chipboard durable against

rainwater(No.: 10) or prefabricated reinforced concrete (Nos.: 20). Sun breakers may also

beclassified according to the directions they are situated at. Both horizontal (Nos.: 6, 10,

20, 31) and vertical (Nos.: 20, 31) elements are seen. In spite of these specialized

components,total glass surfaces themselves reflect sunlight in curtain wall applications

(Nos.:1,29).

Iron grills (No.: 1) or roller sheet blinds (Nos.: 22, 27, 28, 29, 31,32, 33, 37, 39,44,

49,51,65,68,69, 70) are provided to protect ground floor openings. In No.: 70, roller sheet

blinds are supported with embellished iron columns similar to those in Westemisation

period.Iron grills are rarely seen in front of upper floor windows as well (Nos.: 20,51,68).
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Embellishment of facades is achieved through four different applications: The most

commonone is the introduction of the above described stones and tiles with different colors

andtexturesto the plastered and painted composition (Nos.: 4, 29, 49, 68, 69). The second

istheapplicationof plain geometric motives (No.: 4) or dominant colors (Nos.: 22,31) over

plastering.The third is the rhythmic arrangement created by repeating same shaped and

sizedjoinery elements of windows (No.: 49). The last makes use of the opportunities the

reinforcedconcrete technology provides and is observed only in one building (No.: 51).

Folded-plateconstructions placed in vertical direction to crown the building at three points

andsemicircular sides of windows are examples of a variation implemented with this

technique.On the other hand, plastering is widely utilized over the wall surfaces of indoor

spaces.Floors are covered with tiles in general and sometimes carpeted. However, it is

timberin No.: 51. Joinery work of windows and doors are out of timber (Nos.: 23, 49, 51,

70,72),aluminum (Nos.: 1,6, 10 19,20,22,23,27,28,29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 27, 37, 39,44,

65,68,69) or PVC millwork (Nos.: 4). No.: 51 is distinguished among the others with its

twomain entrance doors whose iron wings are ornamented with geometric motives. At the

sametime, the iron joinery of mezzanine windows in 68 is peculiar.

For this group, the original design features (Table D2) could be often reached

throughthe records in Konak Municipality. There are no buildings constructed by the same

architect,as learned from the available records (Nos.: 1,6, 10, 19,20,27,29,32,33,34,35,

37,44,49, 69, 71). The design and completion dates are generally close to each other; in

fact,the largest time span recorded in-between them is five years (No.: 49). The earliest

designdate recorded is 1940 (No.: 51) and the latest is 1998 (No.: 35). Among unknown

ones,there may be buildings dating earlier than 195022 according to their small number of

floors (Nos.: 23, 37). It is understood that many of the architectural design products

consideredas members of the modern group according to their present characteristics have

gonethrough thorough interventions during their life spans. The ones recorded are Nos.: 1,

37, 49, 69 and 70, and those predicted depending on traces coming from the buildings

themselvesare Nos.: 44 and 51. No.: 70, on the other hand, has been intervened three times

with various time intervals. Finally, No.: 72 should also be pointed out as a peculiar

examplesince it is composed of four building parts constructed at different periods -part 1

beingthe latest (1983). A third factor that has been significant in determination of spatial

characteristicsis plots. The ones situated on plot 953 whose plot order has been conserved
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throughouthistory have irregular geometric patterns and small sizes, unless unification has

beencarriedout.

The interventions carried out in the buildings under discussion with Modem

architecturalcharacteristics are various. The most common and, at the same time, the most

minoronesare signboard and air conditioner additions. These advertisement panels not only

hidethe building elevation, but also attract more attention than the buildings themselves.

The morecomprehensive interventions are mass and/ or floor addition, elevation and/ or

plan rearrangement, structural element addition and architectural element alteration.

Nevertheless,they can still be recognized as Modem buildings of their own times.

Consequently,most of them are legal and are constructed according to an architectural

project,excluding those in Nos. 4, 37, 44 and 51. This statement certainly does not cover

thesignboardsand air conditioners. Although the interventions in No.: 4 are not legally

documented,their workmanship based on a highly skilled hand labor is remarkable. There

aretwocases whose projects have been altered before construction (Nos.: 49 and 70). The

diversificationof these interventions within the buildings in the order of major to minor is

asfollows.

Thepieces of vacant land at backs and sides are utilized to accommodate additional

massesina few cases (Nos.: 37, 51 and 70). The analysis of No.: 72 has shown that the

partshave been built at different time intervals; perhaps, the comer mass named as part 2

hasbeenneighbored by the annexes - parts 1,3-4. The worrying problem of floor additions

to modest examples of modem trend stems from the increase in the permitted building

heightswith reference to new master plans. The owners decide either to add one (Nos.: 6,

28,44,69 and 70) or two stories (No.: 37) to their buildings in accordance with the number

of original floors. On the other hand, the purpose of change in plan organizations is to

increasesize of other spaces at upper levels so that wider atelier and storage areas are

provided.This is generally maintained by removing dividing walls between spaces (49, 69

and70 phase 1); and sometimes by enlarging the original spaces with additional projections

(37phase 2). Nevertheless, the subsequently integrated spaces have not suited the desired

usesin one case (No.: 70), therefore, the removed walls were re-established. Similarly, the

firstintervention phase of No.: 37 includes erection of additional division walls, which have

beenlater removed. In short, it may be stated that the organizations composed of single total

spaceswere preferred in late periods of the modern trend. The additional division walls

inspectedat the mezzanine level of No.: 51 do not contradict with this proposition since the

floorarea (790 m2
) of this building is much more larger than the others (no larger than 292



m2) whose spatial units are united with each other. Clearly the additional stairs are

necessitatedby the mass additions (No.: 51) or plan rearrangements (No.: 70). Some minor

alterationsof the interiors are the improvement of the covering materials (Nos.: 1 and 4).

Finally,remarkable facade alterations will be looked at. The facade of No.: 1 behind which

theprestigiousbank function is accomplished has been totally rearranged in order to keep

pacewith rapidly changing architectural design trends and building technologies. In

buildingswhose spatial units are united with each other (Nos. 37 and 49), the series of

modestsizedwindows are redesigned for articulation between the new interior composed of

a total space and the exterior. Similarly, the design of the windows has been refmed by

narrowingthem and adding sun breakers taking into account the extensive amount of

daylightat the north side of the street, which was not encompassed in the original design of

No.: to. The narrowing of the windows of No. 69, however, does not function for any

spatialdesign intention, that is to say, design for light, view or articulation between interior

andexterior. Improvement of joinery work and installation of new grills are some other

widespreadalterations.

It should be stated here in this study that the architectural characteristics of

buildingsin modern group23 present a richer variety of spatial tastes compared to other

groups.One of the primary reasons of this enriched diversification is the large number of

buildingsinvolved: Twenty-seven. This many buildings, as indicated above, have a wide

rangeof design dates starting as early as 1940 and continuing until 1998. Simultaneously,

theyhave been designed for different functions such as tobacco storage (No.: 51), banking

(No.:1 and 4) and whole sale trade of different textile goods (majority of the buildings) in

parallelwith the changes in the land use trends of the area. Another criterion, which may be

relevantin the interpretation of these buildings, is their plot formations. The buildings on

thenorth side ofMK Street have much more regular forms compared to those on the south.

Nevertheless,similarities among these seemingly unlike constructions may be brought into

focus and the limits of the conception of Modern Architecture as represented in these

commercial buildings may be noted. Within this frame, the characteristics of space

organizationbelonging to these twenty-seven buildings are evaluated below in the sequence

oftheir ordering, enclosure and circulation systems.



Thissection aims at discussing the principles that have been utilized to create order

inthearchitectural compositions of buildings labeled as Modem. (Table D3) In majority

(except37, 39 and 68), khan type of buildings composed of a series of individual building

mitsare denoted as members of the group. Their common spaces are generally linear in

fonn(19,20,31,32,33,35,65 and 72) to join a whole series of other spaces that have no

directrelationshipto one another. When the number of spaces to be joined is limited to one

ora few,this linear form is modified so that a small sized compact form just sufficient for

theentrancesof those other spaces is achieved. (Nos.: 4, 6, 10, 22, 27, 28, 29, 34, 49, 69

and71)However, dominant spaces around which a number of other spaces are grouped are

alsoobserved (1, 35, 44 and 70). Consequently, a combination of linear and centralized

ordersis seen as well (No.: 23).

At ground levels, adjacency is the most prevalent type of spatial relationship. It

allowseach main and common space to be clearly defmed and to respond each in its own

wayto specific functional requirements like shopping and circulation. There is neither

visual nor spatial continuity occurring between these adjacent spaces. Therefore,

independentbuilding parts have been formed. Exceptional cases, each composed of a single

partsuch as Nos.: 37, 39 and 68, have no spaces in common. In these two, the scheme of

groundlevels is a clearly defmed main space connected to other single united spaces at

basementand upper levels. By the way, a second type of spatial relationship is sometimes

observedbetween common spaces at different levels (1, 4 and 44) or between a main space

and its subspace located at one level up (No.: 6, 10, 22, 34, 65 and 68). This way of

providingvisual access between different spatial levels exemplifies interlocking spatial

relationshipresulting from the overlapping of spatial fields through a gallery.

The majority of common and main spaces at ground levels are linear in form

establishingabstract lines around which each space is arranged in a balanced manner. (Nos.:

Part2s of 1 and 4, 6, 10, 19,20,22,23, 27, 28, 29, 31,32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 44,49, 51, 65, 68,

69, 70, 71 and 72) This means an axial order is established with various terminating

elements.Entrances, and walls (17, 19,22,27,28,31,32,33,34,35,39,49,65,69,70, 71

and72), staircases (part 2 of No.: 1 and 4, 6, 19,20,22,23,27,29,34, 37, 49, 51, 65, 69,

70 and 71) or secondary entrances (10). This linear organization of ground levels is

modifiedin No.: 20 part 1 so that a segmented linear form with spatial elements only on one

of its sides and possessing the entrance and a secondary gateway as its terminators is

achieved. At the same time, main spaces of Nos.: 65 and 71 have centralized forms.
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ides,No.: 39 is a centralized formed main space with an irregular formed extensional

e. On the other hand, part Is of Nos.: 1 and 4, which accommodate the active

servicesofEmlak and Garanti Banks, also disobey the axial principle at their ground levels.

Both ofthese common spaces have been designed as flexible intermediate spaces between

thestreetand service spaces. Here, balance by configuration occurs at the interlocking

zonesof spaces (common spaces and others) since equilibrium between components that

aredifferentin function and form is established. The cases in which there is balance

betweensingle large and multiple smaller components are 44 and 51. Therefore, most of the

caseslacka balanced order. This includes the lack of symmetry, which is a special form of

balance.The hierarchies inherent in the functions common and other spaces accommodate

areacknowledgedin their ordering systems as reflected by the choice of placements and

sizes.The main or other spaces within which trade activities are to be carried out are

ascribedsignificance by facing the street (6, 10, 19,20,27,29, 31, 33, 35, 44,65,70 and

72),and sometimes by possessing distinguishably large sizes (19, 20, 26, 27, 51 and 68).

The common spaces of the two banks' active services ascribe significance by their

placementsat corners and also by their large sizes. The galleried and skylighted common

spaceof No.: 44, on the other hand, has gained significance both by its centralized

placementwithin the organization and by its size. Therefore, the attributes within the range

ofhierarchyare receiving sufficient daylight and view of the street or possessing significant

locationsaround which other spaces are arranged, and dominant sizes. Finally, Nos.: 1,49,

51and68 present unifying movements characterized by patterned repetition of columns as

perceivedlarge common (1), main (49 and 68) or other spaces (49, 51 and 68). These are

consideredas examples of rhythm within the group.

The localization of different space types within each spatial organization system

maybe summarized as follows: The locations of common spaces present a variety. Those at

groundlevels always face main street excluding a few (23,28,35,65 and 71), where as the

onesat upper levels either face main street (31 and 72), back (4, 10 and 23) or side (28), or

aresurroundedby other spaces. (1, 6, 19,20,22,27,29,32, 33, 34, 35, 44, 49, 65, 68, 69,

70and71) The main spaces, on the other hand, generally face main and sometimes side (23,

28,29,33 and 35) streets. Other spaces generally face main street (4, 6, 10, 19, 20, 22, 23,

27,28,29,31,32,33,34,35,49,65,68,69, 70, 71 and 72) and sometimes side (4, 23, 29,

35,65)or back (6, 19,20,22,27,33,34, 70). The secondary spaces such as toilets are often

adjacentto a light well (6, 19,20,22,29,32,34,35,49,65,69, 70, 71), rarely face back (1,

4, 1023,31,33,44), side (28, 68) or main street (72). Those fronting common spaces are



generallyobserved in buildings organized around a centralized common space (1, 44), but

corridorlike spaces may be fronted by others as well (31,33).

The systems of ordering and enclosure have been so established that the main and

other spaces were enhanced compared to the common spaces in buildings with

characteristicsof modern design, except No.:l, part 1 of 4,23,44 and 70. Next step in the

evaluationof these spaces is to look at horizontal and vertical elements of their forms and

discussthe configurations of these formal elements generating specific types of spaces.

(TableD4) The base planes at ground floors lying as separate planes contrasting the street

oneare rarely reinforced as elevated planes (4, 26, 27, 28 and part 1 of 29). These are

horizontalplanes of common spaces a few steps above the level of the street establishing

verticalsurfaces along their edges that slightly reinforce the visual separation between their

fieldand the fronting street. At the upper levels, on the other hand, the base planes of other

spacesalways have continuity with those of common space of their own floors. This

continuityassures a weak distinction between the different spatial fields.

On the other hand, overhead planes, defining volumes of spaces between

themselvesand the ground planes at each floor, are always flat in shape and generally 2.5 to

3m of height above the ground plane. Rather more qualified common spaces of Nos.: 1,4

and44, however, distinguish themselves with their increased heights through the galleries.

Simultaneously,overhead plane of No.: 44 possesses a skylight that can be considered as a

positiveshape establishing the presence of a series of qualified common spaces below its

opening.The roof planes, as the major overhead plane of the buildings, are never observed

fromthe interior spatial units, but they just shelter the overhead planes at the last floors. All

these limitations involving forms and sizes of overhead planes are disobeyed in No.: 51's

top floor. Here, the other space as large as the whole top floor is enclosed by the hipped

roofpossessing a series of rhythmic skylights illuminating the huge space below.

The vertical elements of form establishing visual limits of the discussed spatial

fieldsare always four planes in the studied Modern buildings except again No.: 1 and 4. As

a result, the majority of the units are introverted spaces. The primary face of each of these

spacescan be differentiated from the others by the nature of the openings within it. When

mainspaces are considered, the primary faces are always those facing the street since they

areall oriented to the MK Street (all buildings of the group), and sometimes side (23, 28, 29

and 35), too. The openings are grown in size so that they occupy the entire front walls.
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Thesewindow-walls accommodating shop-windows and entrances permit a great amount of

daylightto penetrate main spaces and create the potential for visually extending them to the

street.

When the other spaces are taken into consideration, their primary faces are oriented

eitherto MK Street, side or back depending on their locations within the plan layout. Their

openingsare lying wholly within the enclosing planes (10, 28, 31,44, 51, 65, 69, 70 and

72),extendedhorizontally between wall planes (4, 10, 19,20,22,23,27,32,33,37 and 49)

oroccupyan entire wall of a space (1, 29, 34, 68 and 71). Those providing light through

commonspaces in an indirect way (31, 33 and 44) that is to say receiving light reflected

withinthe envelope of their buildings before entering the other spaces are also present.

Additionally,there are totally enclosed secondary spaces at basement floors (4, 6, 10, 17,

19,20,22,28,29,31,32,33,34,35,39,44,49,65,68,69, 71), and the others functioning

forboiler (4) or toilet requirements. (4, 6, 19, 27, 29, 32, 34, 35, 49, 65, 69, 70, 71) The

almosttotally enclosed other spaces of No.: 39, however, are not toilets, but single total

spacesfunctioning for storage purposes at all levels. Here, there are narrow windows as

wideas the projections at their interior sides letting just a very small amount of day light in.

By the way, the common spaces do not possess a primary face dominating the

others.They have doors providing entry to the surrounding other spaces at normal floors

andaccess from the street at ground floors. At upper levels, they are sized just enough for

entry and generally do not let flow of light. Therefore, the field is almost completely

enclosed,except a few providing light through their vertical planes facing fronts (No.: 31

and 72), side (28) or backs (Nos.: part 1 of 4, 10 and 23). On the other hand, common

spaces of Nos.: 1 and part 2 of 4 are bounded with window-walls at their two sides and a

sequence of columns at the other two. Although the vertical spatial boundaries are

weakened,these common spaces have been expanded beyond their physical boundaries. As

a result, the vertical elements of form establishing visual limits are not always planes. On

the contrary, there are boundaries in form of repetitive series of column elements

establishing transparent spatial membranes (Nos.: 1 and 4). The common spaces defmed in

these two cases are three-dimensional ones providing visual links between ground and

gallery levels. The range of peculiar cases include No.: 44 as well. In this case, columns do

not defme a clear boundary since they are only two in number, one at each side of the

gallery, but the centralized void runs through out the building height and connects the

common spaces of different levels to each other.



The characteristics of circulation systems within the buildings of modem design

trendsmay be interpreted as in the below. (Table D5) Most of the entrances are accessed in

anobliqueangle, except a few comer entrances that are signified (No.: 1 and 68). Side

(parts2 of 1 and 4, 23, 28, 29, 35, 65, and 71) and back (6 and 10) entrances, on the other

hand,arevery difficult to perceive from the main street.

From their forms point of view, the entrances are either flush (19,20,22,28,37,44,

51,70, and 72) or recessed (1, 4,20,22,23,27,29,31,32,33,34,35,39,49,68,69, and

71).The flush ones have completely obscure images, where as only three (1, 4 and 68) of

therecessedones are further visually reinforced with embellishment as much as the modem

tendenciespermit. Besides, most of the recessed ones (excluding 4) do not provide well-

defmedshelters. In fact, the entrance of part 1 of No.: 4 is a subspace of the large common

spacebeing entered that reinforces its boundaries and emphasizes its character with its tube

like form contrasting the centralized form of the common space. Another criterion taken

intoconsideration as a result of reinforcement anxiety is making them higher than usual (1,

4,31, and 68).

In terms of location, centered entrances within the frontal planes of their buildings

(10,20 and 34), off-centered ones creating a condition of local symmetry about its opening

(4,6,19,20,22,23,27,28,29,31,32,33,34,35,37,39,44, 49,51,65,69,70,71 and 72)

anda few at comers (No.: 1 and 68) are observed.

The design manner involved in the configuration of the paths strengthens the

establishedprinciples of space layout. A linear path passing axially through common! main

and passing by other spaces is the primary organizing element for a series of spaces in

general. This involves the linear formed main spaces together with their sub-spaces at

basement or mezzanine floors (6, 10, 19,20,22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 49, 65,

GA of68, 69, 70, 71), and common spaces running through out the buildings and the other

spaces linked to the major path system with branches (part 2 of 1,6, 10, 19,22,23,27,28,

29, 31, NF of 32, 33, 34, GF of 35, 39, 49, 65, part 1 of 69, 70, 71 and NF of 72). The

activities and arrangement of furnishings within main spaces determine the paths. In

addition, they can be segmented (part 1 of 20, GF of 32, NF of 35, G and NF of 68) in

common spaces. The few cases in which well-defmed movements in alternate directions can

be considered are within the common spaces of No.: 1, part 1 of No.: 4, 44 and NF of 70.

This is actually a linear path, but it forms a loop. Unfortunately, there are some paths

turning indefmite directions. This means there are abrupt changes in direction and crossings
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of pathsdo not provide sufficient clue to distinguish between the major route and the

IeCOndaryones(part 2 ofN 0.: 4 and 31, part 2 - GF of 39, MF of 51, part 2 of 69 and GF of

Common spacing forming an integral part of these buildings' organizations are

spacesspeciallydesigned for movement, but they occupy a minimized amount of volume

excludingpart Is of Nos.: 1 and 4, and No.: 44. This may be due to the consideration that

they aremerely functional linking devices. Therefore, the majority of common spaces are

ahnosttotallyenclosed and just sufficiently dimensioned corridors (6, 19,20,22,23,27,29,

31,32,33,34,35,49,65,69, 70, 71 and 72). Fortunately, these have been enlarged (51 and

70) and sometimes also day lighted (4, 10, 23, 28 and 31) in a few cases to serve for

pausingand resting after climbing the stairs; therefore, modest halls have been formed. This

fonnationof common spaces is further enriched in No.: 44 so that the centralized halls at

differentlevels have been visually connected to each other through galleries. Halls of Nos.:

1and4 are open on one of their sides at gallery levels so that visual continuity with the

groundfloor is achieved. In tern, the ground halls have sophisticated heights and they have

becomethe extension of the galleried upper hall, the colonnaded service spaces at two sides

andthe streets through the window-walls at the others. Similarly, the normal floors of No.:

1are organized around centralized, colonnaded halls each physically extending with the

officespacessurrounding them.

Vertical movement between common spaces at different levels of buildings is

providedthrough a pair of stairways and elevators. However, nos.: 23, 37, 44, 51 and 70

lackelevators.On the other hand, main spaces are connected to their subspaces at basement

(6,20,23,28,31,32,34,35 and 71) and gallery (6 and 65) levels generally only with stairs.

Theelevatedexceptions are 10 and 22. The slopes, widths and landings of stairways are just

sufficientfor minimum comfort conditions. That ofNo.:l, fortunately, is positioned within

thegalleryand composed of a single arm stair interrupted by a landing at half way through

whichat the same time shifts the direction of the stairway in accordance with the desired

terminatingpoints.

These buildings with architectural characteristics in line with Modern trend on MK

Streetare designed in a very wide time span, between 1940 and 1998. They make up the

mostcrowded building group discussed (27 in number). As a matter of fact, the long lasting

preferenceof this design manner is in accordance with the choices in some other locations
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withinthe country or in other parts of the world. This long life of the trend has brought the

contributionof various minor design inclinations overlapping with some of the phases of its

evolution.That is for to emphasize art deco effects in early years and pluralist inclinations

inlateroneswithin the area of study.

They generally function for whole sale trade of textile goods. Bank and

telecommunicationfunctions have a few representatives as well. This indicates that the

historicalaccommodation of textile commerce within the area is continued during modern

period.Consequently, the building types utilized for these purposes are repeated as shops

andkhans. What differentiate them from their precedents is their further increased sizes

comparedto the previous periods. The land coverage and height values vary between 739

and45m2,and 10 and 24.80m. This excludes the huge land coverage of No.: 72 which is

fourparted. The reinforced concrete construction system introduced to the building culture

of the quarter in the early Republican period is continued in a more skillful manner. It

shouldbe remembered that the concepts of reinforced concrete and rationalism, on which

modernismbases itself on, have united since the early years of the trend.24 The preference

of different materials is directly related with the developments in the building techniques

throughout the world and their reflections in Turkey during the long time span above

mentioned.25However, despite the high standards suggested by the principles ofthe trend,26

the workmanship of these buildings does not always present a desirable quality. The

industrialbuilding elements such as small facade tiles, glass curtain wall and prefabricated

sun breakers are observed in rather more carefully designed cases. If embellishment is

provided, it is certainly within the principles of modern project so as rhythm and contrast

are considered in arrangement of exterior elements and material choices. This includes the

introductionsof sun breakers as functional elements at the north side of the street and some

abstract figures strengthening entrance compositions. The interventions, which are

commonly observed in early examples, may be listed as follows. Mass additions and floor

additions encouraged by neighboring new implementations in accordance with master plan

alterations, uniting cellular spatial structures so that single large storage spaces and ateliers

are achieved instead of office units and updating outlooks of buildings so that better

marketing opportunity is provided are the primary interventions. Nevertheless, signboards

and air conditioners are designed as integral elements of elevations in neither new buildings

nor old ones; they are additions in most of the cases.

It may be claimed that the principle of pure forms stemming from functional and

structural necessities is a common characteristic of traditional Ottoman and Modern space



concepts.27The function of textile trade had resulted in axial space orders in Ottoman

designson MK Street. This layout is continued during Modem period. Clearly, the axial

crderof spaces on ground floors with the entrance as one of the terminating elements and

oppositewall or the stairways as the other in Modem buildings is the repetition of their

precedents.Similarly, adjacency is the most prevalent type of spatial relationship at ground

levelsstemming from functional necessities in historical and modem designs. In turn, the

architecturalend products are pure rectangular prisms composed of linear spaces in both

Apart from their common characteristics with the traditional Ottoman period,

modembuildings present some other qualities. The building sizes have enlarged so that

commonspaces have become indispensable in their organizations. Therefore, these

buildingsmay be defmed as a sequence of different levelled common spaces, which often

possesslinear forms and are surrounded by other spatial units at normal levels. In other

words,the form and enclosure of main and other spaces in Modem buildings on MK Street

detenninethose of the common space.

Although the characteristics mentioned in the above seem to be in line with the

designapproach established by the seminal works of architecture in the early years of

WesternModernism, the end results are deficient in desirable qualities. This means the

underlyingprinciples of the trend are sometimes partly understood and sometimes adopted

as a new external dress.28 If to start the discussion with spatial relationships, interlocking

type of relation, which is a characteristic of modem design trend, is seldom observed.

Similarly, the principles utilized in their ordering present inconsistencies. Symmetry is

neverobserved. However, balanced configuration of spatial elements without utilizing the

principleof symmetry, which is prerequsite of modem trend, is also missing. Like the other

buildinggroups, the major attributes within the range of hierarchy are receiving sufficient

daylight and view of the street. The main and other spaces chosen to be signified with

respect to the commons and secondaries face the main street. These last two points are

again in line with the modem tendency of fulfilling functional necessities through

architectural configurations. However, it should be also realized that common spaces, of

whoseresponsibility of taking the street into the building realm becomes more important as

the number of stories in which active trade is carried out increase, are not given enough

significance in this chain of hierarchy.

Besides these widespread spatial characteristics that have been effective in the

ordering of MK buildings in line with modem trend, there are some rarely observed features



thatshouldalso be pointed out. These peculiarities appear either in relation with qualified

mannersof handling designs, namely banks and sometimes khans, or in relation with

changesin interpretations of the design principles within time. Qualified ordering systems

aredifferentiatedby the presence of the following features:

Interlocking type of spatial relationship providing visual access between different

levelledspaces and providing flexible intermediate common spaces between street and

otherspaces at ground floors.29

Special positions of common spaces such as corners and centers of compositions so

thatothersare organized around them.

Additionally, utilization of the principle of balance has improved the quality of

designsin some cases. This includes the equilibrium between different formed common and

otherspaces, or between single large or multiple smaller components.30

Finally, unifying movement characterized by the patterned repetition of columns

exemplifiesrhythm in some of these buildings.

Peculiarities stemming from variations in design dates present themselves through

representativesof early phase of Turkish Modernism and also through examples belonging

to the phase of pluralism. The prismatic mass with rounded corners, particularly in

projections and stair halls, is a representative of early years of Turkish Modernism.3)

Meanwhile,the transformations in design manners starting with 1970s in Turkey have been

reflected on ordering systems of MK buildings in a limited amount. The poly-angular

patterncreated by deforming the rectangular prism at one of its corners32 in one case is the

best example of the transformation mentioned as in the above. Nevertheless, radical

changesin interpretation of so far adopted modernist principles are not observed.

The major characteristics of the enclosure systems are as follows: Base planes of

ground spaces are positioned at the same level with the street so that interior and exterior

spatial fields are closely related to each other. This provides an efficiency from the

commercial function point of view. Overhead planes are flat in shape and 2.5 to 3 m of

height above ground planes. In determination of floor heights, providing the maximum

number of floors have been effective instead of creating qualified volumetric effects.

Because of the adjacent positioning of building masses, openings have been generally

provided on their two narrow sides. Therefore, the primary faces of main and other spaces

areoriented to the street or back. The nature of openings, occupying the entire wall for main

spacesand extending horizontally between wall planes in others, is in line with the sharply

cut openings desired within the frame of the International Style. Since regional



characteristicsare often ignored, sun breakers appeared as additional elements on street

facadesof north side buildings.33 However, the open box theme symbolized by seminal

worksofModernism34 is not achieved since the screen effect is only obtained at one side of

eachspace, resulting in a partially introvert character. Moreover, the common spaces often

possessno primary faces dominating the others. Since the entrance openings within them do

notletday light in at normal levels, the spatial fields are almost completely enclosed.

The outstanding characteristics of the enclosure systems stem from number of

reasonssuch as differentiation in functions, improvement in quality of designs and variation

indesigndates. Clearly, design of bank buildings are realized in a more careful manner than

the others. Commercial buildings whose storage areas are much larger in amount, and

whichare end products of a careful design phase are also differentiated. Consequently, it is

knownthat Turkish Modem architecture has presented variations in the wide time span it is

experienced,as a result of both developments in building technologies, and the changes in

the way of interpreting the principles of the design approach. Unfortunately, these

interpretationshave not based upon a comprehensive understanding of the design trend, and

endedat various external dresses.

Keeping these factors in mind, the peculiarities of the enclosure systems in relation

tovariations in functions and qualities may be discussed as in the below. In one of the bank

buildings, base plane of the customers' space have been just slightly elevated so that the

required separation between the interior and the street with dense commercial traffic was

clearly obtained. Again in banks and in a few stores, the overhead planes are carefully

positioned so that increase in ground floor heights is obtained; this is in accordance with the

density of usage and necessity of prestige at ground levels. Consequently, sequence of

columns expand common and main spaces beyond their physical boundaries so that links

with others are provided or primary faces of common spaces are oriented to the exterior so

that light and view are obtained. This is a correct interpretation of the trend in banks, and

qualified khans and stores. Similarly, stores with extensive storage areas are enclosed so

that opening sizes are diminished and suitable storing spaces for textile goods are created.

On the other hand, when the effect of time factor on the design trend is considered,

the following variations are distinguished on the enclosing surfaces. One interpretation

belonging to the early years of Turkish Modernism includes a hipped roof, which is acting

itself as an overhead plane and hidden behind a parapet wall. In the same case, the primary

faces of other spaces facing the street have window groups turning comers with dominant

windowsill lines.35 Another interpretation belonging to the period of pluralism reflects the



interestin traditional architecture through the organization of projection, opening and sun

breakercompositions on street facade. The last case to be mentioned is a recently renewed

onewiththe anxiety to establish a high-tech image with reflecting glass facades.36

The common characteristics of circulation systems in Modern buildings are as

follows.Like most of the other period buildings on MK Street, Modern ones possess

entrancesthat are accessed in an oblique angle. This should be interpreted as an input of

theirlocativefeatures. Forms of these entrances are so that they are just a bit recessed from

theirelevationlines. This, however, has not been satisfactory in preventing obscure images.

Thelocationsare off-centered in parallel with the general tendency of the Modern trend.

Configurationof the paths presents linear schemes similar to the major inclination in spatial

organizationsof the group. They pass axially through main and common spaces, and branch

toconnectthe commons to the others at upper levels. Common spaces as those designed

speciallyfor movement occupy a minimized volume and, therefore, function just for linking

spacesto each other. For this reason, it is correct to state that primary specialized spaces of

circulationare corridors. Vertical movement, on the other hand, is provided by a pair of

elements: Stairways and elevators. Designs of stairs also present a minimalist

understanding;that is to say, the slopes, widths and landings are just sufficient for minimum

comfortconditions.

Nevertheless, outstanding qualities of circulation systems have been deciphered in a

few cases. Corner entrances are signified by implied planes perpendicular to paths of

approximateaccesses from intersecting streets. The form of the entrance space contrasts the

succeedingcommon space as linear to central. It may also be defmitely recessed so that a

shelterreceiving portions of exterior spaces into the realm of the buildings are obtained.

Entranceis further reinforced visually with embellishment; however, this includes only

qualifiedorganization of forms supported sometimes with abstract motives as in line with

the defmed principles of the trend.37 It is formed higher than usual. These are all in

accordancewith the functional meaning of entrance; therefore, they are qualified design

solutionswithin the frame of Modernism. In addition to these outstanding solutions, the

wayof handling the entrance space and entrance facade is further differentiated in a single

case,as a result of the effects of another design trend, namely Art Deco. These Art Deco

effectsmay be listed as in the following:

Linear elements resembling sun figures within the facade composition.

Iron utilized to decorate grills of the entrance doors and balustrades of the stairs.

Decorated floor tiles within the entrance space.38



Linear configuration of the path may be modified as segmented. A well defmed

movementin alternate directions forming a loop is sometimes established. The indefmite

turnsalong the path are either results of interventions or poor design practices. The common

spacesseldom occupy large volumes providing an opportunity for pausing, resting or

enjoyingthe enriched space and its view. In some more modest cases, they are just

centralizedand daylighted halls. A few common spaces lack elevators, while only a few

main spaces possess them. Stairways are enriched by their positions within galleries,

sophisticatedforms, large widths and comfortable slopes. These variations occur generally

inbank functioned and early designed cases.

In short, buildings with architectural characteristics m line with Modem design

trendon MK Street represent the trend with some of their spatial characteristics, where as

theydisregard it with many others. Functional necessities are fulfilled through architectural

organizationssuch as establishment of axial space orders with linear configuration of paths,

utilization of asymmetry and hierarchy in further ordering of systems, and levelling of

ground base planes as same as the street. Reinforced concrete technology, which is a

concept united with the trend, has been applied in a large amount, but the quality of

workmanship is not a triumph. Moreover, balanced compositions, interlocking type of

spatial relationships, defmite volumetric effects and realization of open box theme m

enclosure systems are often missing. It should also be noted that peculiarities of the modem

concept of space such as establishment of fluid spaces and relationship of interior and

exterior spaces are missing. Another axiom is that the trend has been experienced in a very

wide time span; clearly, 1940 onwards for MK buildings. This has resulted in a variety of

interpretations of the design principles under the influence of some minor other trends. Art

Deco effects and early interpretation of Modernism in 1940s, principles of the International

Style in 1950s and onwards, and pluralist manners after 1970 have brought different tastes

to the Modernist interpretations on MK Street. However, they have contributed to the

external treatments and partial reformation of adopted basic forms.

The search for a new language of architecture since 1970s in Turkey has been a

fruitful phase and resulted in the execution of a variety of interpretations. Perhaps, it is

correct to name the architecture that is experienced at present in the country as pluralist

architecture. (Yticel, 1984; Kortan, 1991; Sozen, 1996) As explained in the previous

section, a number of them can be discussed as a part of the Modem trend since they have
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broughtonly some minor alterations generally to the external structures of their buildings.

(seesection3.4) It is also known that this phase of architectural seeking in Turkey overlaps

withthe development of Post-Modem design trend in the West.39 (Sozen, 1996) Since this

trendaims to discard the spatial principles of Modernism (Lampugnani, 1989), it is decided

to discuss the architectural end products designed with the anxiety of Post-Modernism

separately.Extend to which the intended shift in space concept is realized is to be

questioned.40

The eight buildings introduced within this group. (Nos.: 2, 3, 5, 7, 18,21, 30 and

58).(See table El) are all located at north side ofMK Street, except building 58. Nos. 21

and30 are listed buildings. Although retail-whole sale trade of textile goods supported by

relatedateliers, offices and storage services is the dominant functional choice, there is one

bankbuilding (No.2) and one trade khan with top floors for parking (No.: 3).

They are generally situated on quadrilateral parcels, either in rectangular (No.: 7,

21,30), square like (No.: 18,58) or trapezoid (No.: 3) forms. Some are composed of two

rectangles (No.: 2); while others are distorted at one side so that a pentagon is obtained

(No.: 5). Buildings are distinguished among the others since they face side (No.2) or back

(2,3,5, and 7) streets. Accept building no.: 2, which had been neighboring the demolished

historicalGirit Khan at its east, they all cover up their plots. Their land coverage values are

between 110 (No.: 58) and 180 (No.: 30) m2
, excluding the three huge cases, Nos.: 2,3 and

18 (between 600 and 826m2
); where as heights are around 24.80m (No.: 2) at comer and

21.80m in regular positions, excluding the oversized new Girit Khan. (Approximately 33m)

They are constructed in skeleton system with reinforced concrete. Panel walls are

out of brick as far as observed. Exterior surfaces have been treated with either curtain walls

(No.: 18) or plastered (Nos.: 3, 5, 7 and 58). Combination of the two is also common. (Nos.:

2,21 and 30) These choices are sometimes enriched with stones such as marble. (No.: 2)

Since almost all of these group buildings (except no.: 58) are opposed to direct sunlight as a

result of their location on north side of street, various techniques have been applied to
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diminishits negative effects. The most common solution is the application of anti-sun glass.

(Nos.:2, 5, 7, 18, 21 and 30) Choosing small sized windows (No.: 3) or introducing sun-

breakersto the composition (Nos.: 7) are also observed. In spite of its location on the

oppositeside of the street, No.: 58 has taken most of these anti-sun precautions: Small sized

openingsand reflective glasses. Other exterior architectural elements are grills (2), roller

sheets(3,5, 7, 18,21 and 30) or removable panel sheets (No.: 58) at ground and mezzanine

levels.Joinery is out of aluminum in various colors both at exterior and interior. Floors are

generallycovered with mosaic tiles, ceilings and walls are plastered. Suspended ceiling

constructionsare sometimes provided.

The original design features (Table E2) are well known.41 The oldest and most

recentdesign and completion dates known are 1986 and 1988 (No.: 7), and 1994 and 1996

(No.: 5) respectively. Excluding buildings 21 and 30, different architects have been in

chargein each case. Since these buildings are the most recently constructed ones on the

street, they are rarely intervened. Air conditioners and signboards are still observed as

awkwardadditions of elevations. (Nos.: 3,5,21,30 and 58)

On the ground of interventions, the special situations of buildings 21 and 30 should

be introduced. (See table B2) These buildings have been designed and constructed in 1989

and1990,respectively, by Architect Onur 6zba~bug. What makes them peculiar is that they

hadbeen constructed as Post-Modern Buildings in the name of restoration. In place of them,

therehad been two storage types of khans42
, which could have been dated to late Ottoman

period,and listed as second grade structures in 1988. Following this listing, projects were

prepared within the limitations of 'second grade conservation'. Applications, however,

makesone think that they have not had even face-lifting since the authenticity of material

and workmanship is totally lost. The result is unrefmed combinations of copies of the

historicalelevations with the contemporary Post-Modern ones using the same language with

thehistoricals.43

The space organization principles that guide the arrangement of the Post-Modern

buildings in the built environment ofMK Street are introduced below. This section serves to



clarifythe spatial ideas explored and illustrated in the analysis tables. The design ideas

intendedto transcend their present historical context are interpreted.

This section aims to discuss the principles that have been utilized to create order in

thearchitectural compositions of buildings that have been grouped as representatives of

Post-Moderntrend. (Table E3) The parts of each whole are the common, main and other

spaces.The commons relate the secondary ones to each other at normal levels. They are

generallylinear in form (2, 3, 5, 7, 21 and 30) to join a whole series of other spaces that

haveno direct relationship to one another. However, a central, dominant space about which

a number of other spaces are grouped is also observed (18 and 58). At ground levels,

adjacencyis the most prevalent type of spatial relationship. It allows each main and

commonspace to be clearly defined and to respond each in its own way to specific

functionalrequirements like shopping and circulation. There is neither visual nor spatial

continuityoccurring between these adjacent spaces. Therefore, independent building parts

havebeen formed. One of the exceptional cases is No.: 18 whose separating planes provide

visualand physical access between commons and other ones at all levels through its shop-

windowsand entrances. The other is No.: 2 (Vaklf Bank) that provides visual access

betweenthe discussed adjacent spaces at ground level. These last two are also examples of

interlockingspatial relationship resulting from the overlapping of spatial fields through the

galleries.The majority of common and main spaces at ground levels are linear in form

establishingabstract lines around which each space is arranged in a balanced manner. This

meansan axial order is established with various terminating elements: Entrances, and walls

(21, 30 and 58), staircases (7, 18, 21, 30 and 58), secondary entrances (3) or interior

gateways(2-part 2 and 5). Part 1 of No.: 2, which accommodates the active services of

VaktfBank, disobeys this axial principle at its ground level. Here, balance by configuration

occursat the interlocking zones of spaces since equilibrium between components that are

differentin function is established. However, it is difficult to mention any balanced order

withinthe other discussed systems. Nevertheless, symmetry, a specialized form of balance,

entailsthe use of equal units on each side of an implied line named as axis above. Axial

symmetrythrough common space is observed in Nos.: 18 and 58. The hierarchies inherent

inthe functions common and other spaces accommodate are acknowledged in their ordering

systemsas reflected by the choice of placements, sizes and shapes. The other spaces within

whichtrade activities are to be carried out are ascribed significance by facing the street (2,
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3,5, 7, 21, 30, 18 and 58), and sometimes by possessing distinguishably large sizes (2, 3

and58).There is also one in which hierarchy by shape is considered (18). Therefore, the

attnbuteswithin the range of hierarchy are receiving sufficient daylight and view of the

street,possessing dominant sizes or regular forms transformed by subtraction of pieces.

Finally,No.: 3 presents a unifying movement characterized by a patterned repetition of

squarelike spatial units. This is the only building exemplifying rhythm within the group.

Theuniquelinear formed common space is bounded at its two sides by multiple equal units

ingroundfloor, totally surrounded by repetitive spatial elements at normal shopping floors,

andsurroundedby a set of structural elements - columns - at normal parking floors.

The spatial units in which trade activities are accommodated have specific, but

similarfunctions.These are main and other spaces and grouped into single linear (all except

18)or centralized (18) forms. Common spaces, on the other hand, are more flexible in

natureand, therefore, are defmed by the space or groups of spaces around them. (all except

18)Centralized common space of No.: 18, however, has a specific form (octagon) that

affectthe forms of the spaces around it.

The diversification of different space types within these forms demonstrates the

followinglocation scheme: The common spaces at upper levels are often surrounded by the

otherspaces (2, 3, 7, 18,21,30 and 58) or rarely face side (3) or back (5). At ground levels,

onthe other hand, they face main (2, 3, 18,21, 30, 58,), side (2, 3, 7) or back (5) streets.

Themain spaces of ground frequently face main street (3, 5, 7, 18, 21, 30 and 58), and

sometimesside and back (7). The other spaces at upper levels often face the main street (2,

5, 7, 21, 30 and 58), sometimes side and back (7), and rarely front common spaces (3, 18).

Theones adjacent to neighbor building and lor light well are subspaces such as toilets at all

levels.

It has been clarified that the form and enclosure of main and other spaces in Post-

Modernbuildings on MK Street determine those of the common space, excluding No.: 18.

(TableE4) Next step in their evaluation is to look at horizontal and vertical elements of

their forms and discuss the configurations of these formal elements generating specific

typesof spaces. The base planes at ground floors lying as separate planes contrasting the

streetone are rarely reinforced as elevated planes (7 and 30). These are horizontal planes of

commonspaces a few steps above the level of the street establishing vertical surfaces along

itsedgesthat slightly reinforce the visual separation between its field and the fronting street.
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upperlevels,base planes of common and other spaces are positioned at same levels with

hotherdefmingweak distinction between the different fields of spaces.

On the other hand, overhead planes, defming volumes of spaces between

elvesand the ground planes at each floor, are always flat in shape and 2.5 to 3 m of

~ight above the ground plane. The roof planes, as the major overhead plane of the

buildings,are never observed from the interior spatial units, but they just shelter the

overheadplanes at the last floors. These limitations do not comprehend No.: 18 since there

m a well defmed negative area (skylight) that can be considered as a positive shape

establishingthe presence of a series of qualified common spaces below its opening.

The vertical elements of form establishing visual limits of the discussed spatial

fieldsarealways four planes in the studied Post-Modern buildings except again No.: 18. As

aresult,the majority of the units are introverted spaces. The primary face of each of these

spacescan be differentiated from the others by the nature of the openings within it. When

mainspacesare considered, the primary faces are always those facing the street since they

areall orientedto the MK Street (all buildings of the group), and sometimes side (2, 3 and

7)and!or back ones (3, 5 and 7), too. The openings are grown in size so that they occupy

theentire front walls. These window-walls accommodating shop-windows and entrances

permita great amount of daylight to penetrate main spaces and create the potential for

visuallyextending them to the street.

When the other spaces are taken into consideration, their primary faces are oriented

eitherto MK Street, side or back depending on their locations within the plan layout. Their

openingsare lying within the enclosing planes (3 and 58), extended horizontally between

wall planes (5, 7) or occupy an entire wall of a space (2, 18, 21, 30 and 58). Those

providing light through common spaces in an indirect way (3-GF, 18) that is to say

receivinglight reflected within the envelope of their buildings before entering the other

spaces are also present. Additionally, there are totally enclosed secondary spaces at

basement floors (all buildings of the group) and the others functioning for toilet

requirements(all except No.: 58).

By the way, the common spaces do not possess a primary face dominating the

others.They have doors providing entry to the surrounding other spaces at normal floors

andaccess from the street at ground floors. At upper levels, they are sized just enough for

entry and generally do not let flow of light. Therefore, the field is almost completely

enclosed,except Nos.: 5 and 58 providing light through their vertical planes facing backs.



Finally,No. 18 is to be discussed as a peculiar case. First, the vertical elements of

fonnestablishingvisual limits are not always four planes. The three-dimensional common

spacecomposedof a centralized void running through out the building height is surrounded

by sub-commonspaces belonging to each floor, which possess boundaries in form of a

repetitiveseries of column elements. As a result, a transparent spatial membrane is

established.Second, the other spaces face this special common space with window-walls.

Therefore,they are expanded beyond their physical boundaries, contradicting the majority

ofthegroupmembers.

This section is to introduce the principle components of Post-Modern period

buildings'circulation systems. (Table E5) Prior to actually passing into the interiors of each

building,their entrances are viewed from a distance, as accessed along MK Street. This

obliqueaccess enhances the effect of perspective on their front facades, but it does not

signifythe entrances since there is no plane perpendicular to the path of access provided.

Nevertheless,the corner entrance of No.: 2 is perceived as projecting beyond its elevation to

bemoreclearly visible. Entrances of spaces facing side (2, 3 and 7) or facing back (5 and

7), however,are not directly perceived from the main street.

From their forms point of view, the entrances are either flush (3, 5, 7, 30 and 58) or

recessed (2, 3, 18 and 21). The obscure images of flush ones are sometimes a bit

strengthenedwith embellishment provided within the tendencies of the Post-Modern trend

(7 and 30). The well defmed recessed entrances (2, 3 and 18) of common spaces provide

shelterand receive a portion of exterior space into the realm of the building. The tube like

formofNo.: 3 also serves as the preview of the form of the space being entered.

In terms of location, centered entrances within the frontal planes of their buildings

(3, 7, 18, 30 and 58), off-centered ones creating a condition of local symmetry about its

opening(2,5, 18,21,30 and 58) and a single one at corner (No.: 2) are observed.

The notion of entrance is frequently visually reinforced in this period buildings by

decorativeembellishment. Those of common spaces in Nos.: 3, 7 and 18, and both common

andmain spaces in Nos.: 21 and 30 are articulated. In fact, the latter ones are the copies of

demolishedhistorical front elevations now playing the role of entrance decor. A second

criteriontaken into consideration as a result of reinforcement anxiety is making them higher

thanusual (2 and 3).



The nature of the configurations of the paths within these buildings reinforces the

spatialorganizations by paralleling its pattern. A linear path passing axially through

common!main and passing by other spaces is the primary organizing element for a series of

spacesin general. This involves the linear formed main spaces together with their sub-

spacesat basement or mezzanine floors, and common spaces running through out the

buildings.At main spaces, the activities and arrangement of furnishings within them

determinethe paths. In addition, they can have branches (Nos.: 2 and 3) in common spaces.

Theonly case in which a well-defmed movement in alternate directions can be considered

iswithinthe common space of No. : 18. This is actually a linear path, but it forms a loop.

Common spacing forming an integral part of these buildings' organizations are

spacesspecially designed for movement, but they occupy a minimized amount of volume

excludingNos.: 2 and 18. This may be due to the consideration that they are merely

functionallinking devices, but not necessarily accommodate the movement of people as

theypromenade, pause, rest or take in a view along a path. The result of this thinking

mechanismhas been almost totally enclosed and just sufficiently dimensioned corridor like

spaces(2,3,5, 7,21,30 and 58). Corridors of Nos.: 2,3 and 30 are enlarged at some parts

to relateto the form of spaces they link and have formed modest halls. No. 18 is the only

examplelacking corridors; instead it possesses colonnaded porticoes. This organization

openon one side has formed a gallery that provides visual and spatial continuity with the

spaces it links. Additionally, the gallery of No.: 2 not only provides the desired visual

continuitybetween passive services and the active ones, but it also establishes a more

sophisticatedcommon space with its double storied height.

Vertical movement between common spaces at different levels of buildings is

alwaysprovided through elevators and stairways, where as only stairways link the main

spacesto their subspaces at basement (3,5, 7, 21, 30 and 58) and mezzanine (3) levels. The

slopes,widths and landings of stairways are just sufficient for minimum comfort conditions.

Thoseof No.: 18, fortunately, are positioned within the gallery and composed of two arms

presentingalternate paths, each meandering through and weaving together different leveled

spaces.At the end, a volumetric form, which is an elaborated space for movement, has been

hollowedout. The unity of the series of common spaces in No. 18 is further strengthened by

transparentelevators and stairs positioned within the gallery.



These buildings with architectural characteristics in line with Post-Modern trend are

themost recently designed building group on MK Street; namely 1985. There are eight

buildingsselected as built with the anxiety of experiencing this new design manner.

However,the extend to which the intended new space concept realized is questionable.

Clearly,the former period trying to follow the rational imperatives of Modernism44 was

aimedto be replaced by aesthetic principles of the latter utilizing the forms of the past.45

Thisvariation has been attempted first in the external dresses of buildings. As a matter of

fact,only one may be discussed as an example re-interpreting the historical khan space that

hasevolvedin the region so far.

Within this frame, their general building characteristics may be evaluated as in the

following:They generally function for whole sale trade of textile goods. Bank and parking

facilitiesadded to the commercial cores also have a few representatives. So, the historical

activityof textile trade still continues within the area. Bank function represented since the

Modemperiod is also of significance. In addition to these, parking facilities have started to

becomeintegral parts of the buildings. This may be explained with the transformation of

architectural forms into larger masses or imposingly higher towers compared to the

previousperiod, resulting in an over dense urban fabric without sufficient infrastructure.46

Thebuilding types utilized for these big commercial complexes were khans, but no more

shops.The land coverage and height values vary between 110 and 826m2, and 2180 and

33m. Although the reinforced concrete construction system, which has become

conventionalin the country, is continued, large skylights spanned by steel-truss construction

andcoveredwith glass, and facades composed of reflecting glass curtains are introduced to

thestructures,in parallel with developments in the building technologies of Turkey. 47

Despite the neglectfulness in the design approaches of the majority of Modern

examplesagainst sun light, precautions have been taken during the design phase of Post-

Moderns;commonly, utilization of anti-sun glasses. Still, this manner, which is closely

relatedwith developments in building technologies, should be also evaluated as a part of the

generalevolution of the space tradition specific to the contemporary textile trade in this

region.It was stated in the previous section that most of such precautions were additional in

Modernbuildings. Nevertheless, signboards and air-conditioners have not become integral

partsof their buildings yet.

Consequently, the spatial characteristics of the discussed buildings may be

evaluatedin a detailed way as in the below. The efficiency of adjacency type of spatial
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relationshipsand axial orders at ground floors for textile trade has been proved in all

periodson MK Street. In turn, the customary building mass has been rectangular prism

composedof linear spaces in all periods. It is also known that contemporary building

regulationsand increase in land values have provoked the multi-floored buildings. The

resultingspatial orders have been a sequence of different levelled, linear formed common

spacesdominated by main and other spaces surrounding it. The significance of common

spacefor commercial buildings has been ignored in the chain of hierarchy. Therefore, Post-

Modernarchitectural end-products lacking interlocking type of spatial relationships and

orderingprinciples like balance and hierarchy in accordance with function should be

evaluatedas the continuum of the deficiency in spatial qualities experienced so widely ever

sincethe preceding period. The majority of the buildings labelled as Post-Modern in this

studyare certainly not end products of an effort seeking a new way of organizing spaces.

In spite of these repetitions of unsuccessful interpretations of Modernist design

approaches,a few buildings belonging to the discussed group execute rather richer spatial

characteristics.The fundamental question to be answered in this context is how these

characteristicsare related to the Post-Modern design trend. Although interlocking type of

relationshipsand balanced orders represent the intentions of Modernism in some examples,

utilizationof symmetry, establishment of octagonal forms and repetition of adjacent spaces

with similar forms in others certainly do not demonstrate Modern conception of space.

Perhaps,they may be evaluated as re-interpretations of traditional Ottoman space layouts

experiencedwithin the quarter in a Post-Modern point of view.48 Centralized common

space, providing a three-dimensional unity and dominating the others positioned in a

rhythmicorder around it, resembles the courtyard of a traditional khan. Though it is not an

openspace, the principle of extending the space in vertical direction is consolidated through

theestablishment of the glass-roof. However, the verticality ofthis interpreted courtyard is

morestrengthened since the width / height ratio is much smaller than that of the traditional

Ottomancourtyards. The stairways meandering through this three-dimensional space have

increased physical link between different levelled spatial fields besides the visual one;

clearly, the static character of the original is replaced with a dynamic one. Similarly,

utilizationof symmetry in the arrangement of spaces is a traditional principle of Ottoman

period.However, it is difficult to explain the octagonal form of the common space within

thispoint of view. When one presented as the re-interpretation of the past is existing within

a transformed fabric still accommodating architectural representatives of that past, the

consistencyand honesty of the language of the Post-Modern become easily distinguishable.



It is obvious that octagonal plan layout does not belong to the spatial vocabulary of MK

buildings.

From their enclosure systems point of view, the customary designs are no different

thanthose in the discussed Modern group:

Baseplanes of ground spaces at the same level with the street.

Overhead planes positioned in a minimalist manner to give the way to maximum

numberof floors.

Primary faces of spaces oriented to the street.

The increase in opening sizes compared to the Modern period is related with the

developmentof curtain glass wall technologies mentioned as in the above. This glass wall

providesthe opportunity of arranging the exterior face of the building in any desired way.

In fact, the selection of the group members has based on these images with Post-Modernist

anxieties.

Peculiarities of the enclosure system may be classified into two. One example is the

erectionof columns and a glass roof as boundaries of the common space. This is the re-

interpretation of the three-dimensional Ottoman courtyard, as explained in the above. A

secondexample suggests a set of primary faces of spaces with limited window openings.

Thismay also be evaluated as the imitation of windows formed within the limits of masonry

constructionsystem.

From their circulation systems point of view, the following items should be pointed

out. The oblique accesses to entrances from MK Street are just like those in the former

periods. However, the anxiety of recalling historical trends has been effective in the

arrangement of the entrances and entrance facades in the discussed buildings. These design

manners include only visual reinforcements such as symmetrical arrangements and

embellishment in most cases. Symmetrical arrangements may be taken as rejection of

Modernprinciples. The language of the patterns chosen, unfortunately, does not often retain

to the historical context of MK Street. Architraves, columns, etc. introduced to the facades

are imported from the West without understanding the ideas behind their formations. The

reconstructions of the historical facades in place of the original storage khans demolished,

on the other hand, cannot be taken as qualified contributions to the development of a Post-

Modern language specific to the region, because they are only copies, but not re-

interpretations. Moreover, these become confusing in the historical context within which

images of the period of Westernization are still vivid. Other than visually reinforcing

entrances and their facades, a few cases have presented some spatial configurations to



strengthenthe meaning of entrance in line with Post-Modem trend. Defmite recessions and

creationof passage like entrance spaces recall similar arrangements in Ottoman khans of the

regIon.

In spite of Post-Modernist trials in organization of entrance facades, paths are

organized in a linear manner parallelling the spatial layouts just like their Ottoman and

Modemprecedents. The case that has reinterpreted the layout of Ottoman scheme with a

courtyard comprehends a loop formed path. In this building, elevators are cleverly

introduced to the gallery, which has replaced the historical courtyard, as transparent

elementsthat do not disturb the unity ofthe three-dimensional volume.

In short, representatives of Post-Modem trend on MK Street continue to

accommodate the historical textile trade, in khan type of buildings only. This building

typologyhas further evolved with addition of parking facilities and precautions against sun

as integralparts of the buildings. Desire for obtaining the maximum built area has resulted

in larger and higher masses with floor heights organized in a minimalist manner compared

to the former periods.

Nevertheless, the building masses are still rectangular prisms oriented to the street

withtheir narrow sides, which are accessed in an oblique angle. Similarly, ground floors are

composed of a series of adjacent spaces organized around axes, just like many of their

precedents. Spatial deficiencies stemming from lack of balance, meaningful interpretation

of hierarchy and establishment of interlocking spaces in accordance with their commercial

functionsare repeated as in the Modem period.

The intentness of Post-Modernism is experienced only at the facade organizations in

customarycases. The opportunity of organizing facades completely free from their spatial

layoutsby the help of developments in curtain wall technologies has been made use of in

creatinga decor for the street. Symmetrical arrangements are reinforced with embellishment

composedof poor imitations of forms imported from the West. The reconstructions of the

historicalkhan facades in place of their originals completed with their re-interpretations at

upperlevels is another confusing design manner observed on the street.

Despite these unqualified representatives, there are a few tasteful re-interpretations

ofOttoman khans specific to the region. The three-dimensional courtyard was interpreted as

a huge gallery with a glass roof Entrance passages were repeated. Symmetrical plan

layouts,repetition of similar formed other spaces and window series with limited sizes in

spiteof the advantages of the structural system may be also accepted within the frame of

Post-Modem. However, it is difficult to decipher the octagonal plan layout as a



reinterpretationof the architectural past of this location. Similarly, well balanced Modern

orders with interlocking common spaces cannot be considered consistent, while they

possessPost-Modern outer skins.

3.6 Comparative Study of Space Organization Principles of Various Architectural
DesignTrends

It is known that in order to understand the characteristic features of any object, it is

helpfulto compare it with a different example of the same species. (Wilson, 1995, p.81) In

thisstudy, comparison between different sets of buildings serving for similar function and

having the same location, but created according to different architectural trends and

generallyin different periods is to be made in order to clarify the characteristics of different

groups within the set. The identification of the similarities and variations between the

differentsets will primarily be based on the discussion of the space organization principles

ofthe buildings evaluated so far in the preceding sections. First, the design vocabulary that

is specific to the commercial locations and functions on MK Street will be defined. Then,

thecritical distinctions that reflect the architectural trends and dates of constructions will be

pointedout.

3.6.1 Similarities stemming from Common Locational and Functional
Characteristics

They are all aligned along MK Street or old Osmaniye Street. While arranging the

lotswith respect to the street axis, the principle of situating the maximum number along this

preciousurban element was considered. This has resulted in a contiguous mass order with

eachbuilding facing the street with its narrow fa~ade. Adjacency is the most prevalent type

ofrelationship between the building spaces at the street level. This, in turn, defines building

massesin form of rectangular prisms each organized around an axis with linear circulation

schemesbefore hand. One of the terminating elements of these axes is always the entrance

at the street level. A second principle widely utilized in the arrangement of MK buildings is

hierarchy.There is always a chain of hierarchy by placement so as the ground levels are

always much more precious compared to upper ones in shops. On the other hand,

opportunityof possessing view of the street is a way of signifying spatial units of khans.

Regardlessof their periods, khans with enhanced spatial qualities have large and sometimes

differentlyshaped common spaces positioned at the center of the arrangement so that size,

shapeand/or placement of a different type enrich the range of hierarchy.



The narrow entrance facades with their large sizes of openings on ground floors

providestrong relations between the customer at the street and the marketed goods inside

thebuildings.The presence of such large openings at ground levels of Ottoman buildings is,

in fact, a specification of commercial buildings in izmir. (Ersoy, 1991) However, these

largeopenings, including both the entrances and shop-windows, are not signified with their

positioning,because their planes are often not perpendicular to the path of access; namely

MKStreet.

On the other hand, it has been concluded that retail-whole sale trade of textile goods

hasbeen the most common type of function on MK Street in all periods. (see section 2.2)

Thenotion of trade49 on MK Street has crystallized in the form of two primary building

types;namely shop and khan. Although the process of marketing has been slightly modified

in each period and various architectural trends have been utilized in the formation of

buildings,both of the building types mentioned in the above have survived together until

present time. In all of them, it has been intended to present the goods inside to the

customers moving on the street. Consequently, strengthening the entrance, and

accommodatingsale and service spaces are important.

After clarifying the general frame of the locative and functional characteristics of

buildingson MK Street as constant inputs of their design languages, the architectural trends

and periods that have determined the modification of principles behind their space

organizationsare to be focused on. Reference to the locative and functional values of space

layoutis to be provided, when ever necessary.

It is known that both khan and shop are among the primary commercial building

types of Ottoman period. 50 Changes in the commercial life have reflected itself on the

architecturalshaping process of the street in various ways. Sizes of shops have increased

withintime so that larger commercial areas were provided. Similarly, khans have become

larger to accommodate more number of shop units. While trading were taking place on

groundlevels only in Ottoman period, they were distributed to all levels starting with early

Republican era. In turn, the way of presenting goods were modified so as shop-windows

were accommodated at upper levels; sign boards appeared as significant elements of

marketingsince there was no other opportunity for some shopping units to provide link with

the street. It has also been recognized that there is a decrease in the number of shops built

on their own and an increase in the number of khans from historical periods to
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contemporaries.Furthermore, these khans have been modified so far as their functional

aspectsare concerned. Establishment of temporary accommodation or lodging units that

werefrequent in Ottoman and early Republican eras were discarded in contemporary

examples,but parking facilities were desired. Finally, banks are introduced to the range of

buildingtypes starting with Modem period, where as the telecommunication complex is a

contemporaryexperience.

It has been stated that design manners in the field of architecture are closely related

withtheir time of realization. One of the primary reasons through which the time factor that

hasbeen effective in the moulding of an architectural product can be viewed is its building

technology.In most general terms, evolution of building technologies have given way from

masonrystructures composed of brick and stone to skeleton constructions out of reinforced

concrete.(Frampton, 1996) These contradicting characters of traditional and contemporary

structuralsystems are also exhibited in MK buildings. The masonry walls with stone and

brickand floors out of timber in traditional Ottoman buildings are true representatives of

their times of making. The building technologies imported during the period of

Westernization have made it possible to experience combined structural systems. Jack-

arched floor systems supported by iron columns in building interiors rest on traditional

masonryouter skins at their sides. In turn, the effect of monumentality, which is a formal

desireof the Westernization trend, is achieved within buildings since greater volumes are

possibleby the help of the new structural system.

On the other hand, early Republican buildings present the first examples of full

skeletonwith reinforced concrete on MK Street. The deficiencies observed in their designs

such as inappropriate relations between structure and space are slightly dealt with in

Modernand Post-Modem cases. The material of walls, on the other hand, is stone and brick

until the end of Republican period; then, brick takes place. Similarly, there is a smooth

transition in covering materials. While the traditional elevation lack plastering,

Westernization front elevation is elaborated with plastering imitating cutstones. Plastering

andtiles on elevations, and lead covering of decorative domes with timber constructions are

material choices in Republican period. Plain surfaces with plastering are experienced

widely in Modem buildings, where as glass curtain walls are seen after 1970s. Sun-

breakers,anti-sun glasses, air-conditioners and signboards are all contemporary elements of



facades.Timber floor covering of traditional Ottoman buildings has gradually left its place

tomosaictiles in later ones.

The time factor does not only exhibit itself on the moulding of new designs, but also

determinethe qualities of interventions on formerly constructed buildings in relation with

the technological abilities and formal choices of the new period. For instance, signboards

and air-conditioners are customary contemporary additions to the majority of buildings.

Thereare some minor alterations that have been carried out to cope with the maintenance

problems such as renewal of joinery and covering material. Within this frame, the

representativesof each architectural design trend may be evaluated according to their types

of interventions as in the below.

Traditional Ottoman examples, as the earliest buildings, often have additional

dividingelements in their plan layouts. Less frequent alterations are mass additions, gallery

flooradditions, increase in the amount of exposure to daylight as the nature of openings on

vertical surfaces are altered and partial removal of embellishment strengthening the

entrance in a threshold building. Westernization cases have widespread top floor additions,

reorganization of plan layouts and rearrangement of stair systems. Reorganization of the

floorsystems is also frequently observed. Some rare interventions are updating the image of

the building, increasing the exposure amount to daylight by enlarging the windows and

altering structural system. The Early Republican buildings are often subjected to following

interventions: Floor systems are altered, plan layouts are rearranged, top floors added and

exteriors are so altered that modern images are established. Besides these, mass additions

and structural system renewals are seldom observed. Those built within the early years of

the Modern trend applications have been subjected to some important interventions, but

these have not changed the architectural characteristics of their buildings. They are namely

mass addition, top floor additions, unification of cellular spaces, dividing of single large

spaces, rearrangement of elevations and alteration of the nature of window openings.

Interventions of the Post-Modern group are not severe at all, except the two Post-Modern

cases designed in name of conservation.

It has been pointed out that members of the same design trend possess the same

formal language. More specifically, the intended spatial characteristics of every trend are

different from each other. Nevertheless, similarities between space organizations of MK

buildings have been analyzed on the basis of their common locative and functional values.

(see sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2) In this section, differences in space organizations stemming

frombelonging to various architectural design trends are to be focussed on.



The scaling of buildings have so varied that the intimate traditional Ottoman skyline

on two sides of MK Street was partially elevated with Westernization and Republican

buildings designed with the anxiety for monumentality. The scale of the street has become

crushing in contemporary time by the increases in number of floors. From their point of

view of interior arrangement, intimacy and monumentality of exterior images are true

reflections of their interiors in historic designs. However, the majority of multi-floored

contemporary designs comprehend spaces just suiting human dimensions.

It has been stated that axial orders and adjacency type of relationships are much

utilized in arrangement of MK buildings in accordance with their locational characteristics.

So, if the specifications of a certain design trend are to be distinguished, then the presence

of some other spatial characteristics should be questioned.

In both traditional and late Ottoman shops, the regular axial system is strengthened

by symmetry through main space at ground levels and other spaces at upper levels. In larger

and more carefully designed shops belonging to the period of Westernization, main and

other spaces are slightly balanced around a gallery. Although Kuban states that the

organization of the interior spaces repeat the traditional themes in late Ottoman period and

the galleried arrangements are not sufficient in establishing the dynamic effect of Western

Baroque spaces,51these galleried themes may be interpreted as new design experiences with

the anxiety of re-establishing the three-dimensional unity and balance of traditional khans in

shops as well. It is known that courtyards of khans and the spatial units surrounding them

are in equivalent amounts with respect to each other so that a complete balance is

established. Additionally, repetition of similar elements of interior facades and similar sized

and shaped spatial units create a rhythmic order. Although khan type is represented only by

a Westernization example, these fundamental spatial principles are valid for both early and

latedesigns. (Ersoy, 1991)

In early Republican period, the way of handling both shops and khans is slightly

modified. The axial orders are no more strengthened by symmetry, though this organization

principle is commonly observed in examples at some other parts of the country.

Consequently, common spaces of khans are no more courtyards, but halls. The equivalent

distribution of the common space and others is not provided, and therefore, so far

establishedbalanced quality of the khan layout is lost, but spatial units are still repeated in a

rhythmic order.

In contemporary period, khans, which make up the majority of the building stock of

the time, have completely lost their balanced order, because the common spaces are just



sufficiently arranged for minimum circulation purposes. It is known that Modernism does

underline balanced configurations, though it negates symmetry. Therefore, these buildings

cannot be taken as true representatives of Modernism. Similarly, functionality, which is a

prerequisite of Modernism, necessitates the establishment of a significant role to the

common space, because they are to take the street into the realms of their buildings, but this

is also missed in majority of the designs. In other words, the chain of hierarchy is also

ruined.Nevertheless, there are some meticulous designs within which the true specifications

of Modem space orders are realized. Interlocking type of spatial relations, balanced and

rhythmic orders are qualities that present the real color of the Modem design trend on MK

Street. On the other hand, the re-interpretation of the Ottoman khan layout in name of Post-

Modernism has resulted in the repetition of interlocking type of spatial relations, balanced

and rhythmic orders. However, the increase in the height of the three-dimensional space and

the establishment of stairways meandering here have strengthened the vertical effect and

added dynamism to the traditional theme.

Modifications of enclosure systems m accordance with design trends may be

evaluated as in the following: The ground baseplanes are at street level originally in

traditional Ottoman and contemporary periods. This continuity of the street level within the

commercial buildings may be taken as a functionalist manner, which has been effective in

both traditional Ottoman and Modem trends. On the other hand, elevated baseplanes of

ground floors in late Ottoman and early Republican periods are reflections of revivalism in

search of monumentality. The smaller the enclosure amount of vertical baseplanes

belonging to upper levels, the older the building. This last statement is, in fact, directly

related with the evolution of building technologies. The skeleton construction permits the

production of larger openings compared to masonry one. Similarly, the overhead planes

reflect the building technologies of their times. (see building technologies mentioned as in

the above)

Finally, modifications of circulation systems in accordance with design trends are as

in the following: The degree of reinforcement of entrance and its fa~ade by the help of

embellishment is differentiated in every period. As Zevi states, functionalist rationalism is

destined to be followed by organic romanticism. (Zevi, 1993, p.157) Pure entrance

organizations of traditional Ottoman are replaced with those intending producing Western

and Turkish architecture in the two revivalist periods (late Ottoman and early Republican,

respectively). Then, the pure organizations reappear in buildings with architectural



characteristics in line with Modem trend. Following them, embellished Post-Modem

organizations with the anxiety of recalling historical forms are experienced.

When the configuration of the paths are considered, modifications are observed

within the specialized spaces of circulation. More specifically, courtyard and gallery

belonging to Ottoman designs give way to movement in alternate directions so that a loop is

formed. The common spaces of early Republican khans are halls in which the loop is still

continued, though it is in form of a squat ellipse at this time. In majority of contemporary

buildings, corridors within which only linear paths are allowed have been provided.

Nevertheless, qualified designs repeat the historical loops permitting movement in alternate

directions.



1 'The concept of 'trend' is closely related to the concepts of character, style and
manner. It ('iislup') does not only cover the field of architecture, but also the other fields of
art. (Giesehnann, 1996, p.9) Hasol (1988, p.539) defmes the concept ('iislup') as the
authentic design manner of a certain period of art, kind of art or artist. He distinguishes
space and time as constants of the concept: similar necessities and oppurtunities result in
similardesign manners in a certain field of art. Norberg-Schulz (1988) uses the word 'style'
in order to designate a characteristic formal organization. The concept style covers all the
elements, relations and structures which form a meaningful system, with the qualification
thatthey appear with a varying degree of probability. Thus, the formation of types is closely
connectedwith the more probable aspects of the style.

2 From the viewpoint of the developments in our country, contemporary
architectural trends present similarities with Western forms, but often lack the correlation
between the forms and notions fed by mental activities. For example, the International Style
has started to be effective in Turkey with 1950s on. The design principles of this style did
not defme any connotative relations with the past, but defmed honest and plain forms based
on functional and structural necessities. However, the result was negative transformation of
the physical environment in parallel with the indeterminate structure of the economy and
culture. (Onat, 1996)

3 Ottoman architecture and its related terminology have been subjected to study by
many scholars. Building tradition of Ottomans, traditional vocabulary of architecture of
Ottomans, tradition of design of Ottomans (Kuban, 1997), classical Turkish architecture as
a part of Anatolian-Turkish architecture (Kuban, 1995) are some of the terms used while
referring to the architecture of Ottomans developed in its classical period. It is known that
there is a tendency of demolishing the traditional during the period of Westernization.
Nevertheless, consistency in the conceptualization of space is still recognized. (Arel, 1975;
Kuban, 1995) In short, the thesis tries to accentuate the differences between the buildings in
linewith the building tradition of Ottomans during its Classical and Westernization periods:
buildings with architectural characteristics of traditional Ottoman trend, and buildings with
architectural characteristics of late Ottoman trend under the influence of Westernization. In
addition to this, the term traditional is preferred to underline the significance of regional
differences through out the Ottoman country whole.

4 The principal design characteristics of traditional Ottoman architecture are within
the limits of the essential space enclosure and the harmonious repetition of the basic cell,
the 'goz'. The dome as the basic spatial element and its groupings around a courtyard
defmes various pattern formations of Ottoman architecture. Another noteworthy feature is
the way in which the various spatial elements were always assembled within a simple
square periphery despite their individual complexity and variety. (Ertug, 1981, p.47)

5 Among the commercial buildings, the shops, simple in construction and built in
variety of materials, were the greatest in number. They could be arranged on both sides of a
street or in a part of a covered bazaar ('kapah 9ar~1'), in an arasta, a khan or a bedesten.
(Ertug, 1981) Bedesten, covered bazaar and arasta are not to be discussed in a detailed
marmer since they are not present within the area subjected to study.

6 There is little difference between the spatial formation of the commercial buildings
and the other public congregational places. (Ertug, 1981)

7 The superstructures of the commercial buildings during Ottoman period were
constructed in masonry and skeleton systems, and sometimes with their combinations.



(Cezar,1983) Similarly, those in izmir were domed, vaulted or with timber ceiling and roof.
(Ersoy,1991)

8 All mouldings and ornamental additions have been avoided, as they would only
haveweakened the sought after effect during traditional Ottoman period. All the external
facadetreatments and projections from the surfaces of the buildings have purely functional
purposes(Ertug, 1981, p.47).

9 See ErsoY,1991.
10 City khans belonging Ottoman period provided space for shops serving the daily

needsof the citizens and also accommodation for temporary residence. (Cezar, 1983)
11 There is a change in building scale observed as an increase in floor heights. (Arel,

1975;Denel, 1982)
12 Hans were a combination of store-rooms, offices and workshops consisted of

galleries with rows of cells built around one or more central courtyards, and forming
compact spatial arrangements. (Ertug, 1981, p.103)

13 Elevations of Ottoman khans were often composed of solid surfaces and single
entrances. Those in izmir khans, however, had plenty of openings and entrances. (Ersoy,
1991)

14 Embellishment with the effects of Neoclassicism and historicism is widely
experienced during late Ottoman Westernization. (Arel, 1975; Denel, 1982)

15 The architectural characteristics of repaired mosques during 18th and also 19th

centuries in izmir may be evaluated as follows. The double storied organization system,
which unites the mosque with its surrounding, had been preserved. Interventions were
mainly carried out in the embellishments. They resemble the same period buildings in
istanbul with their distinguishable Rococo and Empire styles. However, the architecture of
the capital resembles French models, while that in izmir resembles south Italy architecture.
This may be explained by the contribution of artisans from SaklZ who were inspired by
Italian tradition (Arel, 98).

16 Since No: 67 could not be entered, the discussion excludes its interior spatial
features.

17 The research has been based upon field surveys and researches in izmir
Conservation Council and Konak Municipality Archives. The last one has been very
propitious for collecting information on design characteristics of buildings constructed after
1950. A search in "Ozel idare" Archives ofizmir (Archive of the Government in izmir) is
expected to illuminate these Republican period products.

18 Since building 67 could not be entered, it is not included in the classification. An
additional top floor, closed balcony, additional eaves shadowing the shop window and
rearrangement of the ground floor opening are the observed alterations.

19 There was an anxiety for establishing a national style through implementation of
domes, arches, eaves and tiled panels. The application of false domes, as an attempt to
follow old Turkish forms, was an extreme case showing the formalist attitude of the age.
(Sozen, 1996)

20 The organization of the plan in accordance with the functional requirements, on
the other hand, was always considered after the elevations. It is known that European
revivalist trends have been after elaborated spaces, and the mass organizations of early
Republican architecture have repeated these Western design solutions. Mass organizations
based on the principle of symmetry were wide spread. Symmetrical arrangements were
accentuated by projecting corner towers, axial entrance porticos and domes and cupolas
mainly for visual effects. (As lanoglu, 1980; Yavuz, 1992; Sozen, 1996) Still, it cannot be
claimed that there were no new solutions experienced in plan arrangements. Sozen (1996)



underlines the necessity of detailed research before formulating such rigid conclusions. This
thesis, which mentions the organization of space layout in early Republican buildings, has
partially fulfilled such a necessity.

21 Many scholars have considered the meticulous design of elevations based on the
principle of detailed solutions as an axiom during early Republican period (Aslanoglu,
1980;Yavuz, 1981; Yavuz, 1992; Sozen, 1996). A limited set of architectural elements was
involved in facade organizations, but there was a great variety in the ways they were
brought together. These elements belonging to the traditional Ottoman period were namely
various types of arches, ornate corniches, carved stone railings, wide eaves and
polychromatic tiles. Although the contemporary construction method and material were
experienced in majority of the buildings, they were concealed from exposure with the
anxiety of strengthening the architectural elements mentioned above. It may be claimed that
the methods of facade organizations were Western rooted, despite all these traditional
elements. Due to the scarcity of funds, usually only the front facades were decorated.
(Aslanoglu, 1980; Yavuz, 1992; Sozen, 1996)

22 It should be reminded that the archives of Konak Municipality in which the
survey has been carried out involves documents no earlier than 1950.

23 The new conception of space during the early years of Modern period was
presented by the symbolic messages of seminal works. These crisped as well-proportioned
planes and volumes. Purity of proportion and color, organic clarity of form and freedom
from inessentialism were established as design principles. Function and structure were
refmed and given a deep significance. (Curtis, 1996, p.159) The prime quality of
architecture was provided by the effect of mass and its static solidity in traditional designs.
This theme had varied so that the effect of volume and plane surfaces bounding a volume
was established in Modern designs. The prime architectural symbol was no longer the dense
brick, but the open box. Indeed, the great majority of buildings were composed of pure
planes surrounding a volume in reality. Only a protective screen enveloped the skeleton
construction. (Frampton, 1996, p.248)

24 The concepts of Rationalism, engineering tradition and reinforced concrete were
united during the formation of Modern architecture. The purified diagram of structure
illustrated by Dom-ino house could be seen as the very distillation of the idea of load and
support: the essence of column, floor and roof expressed in pure, virtually ideal forms.
From this image of origins, Rationalism and reinforced concrete have eventually grown
together into one body. (Curtis, 1996, p.73-85)

25 From the achievements in Turkey point of view, the new building technologies
have been quickly imported, as a result of the close ties with the West starting with the early
years of Modernism. (Tapan, 1984) The industrial building elements such as glass curtain
wall and mechanical ventilation were introduced to constructions in 1970s. Sleek, high-tech
buildings with reflecting glass facades, steel-truss construction over large spans and glass-
roofvaults are much a part of Turkish cities starting with 1980s. (Yavuz, 1992)

26 High quality of workmanship was desired in all the seminal works of Modern
architecture. (Curtis, 1996, p.159)

27 Some of characteristics that are intended in modern design approach are as
follows. Purity in form is desired. In other words, refmed forms that are essential results of
functional and structural necessities are given significance. (Curtis, 1996; Frampton, 1996)
It is also known that Turkish Modernism gave importance to the simple rectangular
volumes in both its early years and later ones. (Batur, 1984; Tapan, 1984)

28 In fact, this has been a danger of the trend in other parts of the world. Modern
forms have frequently become a sort of packaging, a cosmetic application, rather than the



disciplined result of attention to the function or the expression of deeper meanings. (Curtis,
1996,p.265-66)

29 Emphasizing uncertain planes and interlocking spaces are intended in qualified
Modem designs. (Hitchcock and Johnson, 1932; Curtis, 1996)

30 Utilizing the principle of balance in the ordering of a building so that defmite
effect of volume and well-proportioned planes bounding it are established has been
intended in seminal works of modernism. (Curtis, 1996; Frampton, 1996)

31 The repertory of forms during the second phase of early period of Turkish
Modernism consists of rounded comers coupled with prismatic masses. In plan
organziations, rounded comers are often experienced in entrances, terraces and stair halls.
(Batur, 1984)

32 The historical landmarks of the period starting with 1970 in Turkey can be
classified in a few groups from their design manner point of view. (Yiicel, 1984) However,
the reflections of these design manners on the ordering systems of MK buildings do not
present the whole richness of the diversification. The continuation of the so far adopted
principles of the International Style is distinguished as the most dominant group. Still, new
design concepts of the time such as poly-angular layouts (Yiicel, 1984) are also
experienced.

33 The formal concepts of the International Style became more accessible in Turkey
during 1950s and 1960s. Enclosing planes were articulated by sharply cut openings. Facade
treatments were simple and rational. Regional characteristics were ignored. (Tapan 1984)

34 The open box symbolizes the ideal enclosure system. That is to say, a protective
screen enveloped the skeleton construction. (Curtis, 1996; Frampton, 1996)

35 Characteristics of the enclosure system belonging to the early years of Turkish
Modernism are as in the following. Horizontal strips separating the stories, continuous,
uninterrupted windowsill lines and window group turning comers; flat or hidden roofs
widespread in spite of practical problems. (Batur, 1984)

36 The searches in 1970s continued in 1980s so that sleek, high-tech buildings with
reflecting glass facades became a part of Turkish cities. (Yavuz, 1992)

37 The problem of embellishment was done away with at the early years of Modem
period so that essential qualities of form, proportion, clarity and measure were allowed to
emerge on their owns. (Curtis, 1996, p. 71)

38 The effects of Art Deco in Turkish buildings were clearly differentiated in the
elevations, entrance spaces and elevators of buildings. Linear elements, arches, sun and
flower figures were common elements of the embellishment. Precious materials such as
pearl, ivory, crystal, marble and timber were used to enrich interiors, where as brick and
ironwere preferred at the exteriors. (Hasol, 1996; Kubat, 1996)

39 However, the establishment of a general and common approach, which can be
named as Post-Modem, cannot be claimed in Turkey. What general is about this trend, its
opposing manner against the design approaches of modernism, which takes into
consideration the contemporary requirements, but not the historical ones. As a result, the
Post-Modernist examples experienced a variety of design manners including the re-use of
historical styles and anthropomorphic tendencies. All these variations are attempted in
Turkey, but they have not become widespread yet. (Sozen, 1996)

40 Postmodernist design approaches in ar~hitecture can be grouped into two, as
eclectic-populist and new classicist. The first approach does intend to unite the interior
space with the exterior; on the contrary, it strengthens their distinct characters. Interior
spaces are of contrasting characters. The second approach re-interprets monumental spaces,
colonnades, etc. (Dostoglu, 1995, p. 47-48)



41 Exceptional cases are building 3, which was constructed after the approval of the
primemayor of izmir in early 1990s (Konak Municipality Archives) instead of Konak
Municipalitywhich had to be regularly in charge, and building 58 whose file could not be
foundin the archives.

42 The measured surveys of the original structures provided from the archives have
iIIwninatedthe original design characteristics of the two buildings.

43 Here, remarks of A. Yavuz (1990) become relevant: 'When the one claimed as
originalis existing in such an integral relationship with the Post-Modem, one is more likely
todecipher it either as a bad restoration or a fake rather than a Post-Modem interpretation
ofthe same style. So, when the language of the Post-Modem is the same as the existing,
proximityto the original becomes another axiom in its use. This is valid in all countries like
Turkeywhere the images of styles are very rich and vivid to the present day.'

44 The moral imperatives of Modernism may be summarized as in the following: A
building'sform and appearance should result in some causative and logical way from the
buildingprogram, the nature of material and constructional procedures. (Lampugnani,
1989)

45 During Post-Modem period, forms of the past were selected and utilized as
aestheticelements. (Jencks, 1978; Kortan, 1991; Sozen, 1996)

46 The tendency of consolidating architectural forms into large, ponderous masses,
orimposinghigh towers started with 1970s and continued then on. (Yavuz, 1992)

47 In the recent period, buildings with reflecting glass facades, steel-truss
constructionover large spans and vaults out of glass are much a part of Turkish cities.
(Yavuz,1992)

48 It is known that breaking of the single block into variably sized volumes and
exemplifyingrevivalism by re-interpreting historical buildings are two major approaches to
spaceorganizations in Turkey during the pluralist period that has presented itself ever since
1970s.(Yiicel, 1984; Yavuz, 1992; Dostoglu, 1995) In line with two major directions, Post-
Modernist space designs have developed either as a series of spaces with distinct and
contrastingcharacters, or as re-interpretations of traditional space layouts. (Dostoglu, 1995)
MKbuildings are assumed as experiencing the latter manner.

49 The notion of trade covers a creative domain of richness and variety, which has
foundits concrete expression in a dissimilar collection of entities crystallized in the form of
buildingsin the field of architecture. The acts of buying and selling have a broad realm in
whichnumerous conceptual inventions and material expressions can be contained. It might
be argued that each chronological era adopts its own formulas to stage the marketing
processes, which has taken numerous forms: The Greek agora, the Roman forum, the
Middle Eastern sokak and the Western market. Each historical period has expressed its
needs for material transactions and social relationships through the creation of specific
public spaces that act as the ideal reflection of its synchronic aspirations. (Cerver, 1991,
p.7)

50 Basic types commercial buildings in the Ottoman period were shops, khans, and
bedestens.Additionally, the covered bazaars and arastas deserve special consideration, as
theyform special bazaar units with specific architectural characteristics. (Cezar, 1983)

51 See Kuban, Dogan, Denemeler, 'TUrk Mimarisinde Barok ve Rokoko', Arkeoloji
ve Sanat Yaymlarl, istanbul, 1995.



The thesis aimed at deciphering the present architectural products belonging to

differentperiods in order to illuminate ways to organize decisions for a possible spatial

interventionprocess in succession. It was argued in the thesis that the transformations of the

builtform pertaining to the historical MK Street in izmir has been inappropriate in terms of

theprinciples of design. Consequently, methodologies of morphological evaluation were

developedin order to decipher the spatial qualities of buildings in hand. Significant spatial

valuesthat will make possible a poly-phasal morphology with heterogeneous space quality

havebeen identified. These spatial results were grounded on an architectural database

involvingMK buildings.

There is a correlation between social, economical, cultural and political

developments,and architectural evolution of the specific environment that has preserved its

basicfunction through out history. Therefore, the nature of spatial discourses of architecture

for the selected area was underlied by two constants stemming from historical

circumstances.These were location and function. Nevertheless, the limits of the study were

notdefmed only by these constants, but also by the age of the buildings that represents the

transformationsof the city ofizmir. These representatives of various architectural trends are

noolder than the traditional Ottoman period. A fmal limitation was brought deliberately to

thescope of the study; that is, denotative meanings of form and space were presented, but

notthe connotative ones.

Keeping these factors in mind, the hypotheses of the thesis were formulated as in

thefollowing. It was claimed that each architectural trend represented on MK Street has its

own principles of space organization. Moreover, the spatial interventions carried out in each

periodreflect the general conceptualization of space in that period. However, the locational

and functional specifications, which are constants for all the buildings, have caused the

evolution of some common spatial principles. These are axial organizations with linear

circulationschemes, adjacency type of relationship between building spaces at street level,

establishment of hierarchy by placement so as the ground levels are always much more

preciouscompared to upper ones, signifying other spaces by providing view of the street,

accentuating common spaces through their peculiar shapes, sizes and placements in

enhanceddesigns, and erection of large openings at ground levels.



In order to carry out these two discussions involving the distinct characteristics of

representatives of various architectural trends and the similar characteristics of all the

buildings in relation to the constants mentioned as in the above, it was considered

indispensable to illuminate the evolution of the built form on MK Street with respect to the

city of izmir. Likewise, the discussion of the differences and similarities formerly stated

required the formulation of an architectural database of the buildings on MK Street.

In order to test these hypotheses, a methodology specific for spatial evaluation of

IvlK buildings was required. The development of such a method necessitated the

identification and criticism of previous studies from the point of view of the thesis. At the

end of this research, it was concluded that relating aU types of architectural evaluations with

the concept of space would provide significant contributions to the discipline.

Consequently, it was clarified that the organization of the know ledge of built form certainly

provided grammatical references for the latter phases of interpretation. This way of

clarifying the importance of spatial evaluations within the frame of the discipline of

architecture has supported the point of view of the thesis.

Then, the research was concentrated on deciphering the ways the problematic was

handled in former studies. The documentation and description of the basic architectural

information before going into its interpretation was considered as a prerequisite. The

importance of historical analysis as a preliminary phase of formulating critical remarks was

strengthened. The significance of developing relevant terminology related with the

evaluation of specific architectural products subjected to study and based on the formerly

developed defmitions during this process was underlined. In addition, while developing a

method of architectural evaluations, questioning the relation between an architectural end

product and its period has been given the due significance. Nevertheless, presence of some

common space organization principles despite the variousness in their realization and trends

are recognized. Another notable criterion involved in the research of spatial evaluations was

to set the limits of the study to only a certain scale. It is generally single building scale. A

-finalspecification that was considered helpful in presenting the discussion results of spatial

evaluations was providing graphical illustrations.

In line with these methodic hints, the analysis and evaluation phases of the study

were realized as explained in the below. The first step taken was deciphering the evolution

of the built form on MK Street with respect to the city of izmir. In other words, the

departing point of the analysis has been the clarification of the common locational and

functional specifications of buildings. In fact, these were assumed as constants for them all.



The historical background of the street as an urban element of izmir was searched. Both the

spatial layout of the street and the building masses as elements of this arrangement were

considered as subjects of the primary stage. Literature and field surveys, and archive

research were carried out, in order to provide the related information. The fmdings were

then delineated on maps of analysis; namely, map of location, storey systems, functions,

architectural trends and zoning according to architectural characteristics.

In the second step, developing a way of collecting and arranging the fundamental

architectural information related with the buildings on MK Street has been taken up. To

gather this information, field surveys and archive research were carried out. Then, the data

is distributed to two separate sheets; these are analysis sheets of identification and design. In

fact, the architectural information is classified through the sheets.

After getting acquainted with the general characteristics of buildings, the analysis of

space organization principles of each case was carried out. This comprehensive analysis,

which constitutes the core of the thesis, was planned as a three phased process. That is to

say, building organizations were decided to be discussed on the basis of three types of

fundamental systems of space. These were ordering, enclosure and circulation systems. The

main principles utilized to create order in an architectural composition were determined at

the end of the analysis of ordering systems. The amounts of enclosure and exposure of all

the surfaces bordering the architectural spaces were identified after deciphering their

enclosure systems. How the accessibility to and within architectural space organizations

was regulated have been clarified at the end of the analysis of circulation systems.

Therefore, each building was questioned about the presence and quality of the related

spatial concerns. The end-results were so classified that the analytic information of each

group of trend was brought together in order to provide ease in the latter discussions.

Finally, -thepresentation was made in graphical format in order to convey the derived space

organization principles.

Consequently, the results of analysis were discussed in the latter phase of the

evaluation. The aim of the evaluation was Irrst to describe the information derived at the

end of the analysis, then to formulate critical remarks about it. Within this mechanism, the

answers to the analytic questions about the historical background of the built form on MK

Street with respect to the city were derived as in the below.

izmir has maintained its identity as a harbor city during all periods. The related

commercial activities were positioned around the harbor through out centuries. The area

subjected to study was part of this historical commercial center. The physical limits of the



study at present are determined by the street itself as a defmite urban element. Although the

street is planned as a part of the modern city plan of izmir, the former urban layout, within

which the historical buildings of the area were situated at, was also an old commercial route

known as Osmaniye Street or Pe~temalcileri9i. Clearly, the spatial structure of the street

presents a dual morphology, that means the organic southern fabric maintaining the

curvilinear eastern part of the street intersects with the orthogonal order of the western one

at the central park area. Therefore, principles of both Ottoman and Republican urban

designs can be traced out on MK Street. Nevertheless, the axial order of the street as a

whole with its two junctions as terminating points at the west and east, intersections with

Cumhuriyet and Gaziosmanpa~a Boulevard, resembles that its formal and modern character

is more dominant. Since this axis breaks at the park area to follow the contour of old

Osmaniye Street its visual effect is reduced and the terminating points are not aligned along

a straight line. The buildings aligned along the street have often been one of the two types,

either shop or khan, in all periods.

When the historical formations in each period are considered one by one at the

street scale, the following points are distinguished. During the traditional Ottoman period,

this part of the commercial quarter has been specialized for textile trade. It has been

documented that textile trade is still the dominant function within the area. The formation of

the area at the traditional Ottoman period was such that it had an organic structure in line

with the general composition of the commercial network whole. It is observed at present

that this historical route; namely, Osmaniye Street or Pe~temalcileri9i, has been partially

preserved within the area of study. In addition, the continuity of the buildings belonging to

traditional Ottoman period on the preserved section of Osmaniye Street has been

questioned. A few representatives are identified.

During the period of Westernization in architecture, the form of the street was not

transformed, but its scale was partially modified because of the ever increasing building

heights. The new modes of commercial life have caused such modifications in the building

typologies that khans functioning mainly for storing activities evolved. In addition to that,

quite a number of shops and a classical khan belonging to the period of Westernization have

survived until today.

The fire following the Independence War, which ended at 1922, resulted in

significnnt destruction over the urban area under the study. The planning tasks right after

the fire were carried out according to a modern approach and caused radical alterations in

the spatial organization of the urban area. Despite the preservation of the eastern loop of



Osmaniye Street, the new MK Street was designed according to formalist principles so that

an axis, intersected by secondary streets almost at right angles, was formed. The visual

continuity between the points of termination of this axis is disturbed because of the concern

for preserving the curvilinear piece of the old Osmaniye Street. The effect of the plan of

1924on the third dimension of the area is the erection of shops and khans in Neo-Ottoman

style. These structures have larger ground floor areas and heights of buildings compared to

theprevious eras. Therefore, the concern for monumental effect, which has been established

since the period of Westernization, is continued.

After 1970, the urban space has been subject to important transformations. Despite

rapid industrilization of the city, the commercial functions have remained in their traditional

locations. This resulted in the realization of unhealthy interventions within the historical

urban layout and existing building stock. During this process, MK buildings have been

widely renewed so that higher masses with larger areas of floor area have been erected.

From 1975 on, decisions of conservation have started to be taken, however, they have not

been thoroughly effective until the very recent times because of either alterations in

decisions or irrelevant measures pertaining to the intervention groups. The end products of

this contemporary process were not only shops and khans, but also a few banks and a

telecommunication building.

After interpreting the evolution of the built form on MK Street, buildings as

representatives of different design trends were also evaluated based on the criterion of time,

which is accepted as responsible of changes in constant formations. In time, there have been

modifications in the interpretation of the commercial function. Moreover, so far accepted

defmition of architectural design trends as realities specific to certain time intervals and

locations, and possessing similar formal languages was proved to be correct. The analysis of

the basic architectural characteristics and spatial organization principles through maps,

sheets and tables has resulted in the clarification of the diversification of architectural

trends. The distribution of the five major trends has occurred as in the following. There are

buildings with Traditional Ottoman (5 of 73), Ottoman under the influence of

Westernization (14 of 73), Early Republican (19 of 73), Modern (27 of 73) and Post-

Modern (8 of73) architectural characteristics.

The next step to be taken was presenting descriptions of characteristics that defme

each architectural trend on MK Street. Peculiarities of the groups were to be pointed out as

well. Later, the descriptive results for each group of trend were interpreted with respect to

the isochronal and/or iso-functioned buildings in other parts of the city and country. Critical



resumes of basic architectural characteristics and space organization principles were

presented at the end of each section discussing a trend. Finally, comparison was made

betweenrepresentatives of various trends in order to clarify the similarities stemming from

locational and functional specifications, modifications resulting from the differences in the

interpretation of the commercial function, and distinctions that reflect the time of their

making.

Within this frame, the answers to the analytic questions about MK buildings as

representatives of different trends were formulated as in the below. The creation of building

spaces during traditional Ottoman period on MK Street has a utilitarian and structuralist

characteristic in line with the general outlook of its time in Ottoman country. Their intimate

choice of scale has given the way to spaces just suitable for selling and storage activities.

The traditional masonry walls composed of stone and brick, and floors out of timber are

rationally constructed just like in many other locations. These criteria involving scaling and

constructing approaches have resulted in rectangular geometries of spaces organized in

form of two levels with modest floor heights. Axial symmetry is often observed. Within the

utilitarian tendency of the period, baseplanes of ground floors were originally organized at

the same level with the street. As a result of the limitations of the masonry construction,

spaces at upper floors are exposed to little amount of day light through small windows.

However, the spaces at ground floors are exposed to the street through openings as large as

the front facades. In fact, this is a specification for commercial buildings in izmir. Scarcity

of embellishment may also be explained with the concept of utility or lack of craftsmanship

coupled with fmancial limitation. Similarly, linear circulation schemes overlap with the

functionalist design of their axial spaces.

Deviation from the traditional concept of space organization during the period of

Westernization in Turkish architecture reflected itself only as a minor modification in the

design of buildings on MK Street. Nevertheless, the trend of embellishment based on

neoclassical canons was in vogue. More specifically, the scaling of the buildings was

modified to provide the monumental effect intended in Neo-classical designs. The

introduction of new building technologies like jack-arch system contributed the realization

of more head rooms in spaces with wider spanning distances. Since the shop buildings were

constructed larger in size, galleries illuminated by the skylights above them had become

functional elements. The three-dimensional spatial unity provided in such cases reminds the

same design idea in traditional khan schemes. These galleries are not interpreted as

reflections of the dynamic space layout intended in the Western Baroque, but as an



evolution of the shop scheme on MK Street within the frame of traditional Ottoman space

concept. Another distinction had presented itself in the arrangement of baseplanes of ground

floors. Their elevated orders may also be explained with the imposing effect desired at that

time. Consequently, the Neo-Classical embellishment of entrance facades with peculiarities

of workmanship specific to the region were totally designed according to the principles of

the trend.

Since the revivalist tendencies continued in the later era called as early Republican,

the monumental effect achieved through the scaling of spaces and elevated baseplanes on

ground levels was also continued. The building technology of the time, based on reinforced

concrete skeleton systems, offered the possibility for the erection of multi-storied buildings.

Nevertheless, the structural designs were unnecessarily complex and awkward. Moreover,

significant modifications in the design of buildings were experienced. Just like in other

parts of the country, these modifications stemmed from variations in the set of revived

architectural elements and from a break-off with the traditional conceptualization of space.

Clearly, the traditional elements of Ottoman architecture were in vogue, but not the

elements of Western origin. During this period, khans were more popular compared to

shops on MK Street. The organization of these khans, however, was quite different from the

traditional ones.

These modifications on MK buildings were in line with the general tendencies in

the country with the exception of some minor distinctions specific to the area. The absence

of symmetrical plan organizations, which was a general intention of the time, may perhaps

be explained with the intention of continuing the adjacency type of relationship on ground

floors. In fact, this has become a tradition for commercial spaces on MK Street in dependent

of their date of construction. Symmetrical organizations would have accentuated the

entrances of khans. On the contrary, hierarchy of shops was sustained through their

signified positioning with respect to the spaces of entrance. The traditional courtyard

providing a three-dimensional unity and extending the space in the sky direction was lost.

The gallery established in shops of Westernization period was also not preferred. Rather,

halls were often illuminated through openings on their only side facing the exterior.

The principle of pure forms stemming from functional and structural necessities is a

teaching of Modern trend. In addition to that, the reinforced concrete construction system

has become a symbol of the trend since its early years. The architectural end results of these

principles on MK Street, however, are often far behind the desirable qualities. The axial

order of spaces with linear circulation schemes on ground floors in accordance with the



trade function should be taken more as a part of the spatial evolution on the street

independent of the date of construction, rather than a success of Modernism. Similarly,

adjacency is the most prevalent type of spatial relationship at ground levels. Base planes of

ground levels positioned at the same level with the street provide efficiency in commercial

activities.

However, sequence of different leveled common spaces, which are indispensable in

the organization of these multi-level rectangular prisms, have turned into linear formed,

dark tubes, providing just sufficient amount of space for movement. Interlocking type of

spatial relationship, which is a characteristic of modem design trend, is seldom utilized to

enrich these corridors. Additionally, balanced configuration of spatial elements, which is a

prerequisite of modem trend, is often missing. The chain of hierarchy does not signify the

common spaces by providing neither light nor view, although they play an important role in

these multi-storied buildings whose on upper levels active trade is continued to be carried

out. Floor heights are sized in minimum dimensions as possible in order to establish the

maximum number of floors within the building height permitted, but not to maintain human

scale. Exposure to daylight is provided at most through the windows on the two narrow

sides of the buildings. These openings, occupying the entire wall for main spaces and

extending horizontally between wall planes in others, are not sufficient in establishing the

open box theme symbolized by seminal works of architecture. The asymmetrical

arrangement of entrances on front facades seems to be in line with modem principles.

Nevertheless, deviations from these common characteristics are sometimes

observed as a result of the long life of the trend that has brought the contribution of various

minor design inclinations. That is for to emphasize art deco effects in early years and

pluralist inclinations in latter ones within the area of the study. Within this wide time span,

between 1940 and 1998, building technologies have rapidly developed. The introduction of

industrial building elements to the designs and opportunity of choosing different materials

have also led to variations. Banks, introduced to the building typology of the street during

Modem period, are differentiated from the majority of the khans, which is the most

common type of building, with their meticulous design manners.

It is concluded that the evaluation of buildings designed with the anxiety of Post-

Modernism has not, unfortunately, resulted in the realization of the intended shift in Modem

space concepts in general. In other words, the primary spatial principles that have been

effective in the arrangement of buildings in the former period have not been discarded, but

sustained. Changes in the exterior outlook of the buildings were the reasons of their



grouping under the heading of Post-Modern. That is to say, rather rational enclosure

mannersof the former period were tried to be replaced by aesthetic principles of the latter

utilizingthe forms of the past. Nevertheless, developments in building technologies were

continuedto be adapted, facades composed of reflecting glass curtain walls have been

helpfulin establishing the new exterior dresses in dependent of their interior organizations.

Prevalenceof precautions against sun light, mostly in form of anti-sun glasses, should not

be interpreted as a success of this trend, but a result of the evolution of the commercial

spacesspecialized for textile trade on the street as contemporary architectural end-products.

Similarly, adjacency type of spatial relationships and axial orders at ground floors

havebecome specifications of all periods on MK Street. Most of the paths were configured

in a linear manner. Increase in the story numbers have continued together with the

reluctance of signifying common spaces in the chain of hierarchy belonging to these

commercial buildings. Therefore, buildings labeled as representatives of Post-Modern

designtrend lacked interlocking type of spatial relationships, and ordering principles like

balanceand hierarchy in accordance with the function as a continuum of the deficiency in

spatialqualities experienced so widely ever since the preceding period.

It was stated that the exterior surfaces were designed with the aesthetic anxieties,

however, the basic principles of enclosure utilized in the previous period were actually

sustained:baseplanes of ground floors at street level, overhead planes positioned to enclose

theminimum height of floor, and primary vertical planes established to orient spaces to the

street.The aesthetic manners presented themselves in the organization of exterior facades as

a result of the opportunities provided by curtain wall technologies. Symmetrical

arrangements and embellishment recalling historical themes were the tools of visually

reinforcingentrances together with their facades.

Unfortunately, majority of the architectural elements imported from the past cannot

betaken as qualified contributions to the development of a Post-Modern language specific

to the region. The reconstruction of the historical facades belonging to original storage

khansdemolished in front of the contemporary khans built in place of the formers is also

among this group. Still, some specifications of a few buildings may be evaluated as

reinterpretations of traditional Ottoman space concepts in a Post-Modern point of view.

Symmetricalarrangement of plan layouts, utilization of the theme of khan with a courtyard

inwhich a loop formed path is configured, and preferring window designs reminding the

limitationsof the masonry construction system are differentiated.



As explained so far, the phase of evaluation ftrst dealt with the built form on MK

Street in general, then concentrated on the groups of buildings belonging to various

architectural design trends. The results of the comparative study of architectural

characteristics belonging to the ftve design trends are as in the below. Since all of the

buildings subjected to study are on MK Street (old Osmaniye Street) and function for textile

trade, there are similarities in their organizations. Clearly, the principle of situating the

maximum number of buildings along the street axis has resulted in a contiguous mass order

with each building facing the street via its narrow facade. Rectangular formed spaces each

organized around an axis with linear circulation schemes are the spatial theme of ground

floors. Adjacency is the most prevalent type of relation between building spaces at this

level. The chain of hierarchy is always established; the richer its range, the more qualifted

the architectural end product. At ground levels, large sized openings are provided to

establish strong relations between the customer at the street and the marketed goods inside

the buildings in all periods. Consequently, the notion of trade on MK Street has crystallized

in the form of two primary building types, namely, shop and khan, in all periods.

On the other hand, there have been modiftcations in the interpretation of the

commercial function within time. First of all, sizes of both shops and khans have increased

in time to provide larger commercial areas and to accommodate more number of units,

respectively. This has brought the distribution of buying and selling functions to all levels

instead of the ground floor only, starting with early Republican era. It is also recognized

that there is a decrease in the number of shops built on their own and an increase in the

number of khans from historical periods to contemporaries. Similarly, units for

accommodation were discarded in khans within time, but parking facilities were

established. Banks and the telecommunication complex are contemporary experiences

added to the range of building types on the street.

Apart from these slight modiftcations based on the variations in the interpretation of

the function, sharper differences have occurred as a result of various other factors. It is

certain that the evolution of building technologies has given the way to the construction of

structural systems with contradicting characters on MK Street just like in other places.

Masonry system of traditional Ottoman designs were followed by combined ones composed

of both skeleton and masonry elements in Westemization period. Then, there comes the full

skeleton with reinforced concrete starting with early Republican buildings. There is also a

rapid variation in the in-ftlling and covering materials. Briefly, getting acquainted with each

construction system and material has taken up time, and only after a period of experience,



structural elements have started to become integral parts of their buildings. Higher

structures, larger spanning distances, and greater openings are opportunities provided m

contemporaryskeleton constructions ofMK buildings like those in any other place.

A second group of factors that was detected as a stimulus of differences was density

and quality of interventions. It is obvious that the older the building, the denser the

interventions.Maintenance problems, contemporary marketing necessities and anxiety for

increasing the commercial areas are primary reasons of change. While carrying out

interventions,building technologies and spatial choices of that specific time are taken into

account.Clearly, enlarging the openings in parallel with the new structural opportunities,

establishingthe maximum number of floors possible and unification of cellular spaces were

fundamental interventions that made use of contemporary construction systems and

materials,and ended at alteration ofthe historical spatial quality.

A third factor was the group of changes in the preferences of formal languages;

namely,architectural design trends. The conclusive remarks that were gathered at the end of

questioningthe spatial intentions of each trend on MK Street might be formulated as in the

following.

• The scaling of the buildings as elements of the street have varied from intimate

to imposing, and then to huge in time. The intimacy and monumentality of

exterior appearances are true reflections of their interiors in historic designs, but

contemporary multi-storied buildings comprehend spaces just suiting human

dimensions.

• Symmetrical organizations are specific to Ottoman designs and their qualified

Post-Modem interpretations.

• Galleries in enhanced shops of Westernization period might be interpreted as an

evolution in traditional Ottoman shop designs at the area subjected to study with

the anxiety of establishing the three-dimensional unity and balance of khans in

shops as well. The balance between the common and cellular spaces established

in Ottoman khans was lost in the early Republican period in which the classical

courtyard and porticoes were replaced with a series of halls rather small in size

and lacking an interlocking type of relationship between one another. On the

other hand, balance of spaces with different functions was completely lost in the

majority of the khans in contemporary period since there is certainly no

equilibrium between the corridors and commercial units.



• Chain of hierarchy, which is significant in the ordering of especially khans, was

established well in traditional designs. That is to say, the role of the common

space, which is to take the customers into the building and to the various

commercial units within it, was strengthened. In contemporary designs,

however, it was often inappropriate such that the common space has become the

least significant space within the chain, when the light, view and physical

dimensions are considered.

• The design of the ground floor in the same level with the street in traditional

Ottoman and contemporary periods may be taken as a functional requirement,

which has been effective in both traditional Ottoman and Modern trends. On the

other hand, ground floors in late Ottoman and early Republican periods are

reflections of Revivalism in search of monumentality.

• The degree of accentuation of entrance and its facade by the help of

embellishment is differentiated in every period. Since the general intention is

such that functionalist rationalism and organic romanticism follow one another,

pure entrance organizations of traditional Ottoman are replaced with those

intending producing Western and Turkish architecture in the two revivalist

trends of late Ottoman and early Republican years on MK Street. Then, the pure

organizations reappear in buildings with architectural characteristics in line with

Modern trend. Following them, embellished Post-Modem organizations with the

intentness of referring to historical forms are experienced.

• Configuration of the paths presents two basic manners in relation with the type

of the ordering systems. Buildings organized around an axis, which make up the

majority, possess linear circulation schemes, where as those organized around a

courtyard, gallery or hall in a rather balanced manner provide movement in

alternate directions in form of a loop.

The aim of the conclusion, which is the fmal phase, has been to provide a resume of

the conclusive remarks gathered through out the study. In short, the studied street on which

buildings of different architectural periods are located on is valuable because it documents a

significant part of the historical structure of the city of izmir. The architectural spaces here

have been organized in relation with the social and economical characteristics of their own

times. Nevertheless, this area has been a commercial region in each period dealt with;

therefore, a general evolution of the architectural space organization principles may be

considered. A total continuity of the visual appearance from Traditional Ottoman period
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onwards cannot be observed, but there are some representatives of this time span on Mimar

Kemalettin Street. A methodology to differentiate the modifications of the principles

determining the architectural space organizations belonging to different periods has been

developed. The proposed method has been efficient in establishing an architectural database

related with the seventy-three buildings studied. Consequently, spatial systems of each

period have been delineated. Then, related analysis and evaluation results have been put

forward, and compared with each other. This way of differentiating significant spatial

values developed in every period will surely illuminate the decisions to be taken under the

pressure of virtual transformations.

The intention in this thesis was to develop the methodology of defming the

principles of space organization along a street which has been subject to changes and

transformations in a long time interval starting from the 17th century on and continuing up

until present time. The time span taken into account in this thesis begins with the classical

period of Ottoman culture and continues with the rapid transformations in the search of

modernization. It is known that this transitional time bracket is characterized by substantial

changes in the architectural formations in the country as a whole. Clearly, pluralism of

architectural trends has been dominating the urban scenes ever since the beginning of

Modernization. I

Before attempting to address the fmal remarks of the thesis, it should once more be

underlined that the discussion was carried out at the scale of buildings. Evaluating the

changes in these buildings requires the understanding of their relations with the

environmental scale, which is a historical street in the case of the study. It is certain that any

old built fabric faces with the problem of obsolescence, and then urban renewal becomes

necessary in order to cope with it. 2 The discussion of the thesis could be developed within

the frame of the organization of the field of urban renewal throughout traditional Ottoman,

Westernization, Republican and Modern periods on this particular street.3 However, only

references were provided to the urban scale, when ever necessary.

The study searches for a methodology to understand the spatial characteristics of

representatives of commercial architecture in a cosmopolitan city of Ottoman and

Republican Turkey. The fundamental sources are the buildings themselves. Both their

existing stages and original ones require an analysis for deciphering the design ideas behind

their formations at their dates of construction. In this thesis, the concept of change4 has been

taken up with reference to a couple of items such as location, function and formal language.

The degree of change to which the characteristic of each item is subject to bring onto the



discussion platform some more specific defmitions such as variation, alteration,

modification, transformation, conversion, etc.5 Consequently, the concept of change is

closely related with the concept of time. Within this frame, the three items mentioned in the

abovemay be evaluated as in the following.

In order to decipher the spatial concepts of buildings belonging to different periods

on the very same street in a cosmopolitan city of Ottoman and Republican Turkey, all the

constants that. enforced similar architectural formations had to be identified. It has been

clarified that some morphologies are pre-determined by being located along the same street.

Besides location, function is another significant input of the design of architectural

products. It is obvious that variations in life styles will effect the criterion of function,

despite the fact that it is kept the same in its core. These will result in slight modifications in

the end products such as addition of new technological elements, utilization of new

construction techniques and materials, etc. However, the factor of time results in more

radical changes in the formal languages chosen to be utilized during design processes in the

field of architecture. Therefore, most dominant differences among the buildings along the

same historical street will result in the implementation of various architectural design

trends. It may also be stated that the perception of representatives of various trends with

different temporal realities will be such that they possess different spatial realities.

The physical change of the architectural product is closely related with the changes

in the life styles.6 In order to mention the evolution of spatial principles utilized in the

organization of buildings at the same location and possessing the same function in a range

of time, some enhanced spatial values must be identified in the old designs in order to

interpret them in the new ones. At the same time, interventions carried out in the historical

buildings should be evaluated from the viewpoint of restoration theories. This is a complex

and difficult process, which is far from total realization in many cases. The transformation

of enhanced spatial values such as three-dimensional unity, balance between different

functioned spaces, well-established chain of hierarchy, desirable organization of enclosure

systems so that efficient in extension of spaces and distribution of day light, etc. should not

end with their loss in name of 'exported' trends within the process of modernization in

general.

Therefore, theoretical studies are necessary to change unconscious implementations

with healthy interventions in historical urban fabrics. Regardless of its date of construction,

enhanced spatial systems have always been differentiable among the others. Nevertheless,

traditional systems of space organizations are more inconsistent than those experienced



duringlater periods. Modernity is still not inherent in its architectural artifacts in majority of

the cases experienced at urban areas in Turkey within which representatives of historical

trendsare still vivid until present day.



1 The Classical Ottoman World of the 16th and 17th centuries was transformed
during the turbulence period known as Westernization. The renewals in the regulations
of building resulted in partial spatial changes in the urban form. On the other hand, the
principles of architectural space organizations were not transformed during the 18th

century, despite the fact that there were many forms exported from the West. Later,
however, new functions were introduced to the Ottoman culture and they, in turn,
enforced the alteration of design principles. (Are 1, 1975; Denel, 1982; <;elik, 1993) The
nationalist tendencies that started in the late 19th century continued in early Republican
years. (Yavuz, 1981) Then, the effects of modernization were reflected in the
production of building of the country. (Sozen, 1996; Yiicel, 1984) All these
developments were explained in detail throughout the thesis.

2 Because of the long life of its material, the built fabric lasts a long time during
which there can be many changes in contemporary needs. At this point the concept of
obsolescence comes to the discussion platform. When the built fabric is considered, the
state of obsolescence can be seen from a survey of conditions such as physical
deterioration, change in functional or locational quality, environmental unsuitability or
economical obsolescence. As obsolescence grows in the fabric, there emerges the
question: what should be done about the mismatch? The action to cope with
obsolescence, ranging from varying degrees of amelioration, in the existing fabric to its
complete replacement is called urban renewal. In urban terminology, conservation is an
activity aiming in essence to check the rate of change, in order to enable resources to
offer greater capacity over their life cycles for use and enjoyment by people. In the
evolution of human settlements, the buildings and places, which later become the
cultural built heritage start their lives in no way different from others. As such they are
subject to all the pressures for obsolescence, adaptation and replacement. But there
comes a time when contemporary society takes the view that there should be resistance
to renewal in particular buildings or places which have heritage qualities. Thus, the
introduction of a conservation objective in respect of any part of the urban fabric
intoduces constraints on the way in which the fabric should be treated during its
remaining life cycle, compared with the situation if there were no such objective.
(Lichfield, 1988)

3 During the period of traditional Ottoman architecture, 'Vaklf' (donation)
organization was responsible of the problems of maintenance of buildings. (Madran,
1996) On the other hand, it is known that cities of Anatolia have not faced with radical
transformations at urban scale in contradiction to those partially experienced in istanbul
during the period of Westernization. (Are 1, 1975; Denel, 1982; <;elik, 1993)
Nevertheless, Republican years have resulted in radical changes in urban layouts
throughout the country. In such cases, complete replacement of the urban fabrics
subjected to destruction has taken place. (Seymen, 1992; Bilsel, 1996) Still, there are
historical environments preserved in Turkish cities in the search of modernization.
(Akc;ura, and <;apar, 1973; Sabin, 1995) In this particular study, historical urban areas
subject to some destruction stemming from disasters such as fire, but mainly
obsolescence stemming from physical deterioration, modification in contemporary
functional requirements and economical conditions are considered. To cope with them,
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varying degrees of renewal ranging between adaptation and replacement has taken
place. It is clear that conservation decisions provide resistance to renewal in particular
buildings or places. (Lichfield, 1988) In this study, such decisions have also been
effective in the preservation of the urban layout.

4 The concept of change may be defmed as making the form, nature, content,
future course, etc. of something different from what it is or from what it would be if left
alone. It should be underlined that change includes a material difference so that the
thing is distinctly different from what it was. In addition to this, the substitution of one
thing for another is accentuated by the term. (Random, 1996)

5 'Variation' means a different form of something. When something is varied,
then the capacity of the subject is developed. The amount, rate, extent or degree of
change is accentuated. 'Alteration', on the other hand, means to make some partial
change, as in appearance, but usually to preserve the identity. In other words, some
particular characteristic of the item such as its size, style, course, etc. are made different.
Consequently, the degree of change is even less in 'modification'. It is changing
somewhat the form or qualities of something. Modifying is altering in one or more
particulars, generally in the direction of moderation. 'Transformation' suggests
changing from one form, appearance, structure or type to another. The value of the thing
may be kept constant, but process of metamorphose takes place. Finally, 'conversion'
suggests changing the characteristics as to change the use or purpose. Diversion from
the original or intended function is considered. (Random, 1996)

6 See Tanyeli, 1998 and <;elik, 1993. Asatekin (1994) discusses in her thesis the
dual relationship between the social unit and the architectural one within the frame of
traditional residential architecture of Anatolia.
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BillLDINGS WITH ARCIDTECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
TRADITIONAL OTTOMAN TREND
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, ADDRESS <.

Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 59
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 106

IFUNCTION IRWS trade (clothing)

STATUS'OF CONSERVATION
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

CONSTRl,JCTION
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Unobserved

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
m2 23

23
6

Basement
Ground 1
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal 1
Geared to
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Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 46
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 98

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 42
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 88
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Basement - -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal - -
Geared top - -
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BUilding no 56
Building
name

List
Date
Grade

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
30 (new 90)
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 52, 56

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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Q Q Bji
I ~1

Ground F.P. First F.P. Section Front E.

Architect
Desi n date
Com letion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

roof covering, plastering; joinery and grills·
of windows, and shutters of entrance
opening renewed with corrugated iron,
cement, aluminium and iron elements
and roller sheet blinds, rain water pipes
and si nboard added
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Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout ground floor divided into 2 individual units -

whose of one is connected to mass
addition at south, first floor connected to
No. 43 and additional mass

exposure amount to day light increased
at both floor levels, signboards attracting
more attention than buildin
front window enlarged, joinery of all
openings renewed with alluminum or iron
elements, si nboards added

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mlmar Kemalettln Street)
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Building nol45

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Building namel_- _

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements roof covering renewed as Marseillaise

tiles and corru ated iron
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- - m 4 .

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

raditional Ottoman

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

embellishment strenghthening entrance
of part 2 removed, signboards hiding rest
over embelishment
shutters replaced with roller sheet blinds, -
down pipes and air conditioner and
si nboards added
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Building nol59 Building namel_M_ln_e_s_to_r_e _

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
1973
1973

raditional Ottoman

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Traditional Ottoman

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements

si nboards hidin embelishment
plaster renewed with cement, shutters of
front entrance replaced with roller sheet
blinds, down pipes and signboards added
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BUILDINGS WITH ARCmTECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LATE
OTTOMAN TREND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF WESTERNIZATION



36 Survey date 1998
Blue Jeans Store
Blue Jeans Ma - azaSJ
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Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 52
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 110

1'~,~I'\tPTi~Nii<~~JRWStrade (clothing)

List
Date
Grade

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
51
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 108

List
Date
Grade

f~~{r4t~1~~~!:~¥~~1.t~1~~:fj;~1.~~~mli~~)]~~~~~{~t~r~t¥w~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

40
Mesut Store
Mesut Ma - azasl

75
953
48
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 102

tF:~J;:J~~l'I~rN71f;JRWS trade (clothing)
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List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

~~~tt~?i~}t;~~i~~Jt~i~~laW~9iJ·~~J!ff.~~~~~~~1~$~;
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Stone, brick

105
105
10

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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An Store
An Ma ~azasl
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Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 47
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 100
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List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4
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Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Unobserved

Basement 1
Ground 1
Gallery
Mezzanine 1 1 added
Normal 2 1 added
Geared top
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BUilding no 43
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
45
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 96

1J;'~~~~~f;):$;pe;l!$l~'i;~.I7i~:~,~N~,eav~'f,$Ntfu~;~$',:!i%
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

! ,~ftfR~~~IQ'~~!i~iti1,v.&f,l:l%;J~Y~itJ~
Solid system (wall bearing) Basement

Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Il7.UNCT10N ~";IRWS trade (clothing)
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Building no
Building
name

46
Kiraz Store
Kiraz Ma - azasl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
41
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 86

;JMM¥if;;',;$1¥vt~I;IJ~XQJ:;;il¢¢WSE~'YA;t19~Jr~;f,;!i:Z\;~~
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

164
164
7
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Method Solid system (wal I beari ng)

Material Stone I brick

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

.§TO~EYSt
1
1
1

IIGl:lNCT!QN,,;:1 RWS trade (sheeting)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

47
Balaban Store
Balaban Ma - azasl

75
953
40
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 84

'\"""1d~3·'·S:;·Mi\it®s;!~,m'·'S(2)rti\iSegVfflm;r@)J¥l'~~M~':~;~;;':~'~~~'f;p~i~<'~'l:~ '~'1,~.~J' t'J\"' .. Y'ir1' - !", ' .• ' ~ ." ... ('~'." • 7:,tj;'~~~:;~l:ti'J,.dt.
;",.."'" .\- '.".!'" ' .''' ....', "i",.'l .•. <.~ , " ' " '''' <1.< ••• ,', '", ., •. ,' ,~.• '0 .q.{-,. ' .•• I . .- _•• " .•...>'" 1.l}'

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

~~~~~f,~f~l~~!~W~~:~m~~prsJ;'~~i~.~~;~.l~;tI~~~~:I~~~~{ft~~~~~iii~\
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Stone

145
145
7

.STo8E'i(~.
1
1

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

It,~NQrl~N;~i:\;IRWStrade (clothing)

~ Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
39
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 82

IF,b~CTIQt:iI?j~;:IRWStrade (clothing, sheeting)

:;~~t{~~t~t~l~?]t~~~l'~Q>;~:~'iB.~~~l~'~{$~~~~ff~~M~W:~fjt~$$!.
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Brick

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
38
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 78

·jrAf#;l~i'Ii\l··4\''';(;8t~'~,~~1.1:t~J-1t~./
Elevation solid system (wall
bearing), building skeleton
system

Material· Elevation stone, building
reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

1:~~~~rJ~.N*;RWS trade (clothing)
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
36
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 68

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

J.·r(O~~~(~fj:~~:?Lt~t:~~#i~~lijE~~k\~i\
1
1

tfJ!l~~j:L~~~~JRWS trade (drapery)

~ Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)-- iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EVOCE



Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
35
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 66

1F:lJ.t\lCT:IPN:'~·1RWS trade (clothing)

6;

~01i~~1f.;$"A"(;i;l!$;~0;F2Q~€>t)J$'f~ltV;4;;FIQt)li~(~(~i;;.i~·
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

J~~**~~r!l~:~X~}.g;y;r~~if~t;;:'~~~~:~~!'BJ~,qmJ_~~:~'~f~~P:~!~1~:~J.~;~:1'!~t;IJ~~*~'
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Stone

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

-STORE'?:SAi1,
_ .•1 .,~. \--,

1
1

1
2 1 added
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
34,65
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 64

?:N8A'~~~i~~:rrAfr':j!J~:(~G),}T};:~~N.t~}f~VA'tEl~~it)~~\!i4!~
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

i~:~~~J;;};~·~~:~i~~~~(1~tfflt~~~~\~,~~,,~1'~~J~m:I·GIN;t~f~~~;[!iJ~~1f~~f~~5:®~iI;f
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Stone

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

j:~~NQTlc;)N3JRWS trade (drapery)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
33
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 58, 60, 62.
Fevzipa~a Street no: 43, 45

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

tg€i~~'m~~~'11RWS trade (drapery) + Atelier + Storage

6; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
28
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 50

"I;¢'" , '''';If ~w'" r' 'R" ,"""" ne~I\,{')" 1"" '-, ·'r,",,'"!','Mr:'f;MS, J'ei' ,;Ili!Si'@ ~I~@)N~•..',' A,;ZJ1,(li}N!Ji4.'i:it::i'S:*: ,."".;;~~.I :",1'>_ ',' ,'~', .. ', .:_,' ,:.-,t _~ '. ';:'.; ..•• ,:., . ,~,' ", ,< • " ~\J''''''';~' ".' " ", ..l;·.:<t-, \,1

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

tF~~~~~{i?~rl~~~f~j):f;!~t~:;~~1i?11,~:_§·tQ.~EYS
_.

R>.'~,

Basement - -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 1 -
Geared top - -

1:F,l!JNcrlQ{St;',')RWS trade (clothing)
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~'~'!'~~'l~8rwlt'Jil~~~;I~:rq!~~r!t~k~~1~JW~~~~~li'
Building no 60 I Survey datel1998
Building Sevinir, Eroglu Stores
name Sevinir, Eroglu Magazalarl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

nJ"t1~CTI~N!&;IRWS trade (clothing)

~:i,;i;;;t:'S~~~~s~0e;;i~Gl)N$:e~);fA'~I08::{S~!";:;~::y:",:·;I'c.J/!:. ,;,:,1,.: ft" 'i',)' , .'.~\......l.- ,,< ': •• ,,: ~>""'';)'" ':., <," ~ '" ,,"., ," L\"";" ' _.;~'l·; '::",~". ·",;I,.,~/;·.~~~L,.,~·j1."

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA2

:~;i'~t¥~~l~;r&~~~1~!f,~i~ft~~'~~~mg~;gs[JJ~JiM&~!*K;;;t~!f,~~{~YN~~;~t~c
Method Solid system (wall bearing)

Material Stone

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

205
175
11,60

75
953
21,22,23,24
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 46-1, 913 Street
no: 66,
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, IVl

Q O' O·
~ Vl

Architect
Des' n date
Com fetion date
Building
characteristics

:r~,~;,
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westemisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

2 normal to floor added
stairways altered in ground and galery
levels
totall rearran ed
wall covering altered with marble at GF
level, entrance shutters replaced with
roller sheet blinds, total rearrangement at
FF level (new window, surface color,
sunbreakers, signboards), plastering
altered as cement, si nboards added

Elevations
Architectural elements

?o Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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. 1t/1

~ ~ %
• • it/1

Ground F.P. Gallery F.P. First F.P.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westemisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of

estemisation

GA.F. reformed, toilet obtained by
division at F.F.
rearranged at G. and GA. F. levels (much -
more exposed to day light through altered
opening) oversized and improperly
positioned signboard and airconditioner
hidin elevation artiall
entrance opening totally altered,
plastering altered with cement, floor and
stair coverings replaced with
contemporary tiles, air conditioner and
si nboard added

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mlmar Kemalettin Street)
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Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels floor levels completely reorganized

I mezzanine created, normal to added
offices obtained through divisions in G.

land F.F.P.

I
rearranged at G. level (recessed entrance-
with shopwindows at its sides, totally

Iexposed to day light, no shutters, but

I
roller sheet blinds, signboard hiding
embelishment strengthening entrance)

M. window added, joinery of F.F. windows -

I
renewed with aluminium ones, coverings
renewed (floors with mosaic tiles, walls

l
and ceilings with cement plaster),
si nboard added
probably altered with reinforced concrete -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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,,'t1l'trE:RVENTJ6.'N:,l',?P'" ',"c;'"

PHASE II
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westemisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of

estemisation
single storied mass addition at south

Elevations
Architectural elements

!totally rearranged at G,F.(walis removed);-

I
kitchen. toilet addition at F,F., stairs i
removed '
some ori inal workmanshi details lost 1-

exterior alterations (elements of G.F,
openings completely removed, joinery of
F.F. openings replaced with iron

ielements, airconditioner added, written
Isigns on building), interior alterations
i(covering renewal (floor of G,F. with
lcement and ceiling of F,F, with
ichi board
Isupported with reinforced concrete
!columns and beams at G,F,
,ill al
lwithout ro'eel

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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~
I

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
'nfluence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of

esternisation

galery closed at G.F., offices obtained
throu h divisions at F.F.
signboards attracting more attention than -
buildin and hidin balcon
joinery of openings renewed with
aluminum elements, roller sheet blinds
altered with grills at G.F., grills renewed
at F.F., signboards, airconditioner added

6; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettln Street)
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lilt

First F.P.

Building no_14_7 _ Building name I Balaban Store

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of
Westernisation

galeries closed at F., present M. and G.
levels, offices obtained through divisions
atG.F.
oversized signboard hiding elevation
partial!
joinery of M. windows altered with
aluminium elements, si nboard added
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Building nol48

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Building name IEge Sir Store

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of

esternisation

oversized signboard and improperly
positioned airconditioners hiding
elevation artiall
grills altered at M., balcony guard rails
altered at F.F., signboards, air
conditioners added
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-~
U
I '
I I, ', ', '
~--~j

° V')

Gallery F.P.

Building nolSO __________ B_u_i_ld_in_g_n_a_m_eIWenzSport Store

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass

Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of
Westernisation
mass enlarged at south in all plan levels -

totally rearranged in all levels, new stair
s stem added
original arrangement lost at M level with
new introduced elements
shop window addition at GA.F. level, air
conditioner and si nboard added
altered as reinforced concrete
iIIe al
without ro'ect
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1tJ'l

First FP.

Building no[52 Building name IPakoglu Store

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
'Late Ottoman under influence of

esternisation

new stair s stem added
signboard attracting over attention with its -
size and color
shutters replaced with roller sheet blinds -
at G. and F.F., grills and signboard added
atM.
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VlI

Ej 0 Ej Gillll
Vll

Second F.P. Section

Architect
Desi n date
Com letion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown 1-
Late Ottoman under influence of

esternisation
4 storied mass added at south
1 normal to floor added
new stair s stem added, old removed
dazzling rearrangement at M level
because of size and color of new
elements
shutters replaced with roller sheet blinds -
at G. level, M window narrowed,
si nboard and air conditioner added
additional mass in reinforced concrete
s stem
iIIe al
without

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles In Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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\Ill

First F.P.

Building nol54

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Architectural elements
Structural system

Building namelGen9 Ugur Store

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of
Westernisation
2 storied mass added at north

rearrangement of G.F.P.(original front
wall removed, stairs partiall altered)
G. and M. levels hidden behind mass
addition
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A
Ground F.P.

i<l1
Second F.P. Section Front E.

Unknown
Unknown
1906
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
BUilding mass

Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of

estemisation
mass removal at south, additional light
weight structures within courtyard

artial divisions in Ian la outs
strenghthening of G level with color and
si nboards and eaves
exterior elements partially altered (paint
at G level, shutters replaced with roller
sheet blinds in part 2 and 3, signboard
and eaves added, some window shutters
removed, grills added), interior elements

Ipartially altered (timber main stairs
.covered with cement

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mlmar Kemalettin Street)
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i 1<11OO~I
1<11 .

Unknown
nknown
nknown l-
ate Ottoman under

nfluence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

Architectural elements G.opening narrowed, M. window
rearrenged (grills added, joinery altered),
covering renewal (plaster with cement,
floors with mosaic tiles
altered as reinforced concrete
ill al
without ro'ect
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IV)

First F.P.

Architect
Desi n date
Com letion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westernisation
Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout rearrangement of floor plans (building

divided into 3 parts, stair system altered)

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under influence of
Westernisation

oversized signboards hiding elevation
artiall

joinery altered with aluminium elements
at G. level, signboards and eaves added

>-
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BUILDINGS WITH ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EARLY
REPUBLICAN TREND



,';}'eun:;pl Nt:; ,JPE,NT}flC.i1TIQN ~'~:';,"",
8 Survey date 1998

":;:'.~
'., 'iSTA:rU$"OF.'C:E:lNEiI:RVATI<PN:0'(:'~:'i>

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA1

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

~,\!,,"j\Y",,·""A0'DRE$S"i,iV>
76
962
4, 5
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 43, 1332 Street
no: 21.

"itt'<"'P~;:H:~~.$T.RU¢TION;"l.:.'
Method Skeleton Basement

Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

rsro~r=Y$
1
1

IFUNCTION'"jRWS trade (clothing)
>-
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
962
7
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 45

~,~f'~~~~~;;::~qP~~~~t}~;~1~~~J~)~l~W~ffi.!·'~i~1~&t~~~~~~~~t~~l~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

180
180
13.25

1:F,,~t\JQi(!~~k~:}1RWS trade (drapery, carpet)
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
962
1
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 49. 1329 Street
no: 1.

1~~~\~~;~)~:~$;;lfl,&rm,S;~~l;~;.~~t;:l~efRv~irsf\ly,t~ii~iJi~i
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA1

?~~~t~~~;,{Y%.(JI~itJ~.\~~~~ttJ!-~~1S~m~~I·~~.r.~~~~l&&t~~~~~~~~fl~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

152
152
21.90

~Wii~jiRgit§l;f~f!f;¥!i*).\Yi'5~0(!!;!;;)iSrOREyS:i·".,' .
Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 7 -
Geared top - -

[ffl~t61;CTI~N1;?~RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

;J>
(J
-I::-
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
961
4,5,6
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 51. 1332 Street
no: 7, 9

List
Date
Grade

ft1Jitji~~(4~~~:~~i{~~Ji~i~~'~~~$ffiBt(J~mJ~JjI~rfig~~:~~~j~~~~t~~~~~;
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

122
122
9.85

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

lil%,Wtsl~r!G.:hi{~~;~RWS trade (drapery) + Storage

;:»
n
VI
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Building no
Building
name

13
Sevil Store
Sevil Ma-azasl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
961
2
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 53. 1332 Street
no: 3, 5

IF:U~d.f,.qN;i~IRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

>n
0\

iJ§S~:lV]1ki$~t'\iF:J!p~:t~}!,=,;~~~N$:S~XtA1iJ$~iY~~!~>;:~);t
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA2

1flA;~iitA;i,~~;;;~lfwj;'b~QJ~,~~RI¥,~;I,~~;~i~f~11~!~*{f~!j%qi;;i{¥r
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

121
121
15.50

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

STdREYS'I';}:>
1
1
1
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
961
1
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 55. Necatibey
Street no: 28,1332 Street no:1.

~,;~7tf,~&~ma£t{~$~~rn~~,$'N~.fg·i:&'~ml~.fqj;!~~It:;~*
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA1

~T:~~i:i~:\·?!t~{t~{l~~!~1~~n~~~~N;i~~Wl'~Jg~~:f~g~~~J~ygN~~r~;m~t~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

rlaut'J.c~jOH);jRWS trade (clothing, carpeting, blanketing) + Atelier
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Building no 15
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957
11, 12, 13
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 57, 59,61.
Necatibey Street no: 39, 41,43.

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1 added
1 added

1f.;tJNOl!!0N~j:c;,IRWStrade (clothing, drapery) + Atelier

?n
00
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957
9, 10
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 63, 65, 67

!~Wil~{t1;;t\~~I:~l::J:S/i~E!'<~'@NS'eBX1A'1JI~N'i')jt)ib§!ij~\, .. ' ("~"·"':")i<~~';:~',.,'., " . '-',::.: ,\ :-~ . .' :1-: , ~';' •. ~ :.: :i~~1~r~":;'<:~;/~

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Ir:UNCTlo.N::(;1 RWS trade (clothing)

>-n
\0
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17
Temiz i~Khan
Temiz I Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957
5
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 69

'1};:~~!]~~~~~~;$$al{,@~~fi~C~N:$;SitV~lnl'€)l&§~{~1!*~W
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
~~t~~Ji4~;'~,J~~1;~r_w::t;~t~~~h1!~t'gW~~lijl,~lf,.!.t~~~~~~~1;1?~~~~~i~j~Z~;~:
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

170
170
19

3 added
1 added

l;F;~NCj"l~fN;;JJRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

>-
n Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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ii~~3i;;\i;;~;;4ij\:\;:;;~g?,?f,t!';~~;@;QJ~~~m~';,,(f~ll;~[ii:1~'AMI~~1.¥~m~~%\;\:~~t~%{~{£ttZtt~;;
Building no 24 I Survey date!1 998
Building -
name -
:~~1X~~l:~~:\:~{~t~i~:t~~;~ZTIfJ.:~g)tf~~J$~~<tVP;f';(k~X{~!~~~~~~l~~$i{~r~?~~q~1!~~I~~~r{~;~;~~i~)~i,*~j~flt~#i,i~~~i:
Sheet no 75
Block no 956
Plot no 7
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 83. 1334 Street

no: 2.

i*;~~1~~it~~~$1\~~~,S~~R'('!)w~Ee)jAmteRl""<"l" "11:,,1 .r~t~<~;Q:"r'"J9':"':':'''~'r-::-:::;,\ :,~;.~.,\:._'}1~~W;t:~'f;
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA1

[~~~$Wi:i~~i~~~~n~~¥!~W~~,A~'~:~lBlY~~\t~:~tSl~J~!~~fl{~~~~{~$t.~§J!E
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

::r~l1~1:~\~1~t~;~;ti.~~;\~P]~~'~$l~~~~i~',M:~tjJ;~1~~N'$.:~~!'~k~f;~o/Z~(!~g~1l~;~
190
190
10

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

lit~N¢T'QN;il;;jRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
956
6
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 85.

;jj~i('~~t!'1;t$l1~1Z§:~::,~F:::~~N.$~'IRY~-n!·~Ni;ilt{~~i~;\
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA2

i~1f't~fW;t~~~~~~4~1~\~~s.?ti'~$'~tiW!~':[V:J~~t~~~~~~~lf{~g~.~~~~~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

210
177
10.20

[f:.PNC'flONtjIRWS trade (clothing)

»(1 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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eO

Building no
Building
name

26 Survey date 1998
Soner Tunaboylu Store
Soner Tunabo lu Ma - azasl

i~0'~~!0~:i:i~t~:i:{i~~~~;~t~i~~?J5~]1&1~~~}~!{(*~1~~Ji1:'R~$,$~#~~~~~W;~~~~~{~~~;~~~~l~[~J!~~~~;~~t~:
Sheet no 75
Block no 956
Plot no 5
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 87

~¥:~"\tJfi4r$;"~T:~$~J~~~~~N$]~~V~mttp·
List Unlisted
Date
Grade

~;ft~~~C;:~~?i~J~I~w~fu~~~~~~;§:?:~~~R~,~~'.~r~,~~J.~~~~~~!i¥&i~j*i~t~i1t~1
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IELlN<;TIO~~;"~JRWS trade (clothing)

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

61
Peker Khan
Peker Han

54
364 (new 7495)
27
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 44, 46. 913 Street
no: 3D, 32, 34

·!!,Pi!\t~S''@.b\'S~~SEe:tl;4;iJI~&;;';~~'{f'\i!
,- _'~.IJ ; •. \.t.~,": ' »'_'.~_.,! "'>',::~.:.",~~" • <.,...::. \' :'" <~,~ f:"" ·_.;;.,.~~;v:·,,,,h~~.~~'v:

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA2

~f~\~;f~~1t~~ij11~J~~}*~);~~@~fi4R:wa~~~J~~r~~)~tl~~~~0~~~1f~:ft~~¥lj·
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

250
250
16

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1:F:QNOTI'ON~r;1RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier
;:J>
n Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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t~i~~il~;$·jlrWt·:;{t~?;·~1f1~&@«;;:::~J,~q!~:~l#);~,~:~~f:lig~t$J~l~Jq~mr~~~f~_:\r%~i{~·~f~~¥~~i~~~B.~~rf:~~
Building no 62 I Survey date 11 998
Building .
name -

:iD1kqK~ili!i~f~:i~;04~~lkl':;~;;'!if~~i~;~~i~r~'~~f~,Mlt~~~pg;·R~$~$~~L~i~~~~~t;~~~'~;~~~t~:~t!f~I:R;it~~~~{f{t~I
Sheet no 54
Block no 364 (new 7495)
Plot no 26
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 42.

rtt)~c.rfqlNiJ;1RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

>n-VI

(~~;g~)1:~i;f~1icAl~~,$\~,fii;~~~N:~e~v~ffitQJ$J)~~:)~:~!I~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

140
140
13.45

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
364 (new 7495)
24, 25
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 38, 40

;~~(~~t):&~{:;S$~mli!lStlli)Ii~~e\~N"$eli-'1~l1rti~r~t5,t:~-;~"":?,,,;;/k~!,\,:/,._'.',;_,'R,: ",,,-",_ :, 'I:'.~', -'.3•• ':'(,'(, . ,,';-' ,',," l' :, ...,....• ,. "ll''.'..<.,•.•• ,'.' :$ /", •.." '·)ir,...:1 .•·.·,1" I I,~

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~~~j~~~;~~~~~i~t*[~~~~.'fts*.~w~Q.mJJ'tl~#~\Wr,':~t[1if.~t{;~(~5r~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

105
105
10

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IEtJ.Norl~rYJ:r;IRws trade (clothing)
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

!r1};\;~;~~"W$JPA~~$~·~11;:t:;}~N$r;'av~ml.~t~;jf0iig{i~~i"
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA2

54
364 (new 7495)
49
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 36. 1327 Street
no: 1, 3

~}~;rw:~~:·~¥~:,~,%~{}J~*W;~~~~·(J~t9~~;a:~~,\.&b;.1~1.i~~~:~{*~~~~tt~~~:~~~i?
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

1,~,LJNC:rI,O~t,;";,1RWS trade (clothing)

>n--....J

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
364 (new 7470)
20
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 30

IF"~NCi:.rl~l~t:i4tlRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

>n....•
00

'r{~"'{"'r$m~ff:l1t'S'&E'i'S0NS".eQV~tifeftl{w"",","(j{{::;;t~jiM:;t :. : ~,~-.\\ ' -;, ' ~: {~!"~'\ <1"' ,''':~ .\ .: ~ - " \l ' 'i \' :1. ~i ~. l1i\i/"';$1~~:W~
,," ,.•..••• ;.,;:- .. -"'" < •••• ;,:<: .'.~'~."i'",.~.,_" .. ;-, ~.' " ...._. ".J.,r'.~ik ~~

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA3

~f~~{~~~f~;tRt~~Yffj1~~lz~~f~~~~;~]i~:~~r~'~~~~f~l~~i{~f~;~i?~n~~?~:'
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top
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i;\~~;~5!i;~$ffi6m~$:t;~g~;¢l\S>~w~e~}1'~lt~N4'~;~~~r.(
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade .

66 Survey date 1998
Tunaboylu Store
Tunabo lu Ma - azasl

105
105
15

Building no
Building
name

%l$;g~~~~~~~;%~~t1:\~~~:~~tg.~:~[1~fN,~~f~~R~tl~~i~rl;}:~!f~&!il~~\
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
364 (new 7470)
21
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 32

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1:,:qNO't"ON":,';1 RWS trade (drapery)
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f}~¥C~f;;~}:;:;':"I!"iff£iW!Ei:9.;:~IV,J~~;I~~"!:r'PJ;:~w'li!~e;'TiI~N,':ift}~0n~f,~tl~~~"~~~*ifJ1Pj';i)'
Building no 73 Survey date 1998
Building Kardl~all Khan
name Kardl all Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

77
951
2
MK Street no: 16, 14, 10,8,6,4. Cumhuriyet
Street no: 56, 54, 52, 50, 48, $ehit Fethibey
Street no: 19, 17, 15.

:~~i!3~~W$J~!T:I#l$.;'~B(i()~~~,pli:V~;E!;PN~;§~:~i::t~;~
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IB

~t~~~~:f{;~?~~1~<~~)X~~;~~'~·i~fq~Q·fiJ:$$004}~,mJ:~~i·rf~t~~·~:~j~~~!:~~~::··~l~i~·
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

il;{¥~~t;kEl;;:(JAj~it,{v~~tff,'(,t~~f.~§T9BE:,YS!;:)~··'>?
Basement - -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine 1 -
Normal 2 -
Geared top - -

1~,lJNCT!0M>~5,JRWS trade (clothing, industrial spare parts, eating-drinking services, pharmacy, bookstore, electronic devices, nightbar) + Atelier + Offices

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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A A
Ground FP.

~·i
Normal F.P.

Building nola

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

PHASE I
rchitect Levent Biltekin

1996
1996
Early republican

'$~BVEUfjtjoN'
PHASE \I

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout totally rearranged in all levels (halls of

back entrances removed, galeries
enlarged, stairs altered, elevators added)
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i.,

U
4
!

Ground F.P.

<1)1

Normal F.P. Section

Architect
Desi n date
Com letion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels

IPlan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements

ale altered into a mezzanine floor
totally rearran ed
openings enlarged and hidden behind an -
additional sieve like curtain wall,
signboard and airconditioner added,
joinery altered with aluminium elements,
coverings altered (floors with mosaic tiles,

lasters renewed

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles In Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
N
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.A
Ground F.P.

'.co
Normal F.P.

Building nol11 Building name IMOkerrem $anh Khan

Architect
Desi n date
Com letion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Salih Se men
1991
1994
Early republican with postmodern top
loor addition

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
'Early republican with postmodern top
floor addition

Building mass
Floor levels

'. dazzling colored and sized additional
elements hidin ori inal ones

interior elements totall altered signboards and air conditioners added
original reinforced concrete replaced with -
a new reinforced concrete
Ie al
with ro'ect

Plan la out
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural system

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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C/)

"z!

I'~EJ'~'Ei'~'0' ~ ~ II
o ., .
() Ground F.P. M.F.P. Second F.P. Section AA Section BB Front E.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout divisions at FF, toilet additions at G and division at F.F.P.

FF
'. original design and workmanship details

lost
'. balcony altered, signboards added,

'plastering renewed, joinery of part 1
entrance altered with iron elements

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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U11

G C 8 0 ~ OAJm
U11

Basement F.P. Ground F.P. Gallery F.P. First F.P. Second F.P. Third F.P. Section Front E.

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

nknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

1-
partial alterations (toilet,etc. units added l-
and wall of back common space removed I
at G., angled GA boundary I
created, additional stairs connecting B.-G.~
GA Levels, division at S., toilet added at I
TH.
dazzlin color introduction
exterior alterations (color and joinery
altered, signboards added), covering and
illumination system altered in G. and GA I
(plastering partially removed, timber
floors, aluminium joinery, spots and I

ro'ectors I

Elevations
Architectural elements

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mlmar Kemalettin Street)
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Ground F.P.

~ ~ II
~ ~ II

I /I q I J

~ I~ III I-.. " n III IfiSl
o fJ)
a c:::>

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
1927
Unknown
Early republican

Ismail Tokta
1966
1966
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations

divisions altered at G.
original G level arrangement difficultly
observed due to addition of many new
elements
plastering renewed, grills, shade screen -
and si nboards added

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (BUildings on Mimar Kemalettln Street)
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(J)
C>
Z

~
~ ~0-";i •.
zo
~zw
>z
o
() Ground F.P.

. ....
leD

First F.P. Second F.P. Third F.P. Fourth F.P. Fifth F.P. Section AA Section BB Section CC Front E.

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Eariy republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
'Eariy republican

Building mass
Floor levels floor system of part S totally altered, top -

floors added to part 1 and S
S. of part 2 altered (wall removal and
addition)
G level elements slightly hidden behind -
new ones
exterior alterations(color in partS,
aluminium joinery, additional signboards
and eaves), interior alterations (floors
with mosaic tiles, stairs with marble,
plasters renewed, illumination system
(spots) altered, elevator added)

reinforced concrete renewed with
reinforced concrete
illegal
without ro'ect

L al status
Proffesional quality

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemaletlin Street)
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(/)

CJz

I~m~g,·mffiffi.:-·os p =~ . L;~.. -8B--lLJ-
Z tIll

8 Basement F.P. Ground F.P. Gallery F.P. First F.P. Second F.P. Section M Section BB Front E.

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

nknown
1952
Unknown
Early republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels

partial reorganisation of F.P.P.(a
residential unit created in part 3)

1 N.T.F. added, stairs connecting G. to
F.F. removed, stair system added
connecting levels of part 3
alterations in part 1 (divisions in G and
GA,stairs removed inbetween B-G-
GA,stairs added inbetween F-T) and part
3 (F.F.plain widened, galery removed)

G level elements slightly hidden behind -
new ones
windows of FF altered with
contemporary ones in part 1, signboards
and air conditioners added, joinery
renewed with aluminium elements,
shutters removed, grills added in G. of
part 3

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
legal
with ro'ect

illegal
without roOect

~ Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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till

M.F.P.

~I
Archita.ct
Design date
Completion date
Buildiqg
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Structural
Legalstatus

Proffesional quali

Unknown
Unknown
1968 (oral source)
Modem

3 storied mass addition at north
3 Nand 1 G T stories added,
totally rearranged in all plan levels (a
common space with elevator and stairs
introduced)
totally rearranged (much more exposed -
to day light through new windows)
exterior alterations (enlarged
windows,joinery altered with
aluminium,sunbreakers, air conditioners
and signboards added). interior
alterations (floor covering with mosaic
tiles)

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (BUildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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C/)
Cl
Z~'-~fj',o ~__
..J I« ~ ;z
Q ••
~
~ Az .o 'o Ground F.P.

~~

'~' "'t3'Bm a D-
o ~t

Architect
De$ign:date .
Compleliondate
Building'
charaCteristics

Unknown
. Unknown

Unknown
Early repUblican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

mezzanine enlarged over art 4
throughly altered arrangement so that it -
is difficult to identify original
characteristics
exterior alterations (color alltered;arch
with embelishment at its sides, shop
windows at M and FF levels, signboards
added. joinery altered with aluminium
elements, shutters removed). inerior
alterations (suspended ceilings added)

Structural s stem
Legal.status

ProffesiOnal quality
illegal
without ro'ect
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Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

PHASE I PHASE II
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Fuat Cebeci
1956
1957
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

MF added
reorganisation of F.P.P.(a residential unit GF divided into 3 parts instead of 2
created in part 1)

G and M levels partially rearranged so
that they look modem
joinery altered with aluminium elements -
and grills added in G and M levels,
signboards and air conditioner added

additional MF in timber skeleton system -

Legal status
Proffesional quality

legal
with ro·ect

illegal
without ro·ect

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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l/11

Normal F,P,

Architect
Desi n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

GTF added
totally altered in all levels (new elevator -
and stair system)
totally rearranged (much more exposed -
to day light through new windows, a
modem outlook achieved)
exterior alterations (windows enlarged,
joinery altered with aluminium elements,
sunbreakers, air conditioners and
signboards added) interior alterations
(floors altered with mosaic tiles, plasters
renewed)
reinforced concrete renewed with
reinforced concrete
illegal
without ro'ect

Legal status
Proffesional quality
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·1,/11

First F.P.

Building nol61 Building namel_P_e_ke_r_K_h_a_n _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
1929 (inscription panel)
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

1 NTF added
partial alterations (stairs and galery of
part 5 altered, galery of part 3 closed,
divisions in GA,F,SF)
elements in between G and M levels
slightly hidden behind new ones
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
illegal
without ro' ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mirnar Kernalettin Street)
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\/li

First F.P.

Building 001_62 _ Buildingnamel-

Architect
Desi 11 date .
Completion date
Building
characteristics

. Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

structural s stem
Legal· status

Proffesional.quality

PHAse·l·
Huse in Terzioglu
1988
1988
Modem

divisions in G and FF
totally rearranged (much more exposed air conditioners and signboards added
to day light through new windows)
windows enlarged, sunbreakers,
signboards, air conditioners added,
joinery altered with iron elements

legal
with ro"ect

illegal
without ro"eet

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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jl/1

Gallery F.P.

Archil.
De$ ndate
Completion date
Building
CharaCteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out

. Elevations

" . Structural s stem
Leg~rSt~us

Ptoff¢Sjonal. uality ,

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early RepUblican

original woOOnanship details lost at both -
parts, original design characteristics lost
in art 2
exterior alterations (plastering renewed -
in both parts, embellisment removed,
windows enlarged, eave and signboard
added in art 2)

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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~lllaO
I I 0 0
I I ~

jV"l
Second F.P.

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
nknown
nknown
arty republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Earty Republican

divisions in F and SF, galery closed in
part 2
original design characteristics and
workmanship details lost
exterior alterations (plastering renewed,
embelishment removed, covering stones
added around entrances, M. windows
enlarged and grills added, joinery
altered; signboards, air conditioners, rain
water pipes added

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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V1;
Normal F.P.

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

2 NTF added
totally rearranged (new elevators and
stairs, divisions in NFs)
original design characteristics and
workmanship details lost
exterior alterations (plastering renewed,
embelishment removed, grills added,
joinery altered; signboards, air
conditioners, rain water pipes added),
inerior alterations (floor covering altered
with mosaic tiles)

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

nknown
nknown
nknown
odem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality

f; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
~ Iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE

illegal
without ro'ect



Building nol_67 _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Building namel_- _

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early Republican

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations additional elements partially hiding

original characteristics
balcony altered, joinery of entance
altered with aluminium elements,
signboards added

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building name IKardlsall KhanBuilding nol73

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

If)
Q)
0-::-.
c:o:;::
c:
Q)

2:
~

Mehmet Fesyi
1928
Unknown
Early republican

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Early Republican

Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

partial divisions in all levels
oiginal characteristics partially lost at G -
level
color alteration in G level, joinery
renewal, signboards and air conditioner
added

Structural 5 stem
Legal status·

Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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BUILDINGS WITH ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN
TREND



Building no
Building
name

1 Survey date 1998
Emlak Bank
Emlak Bank b61 e hizmet binasl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

77
971
2-13 (new 17)
Mimar Kemalettin Street no:

;i}~)~);~~li1ti)J!:$;<l)l$i~,:~rq~.e~v~"lI.~t$l}\~':\~~~$~~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

:j~~f{Jt1&i~*)l1,~~~,~~~}t~~Q'~i~'a~~lJ!f~JN~~~~i~;~~~~~i~s~~~~~j~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

739
739
21.80

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

~ Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
N iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

4 Survey date 1998
Garanti Bank
Garanti Bank

87
7502
7
Mimar Kemalettin Street no:

!l\t~~~f?0:$t~t~~q,~$i~,~J~$,~~~~'nl:~N~fBf,f&~~W'
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~t~~~t~~~;t;%;t:~i~§~~iil~~~'N,sm~~l~.liJ:~~iffi.~t~~~¥t1}~1~$Y.Qf~~j~;
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof Dr. Ahmet EYCJCE



~~~j2~t(t.~if~.\~~~~j~1~¥~~1{~tIa~IJ:'~Pt_~~,uaf;~tl:iJ;'~~1{QJ~l4*~t1~~t~~~f~ft~t~~~fS.~~f
Building no 6 I Survey datel1 998
Building Guven Khan
name Guven Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
967
2
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 39, 1332 Street
no. 25.

~;~~l3~~t~;~~~J£~£~1(~e'~\~$:ffia-Q,~:IrJ,~~JI~l~~~~~~;;:~~~~~i~~;~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

1R't!NOTIQN»,,1 RWS trade (clothing)

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mirnar Kernalettin Street)
Iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYUCE



Building no
Building
name

10 Survey date 1998
Guven Store
GUven Ma - azasl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
962
6
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 47, 1332 Street
no: 13.

I~UNctIqN)~rIRWS trade (clothing)

';li~ii~$t;;f$;;P~~JiiJ~q>i~:~¢~:S,t$g~~:mr0,fj~{~~f#.;tt
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
f;~;,t$~~~~~~;~\:&}W1!i~~,~QNJ~$f]a:~~~t~(;t~t$~~A~~~ff~tbft~~f
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EyQCE



Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957
5
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 73

7J,WfiWA~t;$J!:~;'f\ilJ,s,~~~:;~~.~$,altV~$.~I~N§(ti~~,t;:
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

f6~~~~~t~~;i~:(~~~m~~~t~Q:~~:P~W~~J~'~~~~tW~.1~~{?;·i~f~{~~~~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1~t;iNCr!01~h}IRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYUCE



Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

20
Tamtex Khan
Tamtex I Merkezi

75
957
4
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 75

IlS;WNctr~l8I{J';IRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

ijk~r!~~~)i$'ffi~ll$l~q);$£~~N~alV~~J~":
List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

(i~~%;~~~~~~8·1j~¥~~~?4Wf~gSPJi~_(~{lRfKW;~:~nr~,~~;r;tt~%#q~~~4~~4~f:ti
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

210
210
21,80

f~'~1"i;(~t;iit!t{;;~~:t~!~tiJ'~;~~~~\;}il§TqREY:S,',.1>
Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 7 -
Geared top - -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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$~~1~Y~~1~~~1{';;t~;:~~~~g;~~~g~1:~J~.!t.J~~~[~~~J,·~F;:~~~.tfi1~~jJtJ~~~:~~~~~~~:~~1:'~W~~;)ff~;t~t~~~
Building no 22 I Survey datel1 998
Building Selka Khan
name Selka Han

75
957

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

l'fitJNc:TJ~N?s§;J RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

i!~1i'i~4ig~~~lt;ljjP!t~]~;\\~$PN$,eiY~~I~~~1i;A%i;A}i(:
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
L$~~~';'~:(i;:~~~~i17W;~¢:lN:~ffi~~~mJ'q~~X(~~iq~£;!~~!t,{~~~~¥i!!:"
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

170
170
21.80

~~I~~&~{t~Pkt:f~~Jgt~[]1r:1.~,4~i~~~{!~~$:Jol~~a!t~~:::~J~'i;~;,~;!t~k1iJ~:·~~~~:~it~ir;t1~?'~:
Basement - -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 7 -
Geared top - -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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f.~!~t~;3~~1J~},ti~:~f2~~~~~~'f~~{~:iQtf~'~,1~~~:~~J~~~lJiJ:ll~it:~,tg·~W;;:~~tjtfJ!1\~t{~~~~~~~~1
Building no 23 I Survey datel1 998
Building Dedem Khan
name Dedem Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957

Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 81. 1334 Street
no: 1

ff~\~~~;"'~$$!1t',$j~G5P:':~~M~e$Y'~;hi~H~!ff;%~$)1
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

f~1}1fE~;f~~:~f~~~~~i~~t~~,.gI~llielP;~~~~~Ji~~~J~~~11~J{}~it~f:$t~f~t~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

l:ffiVtiJ.G:rlON;{1;;!RWStrade (clothing) + Office

6 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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~x:t~~~~{S{~~~;1:r1t.1:j~r~~j*~i~~;1:~:~1~1~Plf#:~~f~§~,;r~~ffiJ~~JJ~r~t¥{f~t1~~~11~lt~·j'~~~'3t~~,~~~~?~i:
Building no 27 I Survey date [1 998
Building As Khan
name As Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
956
4
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 89

qnj!K~~iEf$?~~m~:$!i~i~~fJN~Em\1~m!,¢?Nt4fi;1%i[>i,~~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
~~t$~r.~~~~~~~Xi1i~~$i.:~f,<~(i:j.lj~~8:t~l§~~I,Qfi.tf~~~W~~!?~*~~;~\~1~r~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

·~~~t~1z1Ji:;i:i~\f~;~~;t~:1~t..fmhi,M~1'~~4;~~JJ~t~i,,;~!,··~~~'~~~,~~t~~~?j~~~~·:~'%(~t~t?~;
210
180
21.90

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1:e.U~ClilqN';:;;lRWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

E; Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)-o iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYUCE



Wt)f@J2W;;&rj;;:;\~\1!iJ~!fJ~~~!i:t;)!~~I~~\I·{!)?~~~JFfI'~A1:m.~
Building no 28 Survey date 1998
Building Eskin Khan
name Eskin I Merkezi

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
956
3,2,1
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 93, 95. 1335
Steet no: 101

~:i~~~'fH;~~t;~i~f~rJf~~~~~f~'~'IS,~~1S,g~;~ffi:JJpJi!t~~~~:J;~l~i~~it.¥~~B~~:ii
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

210
210
23.90

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1F.:,l1JN,GrH~N~';f·IRwstrade (clothing) + Atelier

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
955
3
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 97, 99. 1335
Street no: 2

(ff\t{1t~jf¢~pp;mi:;J$~i~E=i~,¢t~~$·~~V~~~I~N.%tf~:{oc~ji
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~~~{~~~t:~)1~i1~¥*~t~i;~~~.o;rg~m~~Ql~lml·~~~J~~&;~~l~*~~ft~!~~~~fk
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

117
117
21.90

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

reJJ,BJO:llPN.'/,t! RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

6 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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BUilding no
Building
name

31
UlkU Khan
OlkU ar ISI

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
955
15
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 107

)\!~*¥~:1,;g'~'l!!'id~;'Tj14IS('·:~$'r-:~ir;i'iIJS'N~i:;m·X/~i'i;fr·~t«;1~1'lfiWJj);¥:~,x,;>~",:i{~~~r.~i!~Q::,I{~~:~.,,~,,~,V:.i~~~i,~::,9·~~.:·~,otJt~P~~;~p;,~ ',:'·~..Y..

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~%~:fft~~i~~;]~?~l%tl'~:\g~~f~l~]l~.~;~mJ:~~~~Yj~:~~r~~~~)~?~ti~~~1t.
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

1F,,~MCTJ0.~~;;t;:IRWStrade (clothing) + Atelier + Office

6 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)•....•
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
954
33
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 130

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

:,i:~:'~~i1~f"1;'iml;J:S%~~;¢~~~~a'Vl'mr€)'i

List Unlisted
Date
Grade

fi~j~~%]~Y~_W~~~f%~~~~1~t~Q;~:$·~.i~lP.~.J·~~i~~M~s~~®}t;tw.~~t~~Y~tf
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

1f(~NGT!(?N~!~j,IRWStrade (clothing) + Atelier + Office

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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-- r:-:::-r_Ji_"": -----'
~r=:tl_-"~'--""-~

:1t0l:~~~'Q~Nlfr:I'!i:I~~1]:f~rfJr&(;,,~~~]\.\j;~:~i1\'J¥J,~\~~fB~~1;
33 Survey date 1998
Menemenlioglu Khan
Menemenlio -Iu I Hanr

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
954 (new 7473)
3
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 128

!+~t~1&1¥1:i'~~~ml,:\t~I~F:1$~~.tN$rzB;V~1iiet)l~~~~~~H;:i;
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~$;~~j1(1!:1~*r:~~t~N~'~~;~~~~~Q~~:$f~~;Q.IE'~~~;~~~~:~~i:,~~~_t~$¥~1~l
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

~t1;~·*10t~~t(1,~~ti::;'::1f.~,~J,~~{~;;i1~~;:1STQ.B~~~~(~;,,:;.~:).·~:
Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 7 -
Geared top - -

IF:4/NCTI ONAwl RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier + Office
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~;~1?f~{~i~§:r~~~;!if~I\.V?~{~,l!ilJ~:mH!1~~;'<,!~l;.t;l!JiJ.~1~AjlU:@.;~I~{~'~¥~I~f~~~fj~~~;J~J
34 SUNey date 1998
Mehve~ Khan
Mehve I Hanl

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
7473
2
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 124

1F(,iiJNCTt0N~'i);IRWStrade (clothing)

~;,;;N~f~t0?§Jt~m~S;tP:E'f~~13.JN$~r;~!l~\'EI~~;~~i~tf{~~'
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

Ittt~tI!~~;~~f~~,~~~~*~'~~',~~lRW}~1iJ~~z~r~1#b:;~{~~t~;'?i~~~*t~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

;;:~if;?i~~lit~;1~~:f~~{;1?:':P'ffl.~'§l~~~:;':@:[Mli~~:'r~JN§~i~i~:~,~/t~Aj~~~:i~~~~.'
157
157
21.90

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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;1~~;~1?[,\if~j;;i~;i~f~$:~~;a;(~r~t\:JJ!liP;I~t;d,(7f;~m!t~!J;~~JJ~t9i~:!{~~~·t~\~i~~;~~~V~i!g~Vd~;
Building no 35 I Survey datel1 998
Building -
name -

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
7473
1
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 122

I~J:;!NCT~Ol~v,lUnder construction

6

;g;~jM>4i'Rste~1tl:!)s;N~lii-;'G@NSEiRV1{mleN)g!§'tr~;,,;:,
,':>~~~·~·M..~'r/I'.:' .. _,:J-r'-':"0.1:., . "'. ,..<,:<'_ .L',J.:~~'::'~,"'" ~ "'L h:.', .", ,'.,. ,>.~):1". ,'-. ~~~::'~';~'i'~'tf:~

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~:t~~;~il:~~%~i{t~~~t~~j,}~llig~:~.~Jni~;~;~J;P,~~f·i~?~~~itts:%~~~1~~?{~~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

300
300
21.90

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
49 (new 98)
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 104

!X;i);i~«,1~f$m~"t~~}~-'~;~~~N§r;l1iJt~i,R!pl~J~r~$];1;;;!i~
List Unl isted
Date -
Grade -

[~1~Jf~:i{.;i~f:;~~{(.:~~.f~~'A1~:~~~P.fiJ:~ffiRt;l~~~l[1,~·~~\~~.~~i~t~f,~~zg~f;~JJW'1tt
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

145
145
21.80

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IJ~;ttiNCI!~N';;jIRWS trade (clothing) + Storage

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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'~i!}~W~5i;W~r;jW\~~;~!~j~f~l?,l::I.!gC),\IJ~~f~I;N~(El~~1Et~J~1~~0~¥Mf,~ll~tf:G~lk'&~;~4~
Building no 44 I Survey datel1 998
Building -
name -
~%;l~;1~~:l~:);):)~~;:*;;~%1r~~j::~~%~~~~~~~r~~~\~~~O~RI$~~~;f.~r~;t~W~W~~~~~&~~~~t~4}~j~*i~~~(~i,:
Sheet no 75
Block no 953
Plot no 43
Address Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 92, 94

~~,I\%:ti\f$$~1~S;~~Ji;~~~:r;I:$~i¥~mt~f\J3\jt{~M'~;:~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~~}g~TibS}~~~q~~lrl~~tf?~g~1t'~§m~lWtg~J;Q~~%~tjtt~t~~E?£i~~~2i%~;;~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1'~I4~cr:l¢;),riL;~1RWS trade (clothing)

6 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

49 Survey date 1998
Mahmut Tmaz Khan
Mahmut Tlnaz Ham

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
79 (new 98)
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 80

~~~3{t~M:$;i~MItl;!l~~-~.f,i;l¢~Nse~v~.mI~~~jlJ:~ll,j:J/t
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~:~f~f~tf}rt~)*~}t~}1~~·~~~~.fS)l~ffifiJ~~~~,.t:,·q~*i1~%f~~f;~~~~~f:4~\{~*~~~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

!g~j:~~f!~~t~~'~5$j~::zi&~:~)~tKim~[~:6sT9R~¥~~~'p.~'~~l
Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1~,U.NCTf¢>N;~~:;JRWStrade (clothing) + Atelier
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Cf)

I

~ ~
C>aI-
a
IQ.

t'jr);i,~,!i;;F:!'J"\£:~~~#~l,¥&*~.l:;!I,IZDl~~ir\pgJ'q:tlil~~Jt~~~~:\l;~\(jJi~i~lti~~~l;tl;i~I~~:
Building no 51 I Survey datel1 998
Building -
name -

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
953
70
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 70, 72, 74, 76.

~~?i#!~::3&$ft~ll;J&t~,P:i;¢,~N~J;;~M~liIQ~:,;;~;~~~ff*~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

;\t1};;/!i:f\IJ~ft~~.1~~&i!{;~~<N:illig!l1~[.!.Q~;Wl&~itf:ij~~~~'S§m;W;
Method Skeleton

Material Rei nforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IFttJNOTI~N.~!ilRWS trade (clothing, drapery) + Storage (upper stories unoccupied)
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65 Survey date 1998
Kemal Ozer Khan
Kemal bzer I Hanl

j{ff,¥!fraii.i"Fliii~$,}'1i~i~~.N,~$~'f~~ldtfS:;{Ji:~i~?~j~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

~~~~$j~~i~~:~~1~;~~n~~{t~~Q~~ll~~~·~fl.¢)'~~r01~~*4f;?1t~~~#;
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

115
115
22.50

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

54
364
22
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 34

Ff,~N¢;Tl(;;)N;pJIRWS trade (clothing)+ Office+ Atelier

6 Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mirnar Kernalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
364 (new 7470)
19
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 28

%?J~~ffR~!j~f~*q!.~»1t~~l·g~~~ma:\p:~mJ~~~;lqt~~~);t~~~~~~Jl~{ii;~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

135
135
22.50

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

l]itVt-,lBTIQN;¥;rl RWS trade (drapery) + Storage
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Building no
Building
name

69
BYS Khan
BYS.AII veri Merkezi

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
368
17
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 26. 1326 Street
no: 6

"'&;,.) 'J"~·$'\t>~ltl;!.lS'F@E;";;GllJiil,S'i;'XI~:ijI~lil;"'i"'I';;t~~~~'~;jJf.rti:~·';~r?.>_;~"~\:~,.f' :{~,)~~.:" * l'1;:;,;,1 'I, ~ ~" .'2. l· ~.•" ;,~'il'.~ \~'r,"1 t1'·~M~~\)~J{;~;

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~11~~;~:~~1~~;i~l~~l~~@~N~mi;l.fJ~m',:~'~~{M~f[~~f~~i;'f~$t1~~~'
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

198
198
22

Basement
Ground'
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

fl1.iiiNC1!QtIJ,,:,;&lRWStrade (clothing, food, electrical house machines, electronic devices)
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Building no
Building
name

70 Survey date 1998
YazmaclOglu Khan
Yazmaclo-Iu Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
368
36
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 24

~1t1~~!~~~$~$J1~~i;!l{' " ..d·' , '.' .' .' ." A" r ,'.w ,-,.' fo S~@E/00NSE:IRV' ~aN\'i'i~i,·i;ii.{;'~:'..~..,',~.--_. "!"~':\:"~;.,.",,~, ,.' .•..,.;,_~.,. .'.';,-,. ..•. ", ·),\"'~::t····r

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
t1~t;f;{~Er~~:1~1~~!qs~WtY~~~·~~ffi~.~~~J:~J~~~{{{J£dl~~f~!~;~,r{?~2~i~~~~~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

150
150
16.95

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

1 added
1 added

IF.WNOTIONj,l·1 RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier
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Building no 71
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

54
368
9
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 22

~W~~~t~!~j\f~~~(~jtljilCS·Vh;\'a=~"i~~(S:t:;r?"t'(I!A\"1'!I·¢\~lJ)i~}'i'10;d
'j!;,"-;-':·','iP.fi;lrl;-( 9:,'l\mt:!::~{~..;.,.~~,~;;:;,J,:~~~'l~",.~~~:~,.~•.•~~.~J~, _li~,,-,li_-., '""'e,J~

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

f;f~~.{t':~(j1i~;1ii~~~\JJ~~,~mB,~,;~I;J,~N~j:1M;r~~{~;t{~;~~~~:~{~·:}·
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

120
120
24.80

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IFl:'JNCT10!'{J'!#ij Under construction
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

7468
6
Mimar Kemalettin Street no:

~f~~1~*~~~l~~~~~[~~:~~"~eOORlf!l~~J~~~~(~~{~~~~~,~~~f;i;:~~~~l~;G.
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

I'R,ONCTI<E>!N:N\il Telecommunication
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#;~~~w;n~;:~;;~,1~;',i~Xt;}3~~i;~~~~~~1le;~t~t:ttrfl:~tt~~'~m:lit~.~mt~J~J~I*W~#~~~~~~\~~rs1i~h~~
BUilding no 72 part 2 I SUNey date!1 998
Building Telekom Building
name Telekom

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

7468
6
Mimar Kemalettin Street no:

~~[\~%1i1;W$~~~§!S:ttli1>J~)&~~.~.$:e!R~:4:m1;~t\E(~,~t\~~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~~~}~~!~tK2fl1i~~?~~~I:g~'·~§m~W;~!I.QN~t~~!~~1~%~~~~~~:~~j~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

690
690
18

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

117.:I.1JNQT10N;;',il;j Telecomm Unication
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Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

7468
6
$ehit Fethibey Street no:

*'0~J:';J~i,~{$JP~~1;lJ~1~.~~~,~:N.;~a.gV~it4:~tii;~~;~&~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

~~it~;*~W(~\~~8ttJ11r*~}.~;r~~:~;$m~:~~ml;g'~!~~M~~~l4.~~1:~~~~.:iili;11~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

468
468
24

IE:UNCT'<Df~f;:iITelecommunication (Konak head quarters)
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",;\";""c<, ..,,,;(, t"",,;,,&,\·,w ·aoI1tS~GiIa§lSt1filrnIGAmrQr~t'·:,,,,,'i,(!(t\.j"'"";""",'''!!k"};:;::''l;,~.~.''-:>2":i·;,.kJ.t:-}~!if.~~'.~lf<,,,¥.i'.';i;-\'1~~- .. ~ ;'f: -;! -' .~.~ ~¥'" " ~.: -\ .j'. ',) :,,' . 'i; -c:: /." ·":z~\·.~!.{,<:.r'S~~i~$f.~t7.#\;"h~~)i~~:·
" .,~., •• '.J , '. ;, .•.• :. r~, ••• ,:";"''', -; ,"I, ~·r'" ~';~~'H' .~'. " . ~",;,," _' ••..: . "~.,, .,";' :,,", '.,' . _".' .,.., ~" ,; .• ' '. ,,_,,~: -'''''''>,'. tc' •.•'''':<,~.! ,; . <".'~'J.',:,."j

Building no 72 part 4 I Survey dateJ1 998
Building Telekom Building
name Telekom

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

7468
6
$ehit Fethibey Street no:

'It'!fij;;i?J;''$:r~1ti!:lSjQEt~c;)'N,~E~V~l1f0N::;'(i1Ct;M:,i':
f;t:.~~~;-,,!!;,,~r~'".,.;-\\.~,~i:i'~;,.,;t .. "',' ";'~" ..:",''i~'>,>.'.J:~ ,-.-;'. " L,.'.! ".' ';, ::', '. ,~\:J;;' "" ''>.::' ~, •• 1b:'~,~;;t':\?'>1

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
\;~fjfJ~:~:::~;{~r~~~~{lW*~~t~~N~m8:I~u~'.m.)@'-~~i~~~S~?~M~~~:~ro/:l~~:~.s,:
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

IF;bNCl'I0JlilH;;ITelecommunication (Konak marketing department)
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en
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c(
Zo
i=
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~o
() Ground F.P.

,
ClJI

Building nol_1 _ Buildiognamel ..••E_rn_la_k_B_a_n_k _

ArChitect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Hikmetullah Baraz
19.08.1958
1960
Modem

. Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements

outlook of building updated
exterior alterations (curtain glass walls
added, joinery renewed), interior
alterations (coverings renewed)

Structural s stem
. Legal status

Proffesional llality .
legal
with ro'ect
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·1"'< ClJI
Normal F.P.

Building' nol4

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Building name IGaranti Bank

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status

Proffesional quality

illegal
without approved project, but skilled
labour ualit
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AA
I T

Ground FP,

-,....j 1-

::J.t--
7""

Building nol6 Building name IGliven Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:a
+:Jcn
a:i 0)

~~0)--c:

Murat Demirer
29.05.1905
1979
Modern

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

illegal
without ro'ect
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I I
I
I
I
J

.
«:1

Gallery F.P. Normal F.P.

Building nol1 0 Building name IGOven Store

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Rlza A~kan
29.05.1905
1976
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

original characteristics slightly altered
windows narrowed, sunbreakers and air -
conditioners added
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Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
illegal
without ro'ect



I IAAA
t

Ground F.P.

-

-
I

I n, ..I

11)1

Normal F.P. Section

IIJIII]l]
mmm

I II

Building nol19 i Building·namel_T_a'_te_k_K_h_a_n _

ArChitect
Design date
Completion date .
Building
characteristics

(/)

&
~
c:o
E

C1>
~

~

Mustafa Kulahoglu
27.05.1905
1974
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

signboards attracting more attention than -
building
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional uality·
illegal
without ro'ect
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I••
I 1

Ground F.P.

./ ....••.•.

,

. 0'r '\0 I-r I I. .
i<t: Leo

Normal F.P. Section AA

Building nol20

Architect
Design date
Completion date '
Building
characteristics

,-BUildinQ'namel'-T_a_m_te_x_K__ha_n _

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem
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Ziyaeddin Bilgin
10.06.1905
1988
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

',- Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

legal status
Proffesional ,uality



• ••••
I

. .
I<! leD

N.K.F.P.

Building nol22 Building name I_S_el_k_a_K_h_a_n _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c::o
El/l
0) 0)

~ ~0)--c::

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality
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Building nol23 Building namel_D_e_d_em_K_h_a_n _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations signboards attracting more attention than -

building
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
illegal
without ro'ect
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·«I

Normal F.P.

Building nol27 Building name IAs Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Orhan Berberoglu
13.06.1905
1992
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

signboards attracting more attention than -
building
signboards and air conditioners added

illegal
without ro'ect
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Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality



F"" I,.e;
81"'"

.,«
Normal F.P. Section AA

Building nol28 Building name IEskin Khan

Architect
De~i n date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

~;,
c:o
:;:;
c:
(1)

~

~

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations signboards attracting more attention than -

building
'signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

.Structural s stem
legal status

Proffesional ualit
illegal
without ro'ect
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~ t cot ~
8 Ground F.P. Normal F.P. Section AA Section SS

Building nol_29 'B_u_il_dl_lig_na_m_.elAvni Dogan Khan

. Kemal Bah~i~oglu, Onur
Ozba bug

Design date ' 13.06.1905
Completion date' 1993
Bunding Modem
characteristics

l/l
Q)Co
~
c:o

.~

Q)

c=
~

Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations additional elements partially hiding

original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesiorial quality
illegal
without ro'ect
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Normal F.P.

Building nol_31 _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Building namel_U_lk_o_K_h_a_n _

Yusuf Ozse en
09.06.1905
1991
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations additional elements partially hiding

original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
illegal
without ro'ect
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-81
Normal F.P.

.-.

Building n0132 Building name ICaklrlar Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

QztGrk Ba am
08.06.1905
1989
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

additional elements partially hiding
original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners added
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Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

illegal
without ro·ect



Cf)
yy .•. •(!) rr. Iz

~
~
0
-I
« -z S
0
i=z I-w> Iz
0
() Ground F.P. Normal F.P. Section

Building nol33 Building name IMenemenlioglu Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

OztGrk Ba~anr
10.06.1905
1988
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

additional elements partially hiding
original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners added

illegal
without ro'ect
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0 !=:j c

t=z -0-w>z
0 Ground F.P. Gallery F.P. Normal F.P. Section AA Section BB Section CC Front E.
0

I Building nol34 ."BUildihg'name IMehvef Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:o
;f/)c: 0)0) a.
~>0)-c

Birol Turan
09.06.1905
1989
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality
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Normal F.P. Section AA

Bulldingname!_. _Buildingnol35

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Haluk Kesimoglu
20.06.1905
1999
Modern
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~ U'\.

i \) 0IiI
~ U'\o
U Ground F.P, First F.P, Section Front E.

Building namel§anel StoreBuilding nol37

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

PHASE I
Technician Hasan Yllmaz
1961
1961
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

4 storied addition at south
2 NTF added
FF enlarged through additional
projection
totally rearranged (much more exposed -
to day light through new windows)
joinery renewed with aluminum
elements, roller sheet blinds, air
conditioners and signboard added
reinforced concrete columns added
illegal
without ro'ect

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
legal
with ro'ect
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Building nol39 Building name IKo~han - Dora Khan

.
VII

Normal F.P.

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

c:
o:;:; en
a3 (])
~ ~(])--.::

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof.Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



I I~TT

.
let.

Ground F.P. Normal F.P.

Building nol44 Building name 1_- _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

additional element partially hiding
original characteristics
signboard added

Ertugrul Ataman
16.05.1905
1964
Modem

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
'Modem

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof.Dr. Ahmet EYOCE

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality



I

I

euilding nol_49 B_u_i1_di_ng••·._na••..m_e•..•.[Mahmut Trnaz Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date '.
Building Modem
characteristics

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout rearranged (spatial units organized in

and around a coridor frame united into a
single space)
rearranged additional element partially hiding

original characteristics
joinery altered in G and M, signboards
and air conditioners added

wide windows in place of narrow ones
belon in to each unit

. Structural s stem
lega/status

Proffesiona~. quality
legal

ro'ect alteration

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
Iztech - Faculty of Architecture· Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof.Dr. Ahmet EYOCE
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M.F.P.
I

First F.P.

Building 00151 Building name I·

ArChitect
Design9ate
Completion date
Building
characteristics

I.S. Sakin
Unknown

. 1940
Modern

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

mass additions (single storied at west
and four storied at east)

stairs added to part 3, divisions at M
level
additional element partially hiding
ori inal characteristics
altered joinery work at G,added grills at -

. M, signboards added

illegal
.without ro'ect

RetTospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
Iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof.Dr. Ahmet EVOCE

Floor levels
Plan layout

Structural s stem
Legal &latus

. Proffesional uality
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Building nol65 Building namejKemalOzer Khan

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations additional element partially hiding

original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners addedArchitectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

~Q.
>.-c::o

:;:;
c::
Q)c:
Q)c:

I~
Gallery F.P. Normal F.P. Section AA

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Normal F.P.

Building nol68 Building namelAltmylldlz Store

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:
o
:gcn
Q) Q)~ g;
Q)--c:

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE
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Building nol69 Building namel_B_Y_S_K_h_a_n _

Architect
Design date
·Completion date
Building
characteristics

Fahri Ni~1i
14.05.1905
1964
Modern

ycan Oncli
1997
1998
Modern

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

1 NTF added
rearranged (G and NF spatial units
united into single spaces and connected
to each other with an additional stair
system)
totally rearranged
windows narrowed, color and texture
altered, signboards added

Elevations
Architectural elements

Structural s stem
Legal status

Proffesional quality
legal
with ro"ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE
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Building nol_7_0 B_u_i1d_i_ng_n_a_m_eIVazmaclogluKhan

PHASE III
Architect Unknown Suat Erdeniz Altan Atamer
Design date Unknown 1950 1963 1973
Completion date

,- ,- 1963 1974
Building Modern Modern Modern Modern
characteristics

Building mass 2 storied mass addition
at south

III
Q) Floor levels 1 NTF addeda.
>. Plan layout GF spatial units united, removal of addition of the removed-c:

dividing walls at FF, additional stairs in dividing walls0:;:;
c: between G and FQ)

~ Elevations
Q)

Architectural elements removal of the added- staircase additionc:
staircase

Structural s stem
Legal status legal legal legal

Proffesional quality ro"ect alteration before a lication with ro"ect with ro"ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - FaCUlty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE
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.. Building name 1-
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Buildingno!71

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

HUse in Terzioglu
17.06.1905
1999
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan la out
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status .
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Buitdingno] 72 part 1 ________ c._B_u_nd_i_ng_n_~_m_eITelekomBuilding

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
05.06.1905
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional . uality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building nol72 part 2

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:o
:'::;cn
c: cucu 0-2: >-cu-e

Building name!Telekom Building

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

Unknown
1983
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

legal
with ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



Building nol_72~p_art_3 B_u_i1d_i_n_g_n_a_m_elTelekomBuilding

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:o:;::;c: l/)
0) 0)~ g;
0)--c:

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modern

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - SupeNised by: Prof.Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



Building nol_7_2_p_a_rt_4 B_u_i1_d_in_g_n_a_m_elTelekomBuilding

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:o
:;:::; C/)

~ 0)

~ ~0)--c:

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Modem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



BUILDINGS WITH ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
POSTMODERN TREND



Building no
Building
name

2
Vaklf Bank
Vaklf Bank

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

87
7502
9 (new 14)
Mimar Kemalettin Street no:

;!:~,\if',{nt$;f6.'1tJ!;{$1.~~;:~~N~,t$~VAmi[~N~~~7~r;i:,~r
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
~ftWi:~I~,'i[i;~~~~i~~!i~;~:,~~:~~l;gtLJ~~ffi:I,.~~:~~~~~ji1:~1#~mX{~!;~;tif!{§fl~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

1107
826
24.80

.~~j4i4zt*l~~t:t*;~::·~f!~:~i~~:t~~i0W;;:1$tQ~~¥$ t,;."

Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery 1 -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 6 -
Geared top - -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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~:ft<~}?'A;;ii';·:;~ii:'~\~~:j:~'iifpfJJi~tfi:l~~~lf~~~mtij1;~~~I,O,r~~~;;1¥0~~~~~j,f~~~k,;,~tW.i!~~
Building no 3 SUNey date 1998
Building Girit Khan
name Girit Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

87
7502
15
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 7, 1328 Street no:
4

~~j~~~t~1~!tt§(s:t~JW~~~f,l$~~\f~m!~J4~~!f~~~:¥
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
f~::;~]':f~~~i~5~~~~~i!~~~!i:~~~~.~W~~~.t{~·Q[tJ,P~~%~~{~#~m~~kf~iff~~~\~;;
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

1:F.lJNGTlc>N\,;[RWs trade (clothing) + Office + Atelier + Car parking

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared top

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
Iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph, 0, Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof-Dr, Ahmet EYOCE



Building no 5
Building
name

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
967
3
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 37, 1332 Street
no: 27.

1;ff,WNctlOf\Ji';/,/ RWS trade (clothing) + Atelier

·"",,~'r'·""m' ........." { ""'~r ;" ."I!tt'@ml" . T·il'····''I(~~:;~i'ky::tS!'jfS~lJiJS$D.~1iCON.SIt,; .'7, j,"~NJ,'!i);j!;':!'~~;
.,;f,<}':,;·"",/--·.-..,; ;- "",\, .••,' " 'Ih/:,"'l.,.' .:..-" n. ,;.;;> .•...,')'··.·~r.._,~1,·'.-~t':,_···:J·~.'~;~

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

143
143
21.90

~~~~;t~~~~~:~~~'}}~~1~~.~f}~~~~~~~~$;;,:J.''5170R'EY~,·~~:·~:~~;;':'~:;':,~:~..;,,':~:l)~'t;j·1'Y.

Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 7 -
Geared top - -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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7
Tatari Khan
Tatari Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

76
967
1
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 41

!fl~~~~\~¥;;:~airt~$:(:fl~~~~~~g$;v!m!~N~ri~4~1t.0i::
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -
\%i~~f~~~~:~:~·:~t~:~~!~~~i[~~:,_~~~$~~~mr~'r}J~:~~f~!~1}v~t~~fi1:~1.{1~~f~~:,r
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

I:G,tJNCT:I0,'t~{~[~}JRWS trade (clothing) + Office + Atelier

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
Iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph.D, Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof. Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



Building no
Building
name

18 Survey date 1998
Mimar Kemalettin Khan
Mimar Kemalettin I Merkezi

ui;W!';u~!,~~jla~~$);:~_!i~~~,~$~~¥~11!~~~~i~1~~i~
List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

i:N:?~(#';t;j~,,~,~%%~t~Ei.~g~$.,·
75
957
29
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 71

,i'1~1f¥(~r~:~~!;/r~~~~%?t~:·;f:~~}~Qfit~:~RWj~ml-Q:~'~W~'~~:~~s:;~~t}g~2~~:f~~~~!;·t
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

;~1[;!~f~j1;~~;t{,;~::/r~;:.~{;~~6;:~f~~~~1~?~~f~S~9'R~Y~§..~.jl-_:~;i"
Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine 1 -
Normal 6 -
Geared top - -

I:El:JN<trICN,;! RWS trade (clothing) + Office

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building no
Building
name

21
Ezel Khan
Ezel Han

Sheet no
Block no
Plot no
Address

75
957
3
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 77

>t •. >1""'S~~mt!l${~E<~N.$E~\tA~1'Qtst"'''i~§k'''}:ttjj:H/~:?Y!>;·_';~-' ,\1:.:~\' .. ~~;(i'~;.\("-_'?f " " : .'~~ ,.~~ iV,' 'b\'j:f,~1l1df:h
,~::,~- " - ff. i'l ,.,'. ~ ,","_~\,,,~,..;..,>' .L-,', " ,.. .,., : >,., ",'_ ~. . . ~, ":'." _. . ' _, 'j" "; :.r, .•, ..::

List Listed
Date 1988
Grade IIA4

~fb~;R~~~·;i.~:;)~~~Wt~;~t~~j~~~~~ilifff{.!fX~;~J~;~i~~sX(~;.Yt.~~;:~~~~1~~1U~
Method Skeleton

Material Reinforced concrete

Basement
Ground
Gallery
Mezzanine
Normal
Geared to

l'e,~NC;;T!~rsr;~JIlRWS trade (clothing) + Office + Atelier

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Sheet no
BloCk no
Plot no
Address

58
Atalay Khan
Atala I Hanl

75
953
26,27
Mimar Kemalettin Street no: 48

1;5tif~G:r4~1N;~l;JRWS trade (clothing, drapery) + Office + Storage

hV""')'kjj~i1i:";it~SfGJt'li~'aN$iJw~'1lm:~;:)r;@!iI!i~{;t;~~t;'rn~)i~\W;,1'~t f, '(~~,i;,1. I~"; .:~ 'i~,??,'~', '; ,,>" ;, I .. '-' ~\ ';\ ..10",.,,>' ,~.~:::., ,,:,p.)}ffh'~,,¥l~~::{'~-

List Unlisted
Date -
Grade -

110
110
18

~Y~~~iI1~~ft1f)K1:~,tl;)~;;t{rl$,TOR6¥S.t; ~
Basement 1 -
Ground 1 -
Gallery - -
Mezzanine - -
Normal 5 -
Geared top - -

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Normal F.P.

:I-I -......
-<....

I

I

-

•••
Ground F.P.

Building nol2 Building namel_v_ak_'_f_B_a_n_k _

Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:
o
:glll
Q) Q)
2: g;
Q)--c:

~aziment Arolat, Ne~et
Arolat
June 1989
1991
Postmodem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Basement F.P. Ground F.P. M.F.P.

••
: ..BJJildingnameli.,;;G;,.;;ir;.;;.it;;..;K;.;;.h;.;;.a;;;;n..;..-. _Building 0013

Architect
pesign date>":'" Unknown
Completion dat~ '." 1994
Building Postmodem
characteristics

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout

, Elevations

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

additional elements partially hiding
original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners added

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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1m
Normal F.P.

Building nols Building namel_- _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Ahmet Sert
16.06.1905
1996
Postmodem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

additional element slightly hiding original -
characteristics
air conditioner added

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Building nol7 Building name!Tatari Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

c:o
:;:::l/lc: 0)0) a.
~ >.0)--c:

~ukri.iKocagoz
08.06.1905
1988
Postmodem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations
Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mirnar Kernalettin Street)
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Building name IMimar Kemalettin KhanBuilding nol18

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Ziyaeddin Bilgin
Unknown
1994
Postmodem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal.status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

additional elements slightly hiding
original characteristics
signboards added

illegal
without ro' ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
iztech - Faculty of Architecture - Ph. D. Thesis in Architecture - September 1999 - Prepared by: Mine HAMAMCIOGLU - Supervised by: Prof Dr. Ahmet EYOCE



-ct'
Normal F,P,

Building 00121 ...Building n~mel_E_ze_I_K_h_a_n _

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Buifding
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westemisation
Building mass
Floor levels

Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal. status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

enlarged in north direction
totally altered story system (original 2
stories replaced with 8 new ones)
totally rearranged
original elevation rebuilt with reinforced signboards and air conditioners added
concrete, elevation of aditional stories
repeats abstractions of original elements

totally altered
altered as reinforced concrete
legal
with ro'ect

illegal
without ro'ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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.BuildiOO name IVocel KhanBUilding nol30

enlarged in north direction
totally altered story system (original 2
stories replaced with 8 new ones)
totally rearranged
original elevation rebuilt with reinforced
concrete, widths of openings' axes
repeated in additional stories
totally altered
altered as reinforced concrete
legal
with ro'ect

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Late Ottoman under
influence of Westemisation
Building mass
Floor levels

Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal- status
Proffasional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

illegal
without ro' ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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~ :l
Normal F.P.

morn
II I

Building nol58 Building namelAtalay Khan

Architect
Design date
Completion date
Building
characteristics

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

Building mass
Floor levels
Plan layout
Elevations

Architectural elements
Structural s stem

Legal status
Proffesional quality

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Postmodem

additional elements slightly hiding
original characteristics
signboards and air conditioners added

illegal
without ro·ect

Retrospective Evaluation of Space Organisation Principles in Architecture (Buildings on Mimar Kemalettin Street)
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Location
Common space

Facing main street
Facing back and/or side
Surrounded by other spaces

Main space
Facing main street
Facing back and/or side

Other spaces
Facing main street
Facing back and/or side
Adjacent to neighbour building and/or light shaft
Fronting common / main space

Axis
With two gateways as terminating elements ~
With gateway and path element/ vertical plane as terminating elements
With path elements as terminating elements
With special functioned spaces as terminating elements

Axial symmetry
Through common space
Through main space
Between spaces

'•.l*l ·. ......._. :..~.•.:;:.:.:.;...:~.:~.:...:..~~.:..;~;. .-
Balance

In between different functioned components
In between different formed components
In between closed and open components
In between single large component and multiple smaller components

Hierarchy
By size
By placement

Rhythm
Repetition of same shape elements
R~ctrtIDnofsames~ee~mems



Common / main space
Horizontal elements defining common/main space

Base plane
At ground level
Elevated
Depressed

Overhead plane
Totally solid
With skylight or without overhead plane

Vertical elements defining common/main space
Planes

Totally solid
Providing light

Columns

Other spaces
Horizontal elements

Overheadp.
With skylight

Vertical elements defining other spaces
Planes .

Totally solid
Providing light
Providing indirect light through common/main space

·I\}}}~
::::::0

c..... ..;1::: C

1\
II])



Entrance
Approach

Easily perceivable
Indirectly perceivable

Configuration
Recessed
Flush

Location
At comer
Centered
Off centered

Embellishment
With embellishment
Without embellishment

~1E3~
~

•E:j'';.

~~

Path
Configuration

Linear
Turning alternate directions
Turning indefinite directions

Elements
Directly accessible
With specialized elements

Courtyard
Hall
Corridor
Gallery
Stairways
Elevators

J\.~v~

~•



Graduated from izmir American Collegiate Institute in 1986. Studied

architecture at DEU, graduated from the Department of Architecture with degree in

1990. Received her master degree in Restoration from Faculty of Architecture, METU

in 1994. Practices as an architect restorer in a number of implementation and research

projects in Ankara, izmir and various other parts of the country. Publications in related

fields. Ph.D. candidate and research assistant in the Program of Architecture at izmir

Institute of Technology since 1996.


